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The proposed legislation provides for a required pay equity report from a political subdivision 
to the Department of Employee Relations at least once every three years instead of the current 
requirement of at least once every five years. In 2003, the Legislature suspended reporting 
requirements for 2003 and 2004 and further that the report would only be required once every five 
years beginning in 2005. Previously, the Department of Employee Relations by rule had required 
a report at least once every three years. 
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Senators Ranum, Dibble, Higgins, Vickerman and Lourey introduced--

S.F. No.1084: Referred to the Committee on State and Local Government Operations. 

1 A bill for an act 

2 relating to public employment; modifying pay equity 
3 reporting requirements for political subdivisions; 
4 amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 471.999. 

5 · BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

6 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 471.999, is 

7 amended to read: 

8 471.999 [REPORT TO LEGISLATURE.] 

9 The commissioner of employee relations shall report to the 

10 legislature by January 1 of each year on the status of 

11 compliance with section 471.992, subdivision 1, by governmental 

12 subdivisions. 

13 The report must include a list of the political 

14 subdivisions in compliance with section 471.992, subdivision 1, 

15 and the estimated cost of compliance. The report must also 

16 include a list of political subdivisions found by the 

17 commissioner to be not in compliance, the basis for that 

1·8 finding, recommended changes to achieve compliance, estimated 

19 cost of compliance, and recommended penalties, if any. The 

20 commissioner's report must include a list of subdivisions that 

21 did not comply with the reporting requirements of this section. 

22 The commissioner may request, and a subdivision shall provide, 

23 any additional information needed for the preparation of a 

24 report under this subdivision. 

25 Notwithstanding any rule to the contrary, beginning in 

Section 1 1 
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1 2005, a political subdivision must report on its compliance with 

2 the requirements of sections 471.991 to 471.999 no more 

3 frequently than once every £±•e three years. No report from a 

4 political subdivision is required for 2003 and 2004. 

2 
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1 senator Higgins from the Committee on state and Local 
2 Government Operations, to which was referred 

3 s.F. No. 1084: A bill for an act relating to public 
4 employment; modifying pay equity reporting requirements for 
5 political subdivisions;- amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, 
6 section 471.999. 

7 Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
8 do pass. Report adopted. 
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Senate 
State of Minnesota 

S.F. No. 1551 includ~s a number of provisions to make it easier to register to vote and to 
vote. 

Section 1 extends from ten to 15 days the time for filing a voter registration application after it has 
been signed and dated by the voter and imposes the obligation to file by the deadline on everyone 
who handles the application from the time it is signed by the voter until it has been filed with the 
county auditor or Secretary of State. 

·Section 2 adds to the section on election day registration a description of the many documents used 
to prove a voter's identity and place of reference now listed in the rules of the Secretary of State. 
It adds a wireless telephone bill to the list of documents that may be used to prove residency. It also 
permits vouching to be done by a person who is not registered to vote in the precinct but who is 
working in a residential facility in the precinct. It strikes language that limits the use of an Indian 
tribal identification card to Indians living on a reservation and requires the county auditor to keep 
a record of the number of election day registrations accomplished by means of an Indian tribal ID. 
The current law was declared unconstitutional in violation of the Equal Protection Clause by an order 
of federal district Judge Jam.es M. Rosenbaum last October in the case of ACLU v. Kiffmeyer, No. 
04-CV-4653 (D. Minn. Oct. 29, 2004), because it does not also authorize the use of an Indian tribal 
ID by tribal members living off a reservation. 

Section 3 defines "residential facility'' for purposes of section 2 as meaning a variety of group 
residences licensed or regulated by the State. It also requires the operator of a residential facility to 
prepare a list of the names of its employees currently working there and its address. The operator 
must certify the list and provide it to the appropriate county auditor no less than 20 days before each 
election for use in election day registration. 
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Section 4 rewords the certification on a voter registration application that a person who has been 
convicted of a felony must swear to. It also requires the application to include the 15-day deadline 
for returning it after it has been signed and requires the text to be printed in black ink. It strikes the 
requirement added last year that the Secretary of State approve the form of every voter registration 
application. -

Section 5 allows any voter, not just a voter under protection of a court order, to demand that their 
name be withheld from the public list of registered voters. 

Section 6 requires the Secretary of State and county auditors to notify each month the felons whose 
civil rights have been restored that month that they may resum~ voting and requires the county 
auditor to provide them with a voter registration application. 

Section 7 requires each official on duty in a polling place to wear an identification badge that shows 
their role in the election process, but not their party affiliation. 

Section 8 prohibits an election judge from serving as a challenger of voters who appear and attempt 
to vote. 

Section 9 requires the Secretary of State to train polling place challengers, with the cost of the 
training borne by the political party appointing the challengers. 

Section 10 amends the Voter's Bill ofRights by changing the phrase about felons whose "civil rights 
have been restored" to felons who "have completed your probation or parole." 

Section 11 requires that a challenge at the polling place to a voter's eligibility to vote be stated in 
writing, under oath, and based on the challenger's personal knowledge. 

Section 12 permits an individual who is challenged because of a prior conviction of a felony to vote 
after leaving the polling plac~ and returning. 
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1 A bill for an act 

2 relating to elections; facilitating registering to 
3 vote and voting; facilitating voter registration by 
4 college students; clarifying voting rights of persons 
5 under guardianship; extending the deadline for 
6 submitting voter registration applications; cla~ifying 
7 documents acceptable to prove residence; specifying 
8 form of voter registration application; authorizing 
9 registered voters to withhold their name from the 

10 public information list; requiring polling place 
11 officials to wear identification badges; requiring 
12 translation of voting materials; regulating conduct 
13 and requiring training of polling place challengers; 
14 adding to the Voter's Bill of Rights; allowing 
15 ex-felons to leave a polling place and return; 
16 requiring notice to ex-felons that their civil rights 
17 have been restored; providing voting assistance to 
18 prisoners; amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, sections 
19 135A.17, subdivision 2; 201.014, subdivision 2; 
20 201.061, subdivisions 1, 3, by adding a subdivision; 
21 201.071, subdivision l; 201.091, subdivision 4; 
22 201.15; 203B.16, by adding a subdivision; 204B.10, 
23 subdivision 6; 204B.24; 204B.27, subdivision 11; 
24 204C.06, subdivision 2; 204C.07, subdivision 4, by 
25 adding a subdivision; 204C.08, subdivision la; 
26 204C.10; 204C.12, subdivisions 2, 4; 243.05, 
27 subdivision 3; 524.5-310; proposing coding for new law 
28 in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 244; 641; 642. 

29 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

30 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 135A.17, 

31 subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

32 Subd. 2. [RESIDENTIAL HOUSING LIST.] All postsecondary 

33 institutions that enroll students accepting state or federal 

34 financial aid may shall prepare a current list of setteents the 

35 name and address of each student enrolled in the institution and 

36 residing in the institution's housing or in other housing within 

37 een-m±ies-e£ the county, or a county co~tiguous to the county, 

Section 1 1 
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1 where the institution's campus is located. Institutions that do 

2 not consider student addresses to be public information under 

3 applicable federal and state privacy laws shall make release 

4 forms available to all students authorizing the institution to 

5 pro~ide the addresses to the county auditor. The list 

6 shall ±ne%ttde-e8eh-settdeneis-ettrrent be based on the most recent 

7 residence address the student has provided to the institution. 

8 If the student gives the institution, before the list is sent to 

9 the county auditor or ~uditors, a ~ritten reguest that the 

10 student's name and residence address be omitted from the list, 

11 the institution must honor the request. The list shall be 

12 certified and sent to the appropriate county auditor or auditors 

13 for use in election day registration as provided under section 

14 201.061, subdivision 3. 

15 Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 201.014, 

16 subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

17 Subd. 2. [NOT ELIGIBLE.]' The following individuals are not 

18 eligible to vote. Any individual: 

19 (a) Convicted of treason or any felony whose civil rights 

20 have not been restored; 

21 (b) Under a guard1anship e£-the-persen in which the court 

22 order pre~±des-eh8e-the-w8rd-dees-nee-ree8±n revokes the ward's 

23 right to vote; or 

24 (c) Found by a court of law to be legally incompetent. 

25 Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 201.061, 

26 subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

27 Subdivision 1. [PRIOR TO ELECTION DAY.] At any time except 

28 during the 20 days immediately preceding any election, an 

29 eligible voter or any individual who will be an eligible voter 

30 at the time of the next election may register to vote in the 

31 precinct in which the voter maintains residence by completing a 

32 voter registration application as described in section 201.071, 

33 subdivision 1, and submitting it in person or by mail to the 

34 county auditor of that county or to the Secretary of State's 

35 Office. A registration that is received no later than 5:00 p.m. 

36 on the 21st day preceding any election shall be accepted. An 

Section 3 2 
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1 improperly addressed or delivered registration application shall 

2 be forwarded within two working days after receipt to the county 

3 auditor of the county where the voter maintains residence. A 

4 state or local agency or an individual that accepts from anyone 

5 a completed voter registration app~ieatiens-£rem application 

6 signed and dated by a voter must submit the completed 

7 app±ieatiens application to the secretary of state or the 

8 appropriate county auditor within ten 15 business days after the 
- - -

9 app±ieatiens-are applieation was dated by the voter. 

10 For purposes of this section, mail registration is defined 

11 as a voter registration application delivered to the secretary 

12 of state, county auditor, or municipal clerk by the United 

13 States Postal Service or a commercial carrier. 

14 Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 201.061, 

15 subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

16 Subd. 3. [ELECTION DAY REGISTRATION.]~ An individual 

17 who is eligible to vote may register on election day by 

18 appearing in person at the polling place for the precinct in 

19 which the individual maintains residence, by completing a 

20 registration application, making an oath in the form prescribed 

21 by the.secretary of state and providing proof of residence. An 

22 individual may prove residence for purposes of .registering by: 

23 (1) presenting a driver's license or Minnesota 

24 identification card issued pursuant to section 171.07; 

25 (2) presenting a current and valid photo identification 

26 that shows the name and valid residential address of the voter; 

27 (3) presenting a copy of a current utility bill, signed 

28 residential lease, bank statement, government check, paycheck, 

29 or other government document that shows the name and valid 

30 residential address of the voter; 

31 ~ presenting any document approved by the secretary of 

32 state as proper identification; 

33 t3t ~ presenting one of the following: 

34 (i) a current valid student identification card from a 

JS postsecondary educational institution in Minnesota, if a list of 

36 students from that institution has been prepared under section 

Section 4 3 
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1 135A.17 and certified to the county auditor in the manner 

2 provided in rules of the secret~ry of state;. er 

3 (ii) a current student fee statement that contains the 

4 student's valid residential address in the precinct eegeeher 

6 (iii) a copy of a current student registration card that 

7 contains the student's valid residential address in the 

8 precinct; or 
- -

9 (iv) a current student monthly rental statement that 

10 contains the student's valid residential address in the 

11 precinct; or 

12 t4t J_§_L having a voter who is registered to vote in the 

13 precinct, or who is an employee employed by and working in a 

14 residential facility in the precinct, sign an oath in the 

15 presence of the election judge vouching that the voter or 

16 employee personally knows that the individual is a resident of 

17 the precinct. A voter who has been.vouched for on election day 

18 may not sign a proof of residence oath vouching for any other 

19 individual on that election day. 

20 (b) The operator of a residential facility shall prepare a 

21 list of the names of its employees currently working in the 

22 residential facility and the· address of the residential 

23 facility. The operator shall certify the list-and provide it to 

24 the appropriate county auditor no less than 20 days before each 

25 election for use in election day registration. 

26 1£1. For tribal band members %i~ing-en-an-%ndian 

27 reser~aeien, an individual may prove residence for purposes of 

28 registering by presenting an identification card issued by the 

29 tribal government of a tribe recognized by the Bureau of Indian 

30 Affairs, United States Department of the Interior, that contains 

31 the name, sereee address, signature, and picture of the 

32 individual. ~he-eettney-attdieer-e£-eaeh-eettney-ha~ing-eerrieery 

33 wiehin-ehe-reser~aeien-sha%i-maineain-a-reeerd-e£-ehe-nttmber-e£ 

34 eieeeien-day-regiseraeiens-aeee~eed-ttnder-ehis-seeeien. 

35 1.!tl_ A county, school district, or municipality may require 

36 that an election ·judge responsible for election day registration 

Section 4 4 
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l initial each completed registration application. 

2 Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 201.061, is 

3 amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

4 Subd. 3.a. [DEFINITIONS.] (a) The definitions in this 

5 subdivision apply to subdivision 3. 

6 (b) "Bank statement" includes a bank statement, investment 

7 account statement, brokerage statement, pension fund statement, 

8 dividend check, or any other notice or letter from a financial 

9 institution relating-to ari account or investment held by the 

10 voter at the financial institution. 

11 (c) "Government check" includes a Social Security 

12 Administration check statement or a check stub or electronic 

13 deposit receipt from a public assistance payment or tax refund 

".4 or credit. 

15 (d) "Other government document" includes military 

16 identification; a document issued by a governmental entity that 

17 qualifies for use as identification for purposes of acquiring a 

18 driver's license in this state; a Metro Mobility card; a 

19 property tax statement; a public housing lease or rent statement 

20 or agreement, or a rent statement or agreement.provided under a 

21 subsidized housing program; a document or statement provided to 

22 a voter as evidence of income or eligibility for a tax deduction 

23 or tax credit; a periodic notice from a federal, state, or local 

24 agency for a public assistance program, such as the Minnesota 

25 family· investment program, food stamps, general assistance, 

26 medical assistance, gener~l assistance medical care, 

27 MinnesotaCare, unemployment benefits, or Social Security; an 

28 insurance card for a government administered or subsidized 

29 health insurance program; or a discharge certificate, pardon, or 

30 other official document issued to the voter in connection with 

31 the resolution of a criminal case, indictment, sentence, or 

32 other matter, in accordance with state law. 

33 (e) "Paycheck" includes a check stub or electronic deposit 

34 receipt. 

JS (f) "Residential facility" means transitional housing as 

36 defined in section 119A.43, subdivision l; a supervised living 

Section 5 5 
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1 facility licensed by the commissioner of health under section 

2 144.50, subdivision 6; a nursing home as defined in section 

3 144A.Ol, subdivision 5; a residence registered with the 

4 commissioner of health as a housing with services establishment 

5 as defined in section 1440.01, subdivision 4; a veterans home 

6 operated by the board of directors of the Minnesota Veterans 

7 Homes under chapter 198; a residence licensed by the 

8 commissioner of human services to provide a residential program 
- - --

9 as defined in sec~ion ~45A.02, subdivision 14; a residential 

10 facility for persons with a developmental disability licensed by 

11 the commissioner of human services under section 252.28; group 

12 residential housing as defined in section 256I.03, subdivision 

13 3; a shelter for battered women as defined in section 611A.37, 

14 subdivision 4; or a supervised publicly or privately operated 

15 shelter or dwelling designed to provide temporary living 

16 accommodations for the homeless. 

17 (g) "Utility bill" includes a bill for gas, electricity, 

18 telephone, wireless telephone, cable television, solid waste, 

19 water, or sewer services. 

20 Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 201.071, 

21 subdivision l,· is amended to read: 

22 Subdivision 1. [FORM.] A voter registration application 

23 must be of suitable size and weight for mailing and contain 

24 spaces for the following required information: voter's first 

25 name, middle name, and last name; voter's previous name, if any; 

26 voter's current address; voter's previous address, if any; 

27 voter's date of birth; voter's municipality and county of 

28 residence; voter's telephone number, if provided by the voter; 

29 date of registration; current and valid Minnesota driver's 

30 license number or Minnesota state identification number, or if 

31 the voter has no current and valid Minnesota driver's license or 

32 Minnesota state identification, the last four digits of the 

33 voter's Social Security number; and voter's signature. The 

34 registration application may include the voter's e-mail address, 

35 if provided by the voter, and the voter's interest in serving as 

36 an election judge, if indicated by the voter. The application 

Section 6 6 
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1 must also contain the following certification of voter 

2 eligibility: 

3 "I certify that I: 

4 (1) will be at least 18 years old on election day; 

5 (2) am a citizen of the United States; 

6 (3) will have resided in Minnesota for 20 days immediately 

7 preceding election day; 

8 (4) maintain residence at the address given on the 

9 registration-form1 

10 (5) am not under court-ordered guardianship e£-eae-persen 

11 waere-%-haYe-nee-reeained-eae ·in which the court order revokes 

12 !!!Y right to vote; 

13 (6) have not been found by a court to be legally 

14 ·incompetent to vote; 

15 (7) have nee the right to vote because, if I have been 

16 convicted of a felony wiehette-haYing-my-eiYi3:-rigaes-reseered.L..!_ 

17 have completed my probation or parole; and 

18 (8) have read and understand the following statement: that 

19 giving false information is a felony punishable by not more than 

20 five years imprisonment or a fine of not more than $10,000, or 

21 both." 

22 The certification must include boxes for the voter to 

23 respond to the following questions: 

24 "(l) Are you a citizen of the United States?" and 

25 "(2) Will you be 18 years old on or before election day?" 

26 And the instruction: 

27 "If you checked •no' to either of tnese questions, do not 

28 complete this form." 

29 The voter registration application must set forth the 

30 deadline under section 201.061, subdivision 1, for returning a 

31 voter registration application after it is dated by the voter. 

32 Text on the voter registration application must be printed 

33 in black ink. 

34 The form of the voter registration application and the 

35 certification of voter eligibility must be as provided in this 

36 subdivision and-appreYed-by-eae-seereeary-e£-seaee. Voter 

Section 6 7 
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1 registration forms authorized by the National Voter Registration 

2 · Act may also be accepted as valid. 

3 An individual may use a voter registration application to 

4 apply to register to vote in Minnesota or to change information 

5 on an existing registration. 

6 Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 201.091, 

7 subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

8 Subd. 4. [PUBLIC INFORMATION LISTS.] The county auditor 
- -

9 shall make available-for inspection a public information list 

10 which must contain the name, address, year of birth, and voting 

11 history of each registered voter in the county. The telephone 

12 number must be included on the list if provided by the voter. 

13 The public information list may also include information on 

14 voting districts. The county auditor may adopt reasonable rules 

15 governing access to the list. No individual inspecting the 

16 public information list shall tamper with or alter it in any 

17 manner. No individual who inspects the public information list 

18 or who acquires a list of registered voters prepared from the 

19 public information list may use any information contained in the 

20 list for purposes unrelated to elections, political activities, 

21 or law enforcement. The secretary of state may provide copies 

22 of the public information lists and other information from the 

23 statewide registration system for uses related-to elections, 

24 political activities, or in response to a law enforcement 

25 inquiry from a public official concerning a failure to comply 

26 with any criminal statute or any state or local tax statute. 

27 Before inspecting the public information list or obtaining 

28 a list of voters or other information from the list, the 

29· individual ·shall provide identification to the public official 

30 having custody of the public information list and shall state in 

31 writing that any information obtained from the list will not be 

32 used for purposes unrelated to elections, political activities, 

33 or law enforcement. Requests to examine or obtain information 

34 from the public information lists or the statewide registration 

35 system must be made and processed in the manner provided in the 

36 rules of the secretary of state. 

Section 7 8 
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1 Upon receipt of a wr±eeen-reqtteee-and-a-eopy-0£-ehe-eottre 

2 order statement signed by the voter that withholding the voter's 

3 name from the public information list is required for the safety 

4 of the voter or the voter's family, the secretary of state and 

5 county auditor must withhold from the public information list 

6 the name of any a registered voter piaeed-ttnder-eottre-ordered 

7 proeeee±on. 

8 Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 201.15, is 

9 amended to read: -

10 201.15 [DISTRICT JUDGE, REPORT GUARDIANSHIPS AND 

11 COMMITMENTS.] 

12 Subdivision 1. [GUARDIANSHIPS AND INCOMPETENTS.] Pursuant 

13 to the Help America Vote Act of 2002, Public Law 107-252, the 

14 state court administrator shall report monthly by electronic 

15 means to the secretary of state the name, address, and date of 

16 birth of each individual 18 years of age or over, who during the 

17 month preceding the date of the report: 

18 (a) was placed under a guardianship 0£-ehe-pereon in which 

19 the court order pro~±de~-ehae-ehe-ward-doee-noe-reea±n revokes 

20 the ward's right to vote; or 

21 (b) was adjudged legally incompetent. 

22 The court administrator shall also report the same 

23 information for each individual transferred to the jurisdiction 

24 of the court who meets a condition specified in clause (a) or 

25 (b). The secretary of state shall determine if any of the 

26 persons in the report is registered to vote and shall prepare a 

27 list of those registrants for the county auditor. The county 

28 auditor shall change the status on the record in the statewide 

29 registration system of any individual named in the report to 

30 indicate that the individual is not eligible to reregister or 

31 vote. 

32 Subd. 2. [RES~9RA~%9N-~9-eAPA€%~¥ GUARDIANSHIP TERMINATION 

33 OR MODIFICATION.] Pursuant to the Help America Vote Act of 2002, 

34 Public Law 107-252, the state court administrator shall report 

35 monthly by electronic means to the secretary of state the name, 

36 address, and date of birth of each individual erane£erred-£rom 

Section 8 9 -
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1 whose guardianship eo-eonser~aeorsh±p-or-who-±s-reseore~-ee 

2 eapae±ey-~y-ehe-eottre was modified to restore the ward's right 

3 to vote or whose guardianship was terminated by order of the 

4 court under section 524.5-317 after being ineligible to vote for 

5 any of the reasons specified in subdivision 1. The secretary of 

6 state shall determine if any of the persons in the report is 

7 registered to vote and shall prepare a list of those registrants 

8 for the county auditor. The county auditor shall change the 
- -

9 status on the voter's-record in the statewide registration 

10 system to "active." 

11 Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 203B.16, is 

12 amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

13 Subd. 5. [DUTIES OF COUNTY AUDITOR.] Each county auditor 

14 ·shall mail absentee ballot applications to the study-abroad 

15 office of each college or university whose principal 

16 administrative offices are located within the county. 

17 Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204B.10, 

18 subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

19 Subd. 6. [INELIGIBLE VOTER.] Upon receipt of a certified 

20 copy of a final judgment or order of a court of competent 

21 jurisdiction that a person who has filed an affidavit of 

22 candidacy or who has been nominated by petition: 

23 (1) has been convicted of treason or a felony and the 

24 person's civil rights ~ave not been restored; 

25 (2) is under guardianship 0£-ehe-person in which the court 

26 order revokes the ward's right to vote; or 

27 (3) has been found by a court of law to be legally 

28 incompetent; 

29 the filing officer shall notify the person by certified mail at 

30 the address shown on the affidavit or petition, and shall not 

31 certify the person's name to be placed on the ballot. The 

32 actions of a filing officer under this subdivision are subject 

33 to judicial review under section 204B.44. 

34 Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204B.24, is 

35 amended to read: 

36 204B.24 [ELECTION JUDGES; OATH.] 

Section 11 10 
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1 Each election judge shall sign the following oath before 

2 assuming the duties of the office: 

3 "I •••••••••• solemnly swear that I will perform the duties 

4 of election judge according to law and the best of my ability 

5 and will diligently endeavor to prevent fraud, deceit and abuse 

6 in conducting this election. I will perform my.duties in a fair 

7 and impartial manner and not attempt to create an advantage for 

8 my party or for any candidate." 

9 The oath shall be-attached to the summary statement of the 

10 election returns of that precinct. If there is no individual 

11 present who is authorized to administer oaths, the election 

12 judges may administer the oath to each other. 

13 Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204B.27, 

14 subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

15 Subd. 11. [TRANSLATION OF VOTING %NS~RB€~%0NS MATERIALS.] 

16 The secretary of state may shall develop voter registration 

17 applications, absentee ballot applications, ballots, absentee 

18 ballots, and voting instructions in languages other than 

19 English1-eo-be-poseed-aftd-made-a~a±±ab±e-ift-pe±±±ftg-p±aees 

20 dttriftg-e±eee±efts. The state demographer shall determine and 

21 report to the secretary of state the languages that are so 

22 common in this state that there is a need for translated 

23 voting ±ftstrttee±efts materials. The secretary of state shall 

24 develop the materials for those languages recommended by the 

25 state demographer. The secretary of state shall publish the 

26 materials and provide paper copies on reguest of any voter at no 

27 charge to the voter. The voting instructions must be posted and 

28 made available in polling places during elections. The posted 

29 voting instructions must include a pictorial representation of a 

30 voter completing the voting process. In those precincts where 

31 the state demographer has determined it is likely that at least 

32 five percent of the eligible voters speak one of the languages 

33 other than English for which translated voting materials have 

34 been published by the secretary of state, the translated 

35 materials for that language must be posted or otherwise made 

36 available in the polling place. 

Section 12 11 
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1 Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204C.06, 

2 subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

3 Subd. 2. [INDIVIDUALS ALLOWED IN POLLING PLACEL 

4 IDENTIFICATION.] (a) Representatives of the secretary of state's 

5 office, the county auditor's office, and the municipal or school 

6 district clerk's office may be present at the polling place to 

7 observe election procedures. ~xcept for these representatives, 

8 election judges, sergeants-at-arms, and challengers, an 

9 individual may remain--inside the polling place during voting 

10 hours only while voting or registering to vote, providing proof 

11 of residence for an individual who is registering to vote, or 

12 assisting a handicapped voter or a voter who is unable to read 

13 English. During voting hours no one except individuals 

14 receiving, marking, or depositing ballots shall ~pproach within 

15 six feet of a voting booth, unless lawfully authorized to do so 

16 by an election judge. 

17 (b) Teachers and elementary or secondary school students 

18 participating in an educational activity authorized by section 

19 204B.27, subdivision 7, may be present at the polling place 

20 during voting hours. 

21 (c) Each official on duty in the polling place must wear an 

22 identification badge that shows their role in the election 

23 process. The badge must not show their party affiliation. 

24 Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204C.07, 

25 subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

26 Subd. 4. [RESTRICTIONS ON CONDUCT.] An election judge may 

27 not be appointed as a challenger. The election judges shall 

28 permit challengers appointed pursuant to this section to be 

29 present in the polling place during the hours of voting and td 

30 remain there until the votes are counted and the results 

31 declared. No challenger shall handle or inspect registration 

32 cards, files, or lists. Challengers shall not prepare in any 

33 manner any list of individuals who have or have not voted. They 

34 shall not attempt to influence voting in any manner. They shall 

35 not converse with a voter except to determine, in the presence 

36 of an election judge, whether the voter·-is eligible to vote in 

Section 14 12 
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l the precinct. 

2 Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204C.07, is 

3 amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

4 Subd. 5. [CHALLENGER TRAINING.] (a) The secretary of state 

5 shall adopt rules for training challengers as required by this 

6 subdivision. 

7 (b) At least once every two years, the secretary of state 

8 shall provide training in accordance with the rules of the 

9 secretary of state for-all challengers who are appointed to 

10 serve at any election to be held in this state. The secretary 

11 of state shall also provide a procedure for emergency training 
J 

12 of challengers appointed to fill vacancies. The secretary of 

13 state may delegate to a county or municipal election official 

14 the duty to provide training of challengers in that county, 

15 municipality, or school district. 

16 (c) No _individual may serve as a challenger who is not a 

17 registered voter in this state and who has not received at least 

18 two hours of training within the last two years as required by 

19 this subdivision. 

20 (d) Each major political party must reimburse the secretary 

21 of state, county auditor, or municipal clerk for the cost of 

22 training challengers appointed by that major political party. 

23 Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204C.08, 

24 subdivision la, is amended to read: 

25 Subd. la. [VOTER'S BILL OF RIGHTS.] The county auditor 

26 shall prepare and provide to each polling place sufficient 

27 ·copies of a poster setting forth the Voter's Bill of Rights as 

28 set forth in this section. Before the hours of voting are 

29 scheduled to begin, the election judges shall post it in a 

30 conspicuous location ot locations in the polling place. The 

31 Voter's Bill of Rights is as follows: 

32 "VOTER'S BILL OF RIGHTS 

33 For all persons residing in this state who meet federal 

34 voting eligibility requirements: 

35 (1) You have the right to be absent from work for the 

36 purpose of voting during the morning of ·~lection day. 

Section 16 13 
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1 (2) If you are in line at your polling place any t1me 

2 between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m., you have the right to vote. 

3 (3) If you can provide the required proof of residence, you 

4 have the right to register to vote and to vote on election day. 

5 (4) If you are unable to sign your name, you have the right 

6 to orally confirm your identity with an election judge and to 

7 direct another person to sign your· name for you. 

8 (5) You have the right to request special assistance-when 

9 voting. 

· 10 (6) If you need assistance, you may be accompanied into the 

11 voting booth by a person of your choice, except by an agent of 

12 your employer or union or a candidate. 

13 (7) You have the right to bring your minor children into· 

14 the polling place and into the voting booth with you. 

15 (8) If you have been convicted of a felony but yottr-e±~±i 

16 r±ghes-ha~e-beeft-reseored have completed your probation or 

17 parole, you have the right to vote. 

18 (9) If you are under a guardianship, you have the right to 

19 vote, unless the court order revokes your right to vote. 

20 Jl:.Ql You have the right to vote without anyone in the 

21 polling place trying to influence your vote. 

22 fi&t .!..ill If you make a mistake or spoil your ballot before 

23 it is submitted, you have the right to receive- a replacement 

24 ballot and vote. 

25 fiit illl You have the right to file a written complaint at 

26 your polling place if you are dissatisfied with the way an 

27 election is being run. 

28 fizt ~ You have the right to take a sample ballot into 

29 the voting booth with you. 

30 fi3t Jl.!l You have the right to take a copy of this Voter's 

31 Bill of Rights into the voting booth with you." 

32 ·Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204C.10, is 

33 amended to read: 

34 204C.10 [PERMANENT REGISTRATION; VERIFICATION OF 

35 REGISTRATION.] 

36 (a) An individual seeking to vote shall sign a polling 
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1 place roster which states that the individual is at least 18 

2 years of age, a citizen of the United States, has resided in 

3 Minnesota for 20 days immediately preceding the election, 

4 maintains residence at the address shown, is not.under a 

5 guardianship in which the indi~idtta%-has-nee-reeained court 

6 order revokes the individual's right to vote, has not been found 

7 by a court of law to be legally incompetent to vote or convicted 

8 of a felony without having civil rights restored, is registered 

9 and has not already-voted in the election. The roster must also 

10 state: "I understand that deliberately providing false 

11 information is a felony punishable by not more than five years 

12 imprisonment and a fine of not more than $10,000, or both." 

13 (b) A judge may, before the applicant signs the roster, 

14 confirm the applicant's name, address,· and date of birth. 

15 (c) After the applicant signs the roster, the judge shall 

16 give the applicant a voter's receipt. The voter shall deliver 

17 the voter's receipt to the judge in charge of ballots as proof 

18 of the voter's right to vote, and thereupon the judge shall hand 

19 to the voter the ballot. The voters' receipts must be 

20 maintained during the time for notice of filing an election 

21 contest. 

22 Sec. 18. Minnesota Statute.s 2004, section 204C.12, 

23 subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

24 Subd. 2. [STATEMENT OF GROUNDS; OATH.] The challenger 

25 shall state the ground for the challenge7-and in writing, under 

26 oath, and based on the challenger's personal knowledge. An 

27 election judge shall administer to the challenged individual the 

28 following oath: 

29 "Do you solemnly swear that you will fully and truly answer 

30 all questions put to you concerning your eligibility to vote at 

31 this election?" 

32 The election judge shall then ask the challenged individual 

33 sufficient questions to test that individual's residence and 

34 right to vote. 

35 Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 204C.12, 

36 subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Section 19 15 
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1 Subd. 4. [REFUSAL TO ANSWER QUESTIONS OR SIGN A POLLING 

2 PLACE ROSTER.] A challenged individual who refuses to answer 

3 questions or sign a polling place roster as required by this 

4 section must not be allowed to vote.· A challenged individual 

5 who leaves the polling place and returns later willing to answer 

6 questions or sign a polling place roster must not be allowed to 

7 vote, except an individual challenged because of a prior 

8 conviction of a felony. 

9 Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 243.05, 

10 subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

11 Subd. 3. [DUTY OF COMMISSIONER; FINAL DISCHARGE.] It is 

12 the duty of the commissioner of corrections to keep in 

13 communication, as far as possible, with all persons who are on 

14 parole and with· their employers. The commissioner may grant a 

15 person on parole a final discharge from any sentence when: 

16 (a) the person on parole has complied with the conditions 

17 of parole for a period of time sufficient to satisfy the 

18 commissioner that the parolee is reliable and trustworthy; 

19 (b) the commissioner is satisfied the person on parole will 

20 remain at liberty without violating the law; and 

21 (c) final discharge is not incompatible with the welfare of 

22 society. 

23 Upon the granting of a final discharge, the commissioner 

24 shall issue a certificate of final discharge to the person 

25 discharged and also cause a record of the acts of the inmate to 

26 be made. The record shall show the date of the inmate's 

27 confinement, the inmate's record while in prison, the date of 

28 .parole, t~e inmate's record while on parole, reasons underlying 

29 the decision for final discharge, and other facts which the 

30 commissioner regards as appropriate. Nothing in this section or 

31 section 244.05 shall be construed as impairing the power of the 

32 board of pardons to grant a pardon or commutation in any case. 

33 The commissioner shall inform the person finally discharged 

34 that their civil rights have been restored and give them a voter 

35 registration application and a letter to be sent with the voter 

36 registration application informing the county auditor that the 

Section 20 16 
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1 ex-felon's civil rights have been restored. 

2 Sec. 21. [244.30] [NOTICE OF RESTORATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS.] 

3 Upon final discharge from probation, the court shall inform 

4 the person finally discharged that their civil rights have been 

5 restored and give them a voter registration application and a 

6 letter to be sent with the voter registration application 

7 informing the county auditor that the ex-felon's civil rights 

8 have been restored. 
-

9 Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 524.5-310, is 

10 amended to read: 

11 524.5-310 [FINDINGS; ORDER OF APPOINTMENT.] 

12 {a) The court may appoint a limited or unlimited guardian 

13 for a respondent only if it finds by clear and convincing 

14 evidence that: 

15 (1) the respondent is an incapacitated person; and 

16 (2) the respondent's identified needs cannot be met by less 

17 restrictive means, including use of appropriate technological 

18 assistance. 

19 (b) Alternatively, the court, with appropriate findings, 

20 may treat the petition as one for a protective order under 

21 section 524.5-401, enter any other appropriate order, or dismiss 

22 the proceeding. 

23 (c) The court shall grant to a guardian only those powers 

24 necessitated by the ward's limitations and demonstrated needs 

25 and, whenever feasible, make. appointive and other orders that 

26 will encourage the development of the ward's maximum 

27 self-reliance and independence. Any power not specifically 

28 granted to the guardian, following a written finding by the 

29 court of a demonstrated need for that power, is retained by the 

30 ward. 

31 (d) Within 14 days after an appointment, a guardian shall 

32 send or deliver to the ward, and counsel if represented at the 

33 hearing, a copy of the order of appointment accompanied by a 

34 notice which advises the ward of the right to appeal the 

35 guardianship appointment in the time and manner provided by the 

36 Rules of Appellate Procedure. 

Section 22 17 
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1 (e) Each year, within 30 days after the anniversary date of 

2 an appointment, a guardian shall send or deliver to the ward a 

3 notice of the right to request termination or modification of 

4 the guardianship and notice of the status of the ward's right to 

5 vote. 

6 Sec. 23. [641.45] [VOTING ASSISTANCE TO PRISONERS.] 

7 The county sheriff or jailer in each county in consultation 

8 with the county auditor shall determine the number of prisoners 

9 incarcerated in the eounty jail, workhouse, or other 

10 correctional facility under the control of the county who are 

11 eligible to vote and who desire to vote at a municipal, county, 

12 state, or federal election but will be unable to vote in the 

13 precinct where the prisoner maintains residence because of their 

14 incarceration. The county sheriff or jailer shall obtain from 

15 the appropriate county auditor the corresponding number of 

16 absentee ballot applications and provide them to the prisoners 

17 requesting them. 

18 Sec. 24. [642.15] [VOTING ASSISTANCE TO PRISONERS.] 

19 The chief of police or marshal in each city in consultation 

20 with the county auditor shall determine the number of prisoners 

21 incarcerated in the city lockup, jail, workhouse, or other 

22 correctional facility under the control of the city who are 

23 eligible to vote and who desire to vote at a municipal, county, 

24 state, or federal election but will be unable to vote in the 

25 precinct where the prisoner maintains residence because of their 

26 incarceration. The chief of police or marshal shall obtain from 

27 the appropriate county auditor the corresponding number of 

28 absentee ballot applications and provide them to the prisoners 

29 requesting them. 

18 
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This bill directs the Commissioner of Employee Relations to deliver pharmaceutical benefits 
provided under the state employee health plan through a pharmacy benefits management system. 
The commissioner is authorized to provide the benefits directly through a contract with a third party 
or to enter into contracts with other states. Together with the Commissioner of Human Services and 
the F ormulary Committee, the commissioner must develop and implement a preferred drug. list. 
Local units of government are authorized to participate in the pharmacy benefits management 
system, provided that exclusive representatives for their participating employees agree to participate. 
The Commissioner of Employee Relations is allowed to assess the local units of government the 
reasonable costs of administration for the system. 

The bill is effective January 1, 2006. 
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Senators Berglin, Kiscaden, Higgins, Koering and Larson introduced--

S.F. No. 1523: Referred to the Committee on State and Local Government Operations. 

1 A bill for an act 

2 relating to state .government; requiring the state 
3 employee health insurance plan to purcha·se 
4 prescription drugs through one pharmacy benefits 
5 manager; authorizing local units of government to 
6 participate in.the drug purchasing program; 
7 appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, 
8 section 43A.311. 

9 BE IT· ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

10 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 43A.311, is 

11 amended to read: 

12 43A.311 [BRB6-PBReHAS%NS PHARMACY BENEFITS PROGRAM.] 

13 Subdivision 1. [PHARMACY BENEFITS MANAGEMENT.] ~he 

14 eemmissiener-e£-empieyee-reiaeiens7-in-een;ttneeien-wieh-ehe 

15 eemmissiener-e£-httman-serviees-and-eeher-seaee-ageneies7-shaii 

16 evaittaee-wheeher-pareieipaeien-in-a-mttieiseaee-or-mttieiageney 

17 drttg-pttrehasing-pregram-ean-redttee-eeses-er-impreve-ehe 

18 eperaeiens-e£-ehe-drttg-bene£ie-pregrams-adminiseered-by-ehe 

19 deparemene-and-eeher-seaee-ageneies.--~he-eemmissiener-and-eeher 

20 seaee-ageneies-may-eneer-inee-a-eeneraee-wieh-a-vender-er-eeher 

21 seaees-£er-pttrpeses-e£-pareieipaeing-in-a-mttieiseaee-er 

22 mttieiageney-drttg-pttrehasing-pregram.· The commissioner shall 

23 deliver pharmaceutical benefits provided under sections 43A.22 

24 to 43A.30 through a pharmacy benefits management system. The 

25 commissioner may provide the pharmacy benefits management 

26 services directly, may contract with a third-party pharmacy 

27 benefits manager to provide the services, or may enter into a 
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1 contract with other states for the purpose of participating in a 

2 multistate drug purchasing program. The commissioner must 

3 revise any contracts with health care benefits administrators 

4 accordingly. 

5 Subd. 2. [PREFERRED DRUG LIST.] The pharmacy benefits 

6 manager, in consultation with the commissioner of human services 

7 and the Formulary Committee established under section 256B.0625, 

8 subdivision 13c, shall develop and implement a preferred drug 

9 list. The pharmacy benefits manager shall customize the list of 

10 drugs to incorporate tiered cost-sharing·arrangem.ent$ to 

11 maximize medical efficacy and cost savings. 

12 Subd·. 3. [LOCAL UNIT OF GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION. ] {a) An 

13 eligible employer, as defined in section 43A.316, subdivision 2, 

14 paragraph {c), may elect to use the pharmacy benefits management 

15 system created under subdivision 1, provided that the exclusive 

16 representatives for participating employees have agreed to 

17 participate. 

18 {b) The commissioner may assess reasonable costs of 

19 administration for the system to a participating employer. 

·20 · Receipts from. the assess-men ts must, be deposited in the _pharmacy 

21 benefits management system fund established in the state 

22 treasury. All money and interest in the fund is appropriated to 

23 the commissioner for the costs of administration under this 

24 subdivision. 

25 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

2 
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1 senator Higgins from the Committee on State and Local 
2 Government Operations, to which was referred 

3 S.F. No. 1523: A bill for an act relating to state 
4 government; requiring the state employee health insurance plan 
5 to purchase prescription drugs through one pharmacy benefits 
6 manager; authorizing local units of government to participate in 
7 the drug purchasing program; appropriating money; amending 
8 Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 43A.311. 

9 Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
10 do pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Finance. Report 
11 adopted. 

12 

13 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

March 3 O , 2 o O 5 ................... . 
(Date of Committee recommendation) 
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S.F. No. 1145 - Relating to Nobles County 
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Senate 
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Prepared by: Daniel P. McGowan, Senate Counsel (651/296-4397) ~~ 
Date: March 30, 2005 

The proposed legislation for Nobles County would authorize the Nobles County Board by 
resolution to make the offices of county recorder and county auditor-treasurer appointive. The bill 
provides forthe discharge of the duties of the auditor-treasurer and the recorder through a department 
head appointed by the board for that purpose and that an administrative change or transfer by the 
board of the duties of the two offices does not diminish, prohibit, or avoid the discharge of any 
statutorily required duties. The two current office holders elected at the last general election would 
serve out the full term of office to which the person was elected unless a vacancy occurred in the 
office before the end of the term of office. The resolution making the offices appointive must be 
approved by a four-fifths vote of the county board and before the adoption of a resolution the county 
board would publish its intent to adopt the resolution. The bill contains a provision for a reverse 
referendum if so requested by ten percent of the registered voters of the county. The bill would be 
effective the day after the Nobles County Board completed the local approval process, and this bill 
is virtually identical to other bills enacted in the past few years granting the same authority to other 
individual counties. 
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02/16/05 
rREVISOR J CMG/PT 05-/.776 

Senafnr Vkkerman inf.rorlnr.er1--

S.F. Nn. 114~: Rcfr.rrer1 tn thr. Cnmmittcr nn St;ltr. ;lnrl Lnc"l \vnvcrnmr.nt nrcr;lf inn,f;;. 

A bill for an act 

rel~ting to ~ohJes Coonty: prov.iding a proc~ss for 
m~\1:1no r:~rt-.~1n nffir:~~ ~ppninHu~ in .Nohl~s Cr:mrit:y. 

5 Section 1. [NOBLES COUNTY OFFICERS MAY BE APPOINTED.] 

6 Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY TO MAKE OFFICE APPOINTIVE. l 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 382.01, ~P--5?-.!! 

ado12tion of a resolution by the Nobles County Board of 

Commis~ioners, the offices of county recorder and coun~y 

~~-d i ~or-:~~ as u r~ a ~-~ . not e 1 e ct ! v_~. __ _!>u __ ':_!ln~_.§_.!:__!?.~_!: i lJ_~~--l?Y 

~P2-0intment by the county board as 12rovided in the resolution. 

12 Subd. 2. [BOARD CONTROLS: MAY CHANGE AS LONG AS DUTIES 

DONE. l QP.on adoption of a resolution by the Nobles County Board 

14 of Commissioners and subject to subdivisions 3 and 4, the duties 

15 of an elected official required by statute whose off ice is made 

16 appointive as authorized by this section must be discharged b_y 

17 the Board of Commissioners of Nobles County acting through a 

18 department head appointed by the board for that purpose. A 

19 reorganization, reallocatio~, or delegation or other 

20 administrative change or transfer does not diminish, prohibit, 

21 or avoid the discharge of duties required by statute. 

~2 Subd. 3. [INCUMBENTS TO COMPT_,ETE TERM.] The 12erson elected 

J at the last general election to an off ice made aEpointive under 

24 this section must serve in that ca2acity and perform the duties, 

Section 1 1 
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1 £~EC!.l9E~.2nd res,e_onsibil~ties re~_!red bi: stat~t~~~il t!]_~ 

2 ce;>m.e!., et i ~!1__,o f t h!_.~_e n1!_,...~!_9 f Si ce t ~--~~~i c~h~--E-~£.S ~n wa s_~_fE.,£t.ed 

3 ££_unt~il ...! vacan~-~~_£urs _j_!} the o_f f ice, whichever occu_£!_ 

4 earlier. 

5 Su~d.:__!.~ [ Pl,JSLISHING RESOLUTION; PE'l1 I'll!ON, 

6 lU~Pf~RENOUM. J !he ~nt.L.£2~rd~~l' ..,erovide for the ~l?~!!,;nt~f 

7 a C()~.!!£X-~~e as permitted. in this section if the resc,>luJio.!! 

a to make the off ice aeeointive is ~eeroved by at least eo E!!.S..e.!1.! 

9 Qf t~ members. of th_e cou~~oard. ~ef~~e the ad~tion of the;_ 

10 r~sol~Sio!}~t:_e c2uJ'ltY b~~rd must ~ublis~ ~ resol~tion notifyi~g 

11 E_!!~p_~blic ~f its in,~nt to c_onside: th~~_E!ion once each we~ 

12 !__or. t~E __ _Epn~-e~utive 2~ee~s_J._!!_thLofficial _.E,~blication of tt1e 

l:~ £9ljnty. Pollo~Jir~he eubl.:.ic_ation, the co~ntx b?ard sha!_!_ 

l 4 EE o v i -~·~---~~-.. ~EP.O r .tun i .~.t----~ t __ its -~ 1~~ r e_g u 1 a r _ me'!_t i ~~£__£.~~!£ 

l 'l ~-u b~!1 is ~-i Qn _ _9_!__E.~.~~ est l on---~£_~~~~ o t_~ rs _ _ei_~1e c_o u n £_.y_~E...!~£!.. 

l t3 ~~-~...!:.hi .~..l~ d a .Y s a !.E-~£...l tl ~--s e ££.~!~ .. .e.u b 1 i c ~ t i !=> n of th~---~ o 1 u t i 0_.!!.' ~ 

19 ~titi_2!1 r~9uestin9 a refere_£1dun!.!_2i9ne9-._~~st ter~rce!!.~ 

2 O 2!. ____ t h '=-· re .9.l~ t ere d -·-"' o t e £.~E.!:.~f!~_£~~k__t~!. e d .._, i th_ t 1~~ co ~Et Y._ 

L 1 ~~~-~-~~±:_...:_ _____ .J:.£ .... ~ ... E~~l-~ l u i ~ ..... l~ .... .£ .. ~.:!:. .. ~~-!----~~ __ rt: ::i u l u _L i u ii may __ ~~ 

L4 ~lecr.iou. 

25 Subd. 5. lEf'PEC'l'lVE DA'l'E; LOCAL APPHOVAI.4. J 'l1tlis section is 

26 effectivr:: th~ day_~fte.£.___!:he.governlug body of Nobl~s County and 

27 .its chief clerical officer timely~~~te their complianE_~it)} 

2tj M~!!!,!_~sota Statutes, section 6t15.U21_, subdivisions 2 and 3. 
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1 senator Higgins from the committee on state and Local 
2 Government Operations, to which was referred 

3 s.F. No. 1145: A bill for an act relating to Nobles 
4 County; providing a process for making certain offices 
5 appointive in Nobles County. 

6 Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
7 do pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar. Report adopted. 

8 

9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

March 3 O , 2 o O 5 ..................... . 
(Date of Committee recommendation) 
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1 senator Higgins from the Committ~e on State and Local 
2 Government Operations, to which was re-referred 

3 S.F. No. 1551: A bill for an act relating to elections; 
4 facilitating registering to vote and voting; facilitating voter 
5 registration by college students; clarifying voting rights of · 
6 persons under guardianship; extending the deadline for 
7 submitting voter registration applications; clarifying documents 
8 acceptable to prove residence; specifying form of voter 
9 registration application; authorizing registered voters to 

10 withhold their name from the public information list; requiring 
11 polling place officials to wear identification badges; requiring 
12 translation of voting materials; regulating conduct and 
13 requiring training of polling place challengers; adding to the 
14 Voter's Bill of Rights; allowing ex-felons to leave a polling 
15 place and return; requiring notice to ex-felons that their civil 
16 rights have been restored; providing voting assistance to 
17 ·prisoners; amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, sections 135A.17, 
18 subdivision 2; 201.014, subdivision 2; 201.061, subdivisions 1, 
19 3, by adding a subdivision; 201.071, subdivision l; 201.091, 
20 subdivision 4; 201.15; 203B.16, by adding a subdivision; 
21 204B.10, subdivision 6; 204B.24; 204B.27, subdivision 11; 
22 204C.06, subdivision 2; 204C.07, subdivision 4, by adding a 
23 subdivision; 204C.08, subdivision la; 204C.10; 204C.12, 
24 subdivisions 2, 4; 243.05, subdivision 3; 524.5-310; proposing 
25 coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 244; 641; 642. 

26 Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
27 do pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Crime Prevention 
28 and Public Safety. Report adopted. 

29 

30 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

/ 
~ ~·/ / 

~/]~~············ (/ (Co~tbE{ Chai~) - - - - -

March 3 O , 2 O O 5 ................... . 
(Date of Committee recommendation) 
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the offices of the Nobles County Recorder and Nobles County Auditor
Treasurer are currently elected, and; 

the Nobles County Board of Commissioners desire to have statutory 
authority to make the offices of the Nobles County Recorder and Nobles County Auditor
Treasurer appointed, and; 

by the Board of County Commissioners of 
Nobles County that said Board fully supports having the authority to appoint the office of 
the Nobles County Recorder and Nobles County Auditor-Treasurer. 

by the Board of County Commissioners of Nobles 
County that Nobles County respectfully requests that Senator Vickerman, Representative 
Magnus and Representative Hamilton move forward a bill in both the Senate and House 
that supports such legislation. 

STATE OF Ml ESOTA 

cou OF OBLES 
(SS 

) 

) 

I, Melvin J. Ruppert, Administrator of said County of Nobles, do hereby 
certify that I have compared the foregoing copy with the original resolution 
adopted by the County Board on the 18th day of January, 2005, and now 
remaining on file and of record in my office and that the same is a correct 
transcript and of the whole of such original. 

SEAL 

this 

2005. 

Melvin J. Ru p' rt, County Administrator 
Nobles Count , innesota 



Senate Counsel, Research, 
and Fiscal Analysis 

G-17 STATE CAPITOL 

75 REV. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. BLVD. 

ST. PAUL, MN 55155-1606 
(651) 296-4791 

FAX: (651) 296-7747 

Jo ANNE ZOFF $ELLNER 

DIRECTOR 

No .. 

Author: Senator D. Scott Dibble 

State of Minnesota 

Resources 

Prepared by: 
/.~r; 

Thomas S. Bottem, Senate Counsel (651/296-3810) \ 

Date: March 30, 2005 

This bill makes a variety of miscellaneous changes to the Natural Resources laws. The only 
provision of the bill under the jurisdiction of the State and Local Government Committee is section 
3, which extends the sunset date for the Grune and Fish Citizen Oversight Committee by five years 
from June 30, 2005, to June 30, 2010. 

TSB:rer 
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A bill for an act 

2 relating to natural resources; modifying commercial 
3 fishing restrictions in infested waters; providing for 
4 a water recreation account; modifying expiration of 
5 certain committees; modifying disposition of ·certain 
6 revenue and unrefunded tax receipts; modifying terms 
7 of certain reports; eliminating commissioner approval 
·8 of county expenditures of county timber receipts; 
9 amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, sections 84D.03, 

10 subdivision 4; 97A.055, subdivision 4b; 97A.4742, . 
11 subdivision 4; 103G.615, subdivision 2; 282.08; 
12 282.38, subdivision l; 296A.18, subdivision 2; 
13 proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
14 ·chapter 86B. 

15 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

16 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 84D.03, 

1 7 subdivision 4, is amended to read.: 

_d Subd. 4. [COMMERCIAL FISHING AND TURTLE, FROG, AND 

19 CRAYFISH HARVESTING RESTRICTIONS IN INFESTED AND NONINFESTED 

20 WATERS.] (a) All nets, traps, buoys, anchors, sta~es, and lines 

21 used for commercial fishing or turtle, frog, or crayfish 

22 harvesting in an infested waeers, water that is designated 

23 because tne-waters-eentain it contains invasive fish or-

24 invertebrates! may not bP- used in nen~n£es~ed anv other waters. 

25 If a commercial licensee operates in both nenin£eseed-waters-and 

26 an infested waters water designated because tne-waters-eentain 

~7 it contains invasive fish or invertebrates and other waters, all 

~8 nets, traps, buoys, anchors, stakes, and lines used for 

29 commercial fishing or turtle, frog, or crayfish harvesting in 

30 neninrested waters not designated as infested with invasive fish 

Section 1 1 
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1 or invertebrates must be tagged with tags provided by the 

2 commissioner, as specified in the commercial licensee's license 

3 or permit, and may not be used in infested waters designated 

4 because the waters contain invasive fish or invertebrates. . . 

5 (b) %n-in£ested-waters-designated-se~e%y-beeattse-the-waeers 

6 eentain-Ettrasian-water-mi%£ei%1 All nets, traps, buoys, anchors, 

7 stakes, and liries used for commercial fishing or turtle, frog, 

8 or crayfish harvesting in an infested water that is designated 

9 solely because.it contains Eurasian water milfoil must be dried 

10 for a minimum of ten days or frozen for a minimum of two days 

11 before they are used in nonin£ested any other waters, except as 

12 provided in this paragraph. Commercial e~eraters licensees must 

.13 notify the department's regional or area fisheries office or a 

14 conservation officer when before removing nets or equipment from 

15 an in~ested waters water designated solely because it contains 

16 Eurasian water milfoil and before resetting those nets or 

17 equipment in nenin£ested any other waters. A%%-aqttatie 

18 maere~hytes Upon notification, the commissioner may authorize a 

19 commercial licensee to move nets or equipment to another water 

20 without freezing or drying) if that water is designated as 

21 infested solely becau~e it contains Eurasian water milfoil. 

22 (c) A commercial licensee must be-removed remove all 

23 aquatic macrophytes from nets and other equipment when the nets 

24 and equipment are removed from infested waters of the state. 

25· (d) The commissioner shall provide a commercial licensee. 

26 with a current listing of designated infested waters at the time 

27 that a license or permit is issued. 

28 Sec. 2. [86B.706] [WATER RECREATION ACCOUNT; RECEIPTS AND 

29 PURPOSE.] 

30 Subdivision 1. [CREATION.] The water recreation account is 

31 created in the state treasury in the natural resources fund. 

32 Subd. 2. [MONEY DEPOSITED .IN ACCOUNT.] The following shall 

33 be deposited in.the state treasury and credited to the water 

34 recreation account: 

35 (1) fees and surcharges from titling and licensing of 

36 watercraft under this chapter; 

Section 2 2 
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1 (2) fines, ·installment payments, and forfeited bail 

2 according to section 86B.705, subdivision 2; 

(3) civil penalties.·according to section 840.13; 

4 (4) mooring fees and receipts from the sale of marine gas 

5 at state-operated or state-assisted small craft harbors and 

6 mooring. facilities according to section 86A.21; 

7 (5) the unrefunded gasoline tax attributable to watercraft 

8 use under section ·296A.18; and 

9 (6) fees for permits'issued to control or harvest aguatic 

10 plants other than wild rice under section 103G.615, subdivision 

11 2. 

12 Subd. 3. · [PURPOSES.] The money in the account may be 

1 expended only as appropriated by law for the following purposes: 

14 (1) as directed under section 296A.18, subdivision 2, for 

15 acguisi tion, development, maintenance,: and rehabilitation of 

16 public water access and boating facilities on·public waters; 

17 lake· and river improvements; and boat and water safety; 

18 (2) from the fees collected at state-operated or 

19 state-assisted small craft harbors and mooring facilities from 

20 daily and seasonal moorings and the sale of marine gas, for 

21 maintenance, operation, replacement, and expansion of these 

22 facilities and for the debt service on state bonds sold to 

~3 finance these facilities; 

~4 (3) for administration and enforcement of this chapter as 

25 it pertains to titling and licensing of watercraft and use and 

26 safe operation of watercraft; grants for county-sponsored and 

·27 administered boat and water safety programs; and state boat and 

28 water safety efforts; 

29 ·(4) for management of aguatic invasive species and the 

. 30 implementation of chapter 84D as it pertains to aauatic invasive 

31 species, including control, public awareness, law enforcement, 

32 assessment and monitoring, management planning, and research; 

33 and 

J4 (5) for management of aguatic plants and the implementation 

35 of section· 103G.615 as it pertains to aguatic plants, including 

36 plant removal permitting, control, public awareness, law 

Section 2 3 
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1 enforcement, assessment and monitoring, management planning, and 

2 research. 

3 Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 97A.055, 

4 subdivision 4b, is amended to read: 

5 Subd. 4b. [CITIZEN OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEES.] {a) The 

6 commissioner shall.appoint subcommittees of affected persons to 

7 review the reports prepared under subdivision 4; review the 

8 proposed work plans and budgets fo~ the coming year; propose 

9 changes in policies, activities, and revenue enhancements or 

10 reductions; review other relevant information; and make 

11 recommendations to the legislature and the commissioner for 

1.2 improvements in the management and use of money in the game and 

13 fish fund. 

14 {.b) The commissioner sha·11 appoint the following 

15 subcommittees, each comprised of at least three affected persons: 

16 (1) a Fishe.ries Operations Subcommittee to review fisheries 

17 funding, excluding activities related to trout and salmon stamp 

18 funding; 

19 (2) a Wildlife Operations Subcommittee to review wildlife 

20 funding, excluding activities related to migratory waterfowl, 

21 pheasant, and turkey stamp funding and excluding review of the 

22 amounts available under section 97A.075, subdivision 1, 

23 paragraphs {b) and {c); 

24 (3) a Big Game Subcommittee to re~iew the report required 

25 in subdivision 4, paragraph (a), clause (2); 

26 (4) an Ecological Services Operations Subcommittee to 

27 review ecological ~ervices funding; 

28 (5) a subcommittee to review game and fish fund funding of 

29 enforcement, support services, and Department of Natural 

30 Resources administration; 

31 (6) a· subcommittee to review the trout and salmon stamp 

32 report and address funding issues related to trout and salmon; 

33 (7) a subcommittee to review the report on the migratory 

34 waterfowl stamp and address funding issues related to migratory 

35 waterfowl; 

36 {8) a subcommittee to review the report on the pheasant 

Section 3 4 
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1 stamp and address funding issues related to pheasants; and 

-~ (9) a subcommittee to review.the report on the turkey stamp 

J and address funding issues related to wild turkeys. 

4 (c) The chairs of each of the subcommittees shall form a 

5 Budgetary Oversight Committee to:coprdinate the integration of 
.. 

6 the subcommittee reports into an annual report to the 

7 legislature; recommend changes on a broad level in policies, 

8 activities, and revenue enhancements or reductions; provide a 

9 forum to address issues that transcend the subcommittees; and 

10 submit a report for any subcommittee that fails to submit its 

11 report in a timely manner. 

12 (d) The Budgetary Oversight Committee shall develop 

1 recommendations for a biennial budget plan and report for 

14 expenditures on game and fish activities. By August 15 of each 

15 even-numbered year, the committee shall submit the budget plan 

16 recommendations to the commissioner. 

17 (e) Each subcommittee shall choose its own chair, except 

18 that the chair of the Budgetary Oversight Committee shall be 

19 appointed by the commissioner and may not be the chair of any of 

20 the subcommittees. 

21 (f) The Budgetary Oversight Committee must make 

22 recommendations to the commissioner for outcome goals from 

~3 expenditures. 

~4 (g) Notwithstanding section 15.059, subdivision 5, or other 

25- law to the contrary, the Budgetary ·Oversight Committee and 

26 subcommittees do not expire until June 30, i995 2010. 

27 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective the day 

28 following final enactment. 

29 Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 97A.4742, 

30 subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

31 Subd. 4. [ANNUAL REPORT.] By December 15 each year, the 

32 commissioner shall submit a report to the legislative committees 

13 having jurisdiction over environment and natural resources 

34 appropriations and environment and natural resources policy. 

35 The report shall state the amount of revenue received in and 

. 3.6 expenditures made from revenue transferred from the lifetime 

Section 4 5 
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1 fish and wildlife trust fund to the game and fish fund and-sha%% 

2 deser±be-pro;eees-£ttnded7 -%oeae±ons-o£-ehe-pro;eees,-and-restt%es 

3 and-bene£±es~£rem-ehe-pro;eees. The report may be included in 

4 the game and fish fund report required by section 97A.055, 

5 subdivision 4. The commissioner shall make the annual report 

6 available to the public. 

7 Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 103G.615, 

8 subdivision 2, is ·amended to read: 

9 Subd. 2. [FEES.] (a) The commissioner shall establish a 

io fee schedule fdr permits to control or harvest aquatic plants 

11 other than wild rice. The fees must be set by rule, and section 

12. 16A.1283 does not apply. The fees may-not exceed $750 per 

13 permit based upon the cost of receiving, processing, analyzing, 

14 and issuing the permit, and additional costs incurred after the 

15 application to inspect and monitor the activities authorized by 

16 the permit, and enforce aquatic plant management rules and 

17 permit requirements. 

18 (b) The fee for a permit for the control of rooted aquatic 

19 vegetation is $35 for each contiguous parcel of shoreline owned 

20 by an owner. This fee may not be charged for permits issued in 

21 connection with purple loosestrife control or lakewide Eurasian 

22 water milfoi1 control programs. 

23 (c) A fee may not be charged to the state or a federal 

24 governmental agency applying for a permit. 

25 (d) The money received for the permits under this 

26 subdivision shall be depos~ted in the treasury and credited to 

27 the game-and-£±sh-£ttnd water recreation account. 

28 Sec~ 6. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 282.08, is 

29 amended to read: 

. 30 282. 08 r.APPORTIONMENT OF PROCEEDS TO TAXING DISTRICTS.] 

31 The net proceeds from the sale or rental of any parcel of 

32 forfeited land, or from the sale of pr.oducts·from the forfeited 

33 land, must be apportioned by the county auditor to the taxing 

34 districts interested in the land, as follows: 

35 ·(l) the amounts necessary to pay the state general tax levy 

36 against the ~arcel for taxes payable in the year for which the 

Section 6 6 
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1 tax judgment was entered, and for each subsequent payable year 

2 up to and including the year of forfeiture, must be apportioned 

to the state; 

4 (2) the portion req~ired to pay any amounts included in the 

5 appraised ·va.lue under section 282.01, subdivision 3, as 

6 representing increased value due to any public improvement made 

7 after forfeiture of the parcel to the state, but not exceeding 

8 the amount certified by the clerk of the municipality must be 

9 apportioned to the municipal subdivision entitled to it; 

10 · (3) the portion required to pay any amount included in the 

11 appraised value under section 282.019, subdivision 5, 

12 representing increased value due to response actions taken after 

1 forfeiture of the parcel to the state, but not exceeding the 

14 amount of expenses certified by the Pollution Control Agency or 

15 the commissioner of ·agriculture, must be apportioned to the 

16 agency or the commissioner of agriculture and ·deposited in the 

17 fund from which the expenses were paid; 

18 (4) the portion of the remainder required to discharge any 

19 special assessment chargeable against the parcel for drainage or 

20 other purpose whether due or deferred at the time of forfeiture, 

21 must be apportioned to the municipal subdivision entitled to it; 

22 and 

~3 (5) any balance must be apportioned as follows: 

~4 (i) The county board may annually by resolution set aside 

25 no more than 30 percent of the receipts remaining to be used for 

26 t±mber forest development on tax-forfeited land and dedicated 

27 memorial forests, to be expended under the supervision of the 

28 county poard. It must be expended only on projects approYed-by 

29 the-·eomm±ss±oner-0£-naettra±-resottrees improving the heal th and 

30 management of the forest resource. 

31 (ii) The county board may annually by resolution set aside 

32 no more than 20 percent of the receipts remaining to be us~d for 

33 the acquisition and maintenance of county parks or recreational 

34 areas as defined in sections 398.31 to 398.36, to be expended 

35 under the supervision of the county board. 

36 (iii) Any balance ~emaining must be apportioned as 

Section 6 7 
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1 follows: county, 40 percent; town or city, 20 percent; and 

2 school district, 40 percent, provided, however, that in 

3 unorgani~ed territory that. portion which would have accrued to 

4 the township must be administered by the county board of 

5 commissioners. 

6 Sec. 7. Minnesota St~tutes 2004, section 282.38, 

7 subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

8 Subdivision 1. [DEVELOPMENT.] In any county where the 

9 county board by proper resolution sets aside funds for ~imber 

10 forest development pursuant to. section 282. 08,. 

11 clause t3ttet (5), item (i), or section 459.06, subdivision 2, 

12 the eemmissien commissioner of Iron Range resources and 

13 rehabilitation may upon request of the county board assist said 

14 county in carrying out any project for the long range 

15 development of its eimber forest resources through matching of 

16 funds or otherwise,-prev±ded-ehae-eny-stteh-pre;eee-sha%%-£irse 

17 be~appreved-by-ehe-eemmiss±ener-e£-neettra%-resettrees. 

18 Sec. 8. Minnesota St~tutes 2004, section 296A.18, 

19 subdivision 2, is amended to readi 

20 Subd. 2. [MOTORBOAT;] Approximately 1-1/2 percent of all 

21 gasoline received in this state and 1-1/2 percent of all 

22 gasoline produced or brought into this state, except gasoline 

23 . used for aviation purposes, is ~eing used as fuel for the 

24 operation of motorboats on the waters of this state and of the 

25 total revenue derived from the·imposition of the gasoline fuel 

26 tax for uses other than for aviation purposes, 1-1/2 percent of 

27 stteh-reventtes the revenue is the amount of tax on fuel used in 

28 motorboats operated on the waters of this state. The amount of 

29 unrefunded tax paid on gasoline used for motor boat purposes as 

30 computed in this chapter shall be paid into the st.ate treasury 

31 and credited to a water recreation account in the special 

32 revenue fund for acquisition, development, maintenance, .and 

33 rehabilitation of sites for public access·and boating facilities 

34 on public waters; lake and river improvement; seeee-per~ 

35 6eve%epmene; and boat and water safety. 
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1 ............... moves to amend i+'!~~-N~--i~~~ the first 
2 engrossment.' as follows: 

3 Page 8, after line 36, insert: 

4. "Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 462.357, 

5 subdivision le, is amended to read: 

6 Subd. le. [NONCONFORMITIES.] ..@l Any nonconformity, 

7 including the lawful use or occupation of land or premises 

8 existing at the time of the adoption of an additional control 

9 under this chapter, may be continued, including through repair, 

10 replacement, restoration, maintenance, or improvement, but not 

11 including expansion, unless: 

12 (1) the nonconformity or occupancy is discontinued for a 

13 period of more than one year; or 

14 (2) any nonconforming use is destroyed by fire or other 

15 peril to the extent of greater than 50 percent of its market 

16 value, and no building permit has been applied for within 180 

17 days of when the property is damaged. In this case, a 

18 municipality may impose reasonable conditions upon a building 

19 permit in order to mitigate any newly created impact on adjacent 

20 property. 

21 J..£2.. Any subsequent use or occupancy of the land or premises 

22 shall be a conforming use or occupancy. A municipality may, by 

23 ordinance, permit an expansion or impose upon nonconformities 

24 reasonable regulations to prevent and abate nuisances and to 

1 
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1 protect the public health,·welfare, or ·safety. This subdivision 

2 does not prohibit a municipality from enforcing an ordinance 

3 that applies to adults-only bookstores, adults-only theaters, or 

4 similar adults-only ~usinesses, as defined by ordinance. 

5 (c) Notwithstanding paragraph {a), a municipality shall. 

6 regulate the repair, replacement, maintenance, improvement, or 

7 expansion of nonconforming uses and structures in floodplain 

8 areas to the extent necess~ry to maintain eligibility in the 

9 National Flood Insurance Program and not increase flood damage 

10 potential or increase the degree of obstruction to flood f1ows 

ll in the floodway. 11 

12 Renumber the sections in sequence and correct the internal 

13. references 

14 Amend the title accordingly 

2 



DNR TECHNICAL BILL 
HF 1081/SF 1098 

Summary 
Section 1. Various language revisions relating to 

commercial fishing and invasive species. 

Section 2. Adds language for the creation of the 
Water Recreation Account in the Natural 
Resources Fund. 

Section 3. Adds five years before the Game and Fish 
Citizen Budget Oversight Committee is 
scheduled to sunset. 

Section 4. Modifies contents of the annual report on 
the Lifetime Fish and Wildlife Trust Fund. 

Section 5. Removes the DNR commissioner from 
approval process for county forest 
management projects. 

Section 6. Similar to Section 5; removes the 
commissioner from approval process for 
countyforest management projects. 

Section 7. Modifies purposes for which money in the 
Water Recreation Account can be spent. 

It is needed because: 
Section 1. The changes noted will help prevent 
commercial fishing operations from spreading aquatic 
invasive species to Minnesota's lakes and rivers. The 
proposed changes will affect a limited number of 
commercial fishing operators who net in infested and 
non-infested waters. Operators will be able to 
continue commercial fishing activities, but will be 
required to take additional precautions to prevent 
spreading invasive species. 

·Section 2. Missing from statute is the specific 
language to create the Water Recreation Account in 
the Natural Resources Fund. The change will make 
statute consistent with practice: The account exists in 
the state treasury and has been used for many years. 

Section 3. The efforts of the Game and Fish Citizen 
Oversight Committee have been beneficial to the 
department. The sunset date for _the committees is 
extended by five years, to June 30, 2010. 

Section 4. The change removes a reporting 
requirement on game and fish operations and 
outcomes to be included in the annual report on the 
Lifetime License Trust Fund. The information required 
is not generated or kept in a manner that enables the 
agency to meet this reporting requirement. 

Sections 5 and 6. In current practice counties rarely 
request approval from the DNR on spending county 
timber receipts for county forest development projects. 
Eliminating the requirement will make state statute 
consistent with current practice. 

Section 7. The DNR contends the phrase state park 
development is too broad a descriptor in setting the 
parameters for the purpose of spending from the Water 
Recreation Account. This change will delete that 
phrase from the description of account purpose. 

Financial implications: 
No financial impact is associated with the amendments 
contained in the bill's seven sections. 

Background: 
Section 1. Invasive species are a significant threat to 
the ecology of Minnesota's lakes and rivers, and the 
recreaJion and local economies that depend on healthy 
waters. During the 2004 legislative sessio.n, changes 
were made to commercial fishing regulations to help 
prevent the spread of invasive species. The changes 
required commercial fishing operators to use separate 
gear when operating in waters infested with invasive 
fish or invertebrates and in non-infested waters. The 
gear used in non-infested waters must be identified 
with tags provided by the DNR, and the gear used in 
waters infested with Eurasian water milfoil (EWM) 
must be frozen or dried before using the gear in non
infested waters. 



While these changes help prevent the spread of 
invasive species from infested to non-infested waters, 
statute does riot adequately address the potential 
spread of invasive species between infested waters. 
For example, the law does not require freezing or 
drying of commercial fishing gear when it is moved 
from waters infested with EWM to infested waters 
without EWM.· Similarly, commercial gear could be 
moved directly from w~ter infested with invasive fish 
or invertebrates to water that was infested only with 
EWM. 

The proposed language will help prevent commercial 
fishing operations from transferring different invasive 
species between infested waters. 

Section 2. The Water Recreation Account has been in 
. existence in the Natural Resources Fund for many . 
years. Priniary sources of revenue to the account are 
watercraft titling,. licensing surcharge and registration 
fees, and the gas tax receipts associated with the use of 
watercraft on.state waters. Other sources of revenue 
include fines, penalties and restitutions; harbor and 
marina fees; license issuing fees; and police state aid 
(to supplement peace office~ retirement costs). 

The new section of statute as proposed authorizes the 
creation of the Water Recreation Account,· lists the 
sources of revenue to the account, and describes the 
purposes for which money in the account may be 
spent. This will match statute with practice: The 
account already exists, receipts are deposited, and 
appropriations authorized from the·account. 

Section 3. The recommendations of the Game and 
Fish Citizens Oversight Committee have been an 
important source of stakeholder feedback since their 
inception in the mid-1990s. The commissioner names 
the members to nine separate subcommittees, with the 
subcommittee chairs making up the Budget Oversight 
Committee for the Game and Fish Fund. Current 
statute stipulates the Budget Oversight Committee will 
sunset on June 30, 2005~ Thi.s change resets that date 
to June 30, 2010. 

Section 4. Based on the number of lifetime license 
holders who annually use their lifetime license, the 
department transfers func)s from the Lifetime License 
Trust Fund to the Game and Fish operations, deer/bear 
management, deer habitat improvement and wildlife 
acquisition accounts. The funds transferred into each 
of the four accounts listed are blended with other 
receipts deposited to each account, and game and fish 

- project spending is not directly linked to a particular 
source of revenue. 

This change removes a reporting requirement that 
would be impractical to implement. The detailed 
operational reporting in the annual Game and Fish 
Fund report now answers how the DNR spends 
resources from each of the accounts. 

Sections 5 and 6. This change request will eliminate 
the requirement within Minn. Stat. § 282.08, (5) (i) 
and Minn. Stat. § 282.3 8, subdivision 1 that the DNR 
commissioner must approve the expenditure of county 
timber receipts on county forest development projects. 

· Counties rarely se.ek this approval. Most counties with 
substantial forestland holdings have land departments 
with professional forestry staff who make well
informed decisions on forest resource management 
Eliminating the requirement will make state statute 
consistent with current practice. 

Section 7. This section is related to the change in 
Section 2 that references M.S. 296A.18 subdivision 2 
in its description of the purposes for which money in 
the Water Recreation Account can be spent. Given that 
receipts are generated by watercraft owners, the 
department contends money must be spent for 
purposes directly related to watercraft. The phrase 
state park development is broader in scope and will be 
removed from the description of expenditure purpose. 

For further information contact: 
Jen Meyer, Government Affairs Coordinator 
MNDNR 
( 651) 296-073 6 
jen.meyer@dnr.state.mn'.us 

·March 4, 2005 
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S.F. No.1308 - Relating to Leaves of Absence for Elected 
Tribal Government Officials 

Author: Senator Becky Lourey 

Prepared by: Daniel P. McGowan, Senate Counsel (651/296-4397) b..P~ 
Date: March 30, 2005 

The proposed legislation would add to the provision in chapter 3 relating to leaves of absence 
for legislators and full-time elected county and city officials and include within that a full-time 
elected member of an Indian business committee, board of trustees, or tribal council, as a position 
that is authorized an unpaid leave of absence. 

The effective date provision makes the bill retroactive to June 1, 2004, and applies to any 
tribal government officials elected on or after that date. 

DPM:vs 
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Senators Lourey Sk M 
' oe, urphy, Frederickson and Wergin introd d 

S.F. No.1308: Referred to the Comrnitt S uce •• 
ee on tate and Local Government Operations. 

1 A bill for an act 

2 relating to public officials; expanding a leave of 
3 absence provision to include elected tribal government 
4 officials; amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 
5 3.088, subdivisions 1, 2, 3. 

6 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

7 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 3.088, 

8 subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

9 Subdivision 1. [LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITHOUT PAY.] Subject to 

10 this section, any appointed officer or employee of a political 

11 subdivision, municipal corporation, or school district of the 

12 state or an institution·of learning maintained by the state who 

, 13 serves as: (1) a legislator er-is-e%eeeed-ee; (2) a 

14 full-time elected city or county e££iee official· in MinnesotaL 

15 or (3) a full-time elected member of an Indian business 

16 committee, board of trustees, or tribal council, is entitled to 

17 a leave of absence from the public office or to employment 

18 without pay when on the business of the office, with right of 

19 reinstatement as provided in this section. 

20 Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 3.088, 

21 subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

22 Subd. 2. [REINSTATEMENT.] Except as provided in this 

23 section, upon the completion of the last legislative day in each 

24 calendar year, or, in the case of an elected city ~rL county, or 

25 tribal government official, on the completion of the final day 

Section 2 1 
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1 of the term to which the official was elected, the .officer or 

2 employee shall be reinstated in the public position held at the 

3 time of entry into the legislature or taking city orL countyL-2!_ 

4 tribal government office, or be placed in a public position of 

5 like seniority, status, and pay if it is available at the same 

6 salary which would have been received if the leave had not been 

·7 taken, upon the following conditions: 

8 (1) that the position has not been abolished or that its 

9 term, if limited, has not expired; 

10 (2) that the legislator makes a written application for 

11 . reinstatement to the appointing authority within 30 d~ys after 

12 the last legislative day in a calendar year or, in the case of 

13 an elected city orL county, or tribal government official, 

14 within 30 days after the expiration of the elected term; arid 

15 (3) that the request ·for reinstatement is made not later 

16 than ten years after the granting of the leave. 

17 Upon reinstatement, the officer or employee shall have the same 

18 rights with respect to accrued and future seniority status, 

19 efficiency rating, vacation, insurance benefits, sick leave, and 

20 other benefits as if actually employed during the time of the 

21 leave. No public employer is required to compensate a 

22 reinstated employee or officer for time spent by that employee 

23 or officer away from work for the employer and on the business 

24 of the state legislature during the period between the first and 

25 last legislative day in each calendar year or on the business of 

26 an elected city orL county, or tribal government office. No 

27 officer or employee reinstated shall be removed or discharged 

28 within one year after reinstatement except for cause and after 

29 notice and hearing, but this does not extend a term of service 

30 limited by law. 

31 Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2004, s~ction 3.088, 

32 subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

33 Subd •. 3. [PENSION AND RETIREMENT RIGHTS.] A public officer 

34 or employee who receives leave of absence under this section or 

35 is elected as a state constitutional officer and has rights in a 

36 state, municipal, or other public pension, retirement, or relief 

Section 3 2 
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1 system shall retain all the rights accrued up to the time of 

2 taking leave. Time spent by the employee as a member of the 

3 legislature or as an elected city erL county, or tribal 

4 government official or state constitutional officer shall be 

5 calculated in the same manner as if the employee had spent that 

6 time in the service of the public employer for the purpose of 

7 determining vesting of the employee's rights in the employer's 

8 pension, retirement, or relief system. Under no circumstances 

9 shall two governmental units pay the employee's share of pension 

10 contributions when the employee is on leave of abs~nce to serve 

11 in the legislature or as an elected city erL county, or tribal 

12 government official. 

13 Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE; APPLICATION.] 

A4 Sections 1 to 3 are effective retroactively from June 1, 

15 2004, and apply to tribal government officials elected on or 

16 after that date. 

3 



[SENATEE ] mv SS1308R 

1 Senator Higgins from the committee on state and Local 
2 Government Operations, to which was referred 

3 S.F. No. 1308: A bill for an act relating to public 
4 officials; expanding a leave of absence provision to include 
5 elected tribal government officials; amending Minnesota Statutes 
6 2004, section 3.088, subdivisions 1, 2, 3. 

7 Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
8 do pass. Report adopted. 

9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

/"/. .. µ~-'/.4:~ .. ~ ..... . 
(Committee Chair) c·· . 
March 3 O, 2 O O 5 ••••••••••••••••••• 
(Date of Committee recommendation) 
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This Department of Employee Relations agency bill makes several miscellaneous changes 
to state employment procedures. 

Section 1 [PROCEDURES.] under current law, permanent classified employees who are not 
covered by a collective bargaining agreement may appeal certain disciplinary action, including 
discharge, and suspension without pay or demotion to the Office of Administrative Hearings. This 
bill transfers the authority to hear the appeal from the Office of Administrative Hearings to the 
Bureau of Mediation Services. This section strikes the provision in current law that allows 
permanent employees who are covered by collective bargaining agreements to appeal to an 
administrative law judge if they elect to do so and their collective bargaining agreement provides for 
that 0ption. 

Section 2 [APPEALS; PUBLIC HEARINGS, FINDINGS.] conforms the appeal process for 
classified employees that is in existing law with the changes made in section I to provide jurisdiction 
for the Bureau of Mediation Services. Requires the Bureau of Mediation Services to provide the 
parties with a list of potential arbitrators to hear the appeal. Selection of the arbitrator will be 
determined by the plan or collective bargaining agreements. 

Section 3 [CORRECTIONAL PERSONNEL EXEMPTED.] current law provides that certain 
state correctional personnel can elect or be required to retire when reaching age 55. This section 
strikes lariguage from current law that allows the department to require a correctional employee to 
retire at age 55, and also strikes a process that allows an employee who wishes to remain employed 



after age 55 to submit a written request to continue employment and have an annual medical exam 
that establishes their ability to continue in employment. 

TSB:rer 
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Senators Wergin and ffiggins introduced--

S.F. No. 1530: Referred to the Committee on State and Lo~al Government Operations. 

A bill for an act 

relating to state employees;- modifying grievance 
appeal procedures; eliminating a medical examination 
requirement; amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, 
sections 43A.33, subdivisions 3, 4; 43A.34, 
subdivision 3. 

7 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

8 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 43A.33, . 

9 subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

10 Subd. 3. [PROCEDURES.] Procedures for discipline and 

11 discharge of employees covered by collective bargaining 

12 agreements shall be governed by the agreements. Procedures for 

13 employees not covered by a collective bargaining agreement shall 

14 be governed by this subdivision and by the commissioner's and 

15 managerial plans. 

16 (a) For discharge, suspension without pay or demotion, no 

17 later than the effective date of such action, a permanent 

18 classified employee not covered by a collective bargaining 

19 agreement shall be given written notice by the appointing 

20 authority. The content of tha.t notice as well as the employee's 

21 right to reply to the appointing authority shall be as 

22 prescribed in the grievance procedure contained in the 

23 applicable plan established pursuant to section 43A.18. The 

24 notice shall also include a statement that the employee may 

25 elect to appeal the action to the 9££iee-e£-Adminiserai:i.,e 

26 Hearings Bureau of Mediation Services within 30 calendar days 

Section 1 1 
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1 following the effective date of the disciplinary.action. A copy 

2 of the notice and the employee's reply, .if any, shall be filed 

3 by the appointing authority with the commissioner no later than 

4 ten calendar days following the effective date of the 

5 disciplinary action. The commissioner shall have final 

6 authority ·to decide whether the appointing authority shall 

7 settle the dispute prior to the hearing provided under 

8 subdivision 4. 

9 (b) For· discharge, suspension, or demotion of an employee 

10 serving an initia~ probationary period, and for noncertification 

11 in any subsequent· probationary period, grievance procedures 

12 shall be as provided in the plan established pursuant to section 

13 43A.18. 

14 tet-Any-permanene-emp%eyee-whe-is-eevered-by-a-ee%%eeeive 

15 bargaining-agreemene-m~y-e%eee-ee-appea%-ee-ehe-ehie£ 

16 adminiseraeive-%aw-;ttdge-wiehin-38-days-£e%%ewing-ehe-e££eeeive 

17 daee-e£-ehe-diseharge1-stts~ensien1-er-demeeien-i£-ehe-ee%%eeeive 

18 .bargaining-agreemene-prevides-ehae-epeien.--%n-ne-evene-may-an 

19 empieyee-ttse-beeh-ehe-preeedttre-~nder-ehis-seeeien-and-ehe 

20. grievanee-preeedttre-avai%ab%e-pttrsttane-ee-seeeiens-%79A•9%-ee 

21 3:79AT%5T 

22 Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 43A.33, 

23 subdivision 4, is amended to read:· 

24 Subd. 4. [APPEALS; PUBLIC HEARINGS, FINDINGS.] Within ten 

25 days of receipt of the ·employee's written notice of appeal, 

26 the ehie£-adminiseraeive-%aw-;ttdge commissioner of the Bureau of 

27 Mediation Services shall assign-an-adminiseraeive-%aw 

28 ;ttdge provide both parties with a list of potential arbitrators 

29 according to the rules of the Bureau of Mediation Services to 

30 hear the appeal. The p·rocess of selecting the arbi ti-a tor from 

31 the list shall be determined by the plan or collective 

32 bargaining agreements. 

33 The hearing shall be conducted pursuant to the eeneeseed 

3 4 ease-previsiens-e£-ehapeer-%4-and-ehe-p·reeedttra%-rtties-adepeed 

35 by-ehe-ehie£-adminiseraeive-%aw-;ttdge rules of the Bureau of 

36 Mediation Services. If the adminiseraeive-%aw-;ttdge arbitrator 

Section 2 2 
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1 finds, based on the hearing record, that the action appealed was 

2 not taken by the appointing authority for just cause, the 

3 employee shall be reinstated to the position, or an equal 

4 position in another division within the same agency, without 

S loss of pay. If the adminiseraeive-%aw-;ttdge arbitrator finds 

6 that there exists sufficient grounds for institution of the 

7 appointing authority's action but the hearing record establishes 

8 extenuating circumstances, the adminiseraeive-%aw-;ttdge 

9 arbitrator may reinstate the employee, with full, partial, or no 

10 pay, or may modify the appointing authority's action. ~ne 

11 adminiseraeive-%aw-;ttdge.1.s-erder-sna%%-be-ene-£ina%-deeisien, 

12 btte-ie-may-be-appea%ed-seeerding-ee-ene-previsiens-e£-seeeiens 

13 %4.63-ee-%4.68.-Seeeiemene-e£-ene-eneire-dispttee-by-mttetts% 

14 agreemene-is-eneettrsged-se-sny-sesge-e£-ene-proeeedings.--Any 

lS seeeiemene-sgreemene-sns%%-be-£ins%-snd-binding-wnen-signed-by 

16 a%%-pareies-and-sttbmieeed-eo-ene-enie£-adminiseraeive-iaw-;ttdge 

17 o£-ehe-0££iee-e£-Adminiseraeive-Hearings•--B~eepe-as-provided-in 

18 eoiieeeive-bargaining-agreemenes The appointing authority shall 

19 bear the costs of the adminiseraeive-iaw-;ttdge arbitrator for 

20 hearings provided for in this section. 

21 Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 43A.34, 

22 subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

23 Subd. 3. [CORRECTIONAL PERSONNEL EXEMPTED.] Any 

24 of the state of Minnesota in a covered classification as defined 

2S in section 3S2.91, who is a member of the special retirement 

26 program for correctional personnel established pursuant to 

27 sections 3S2.90 to 3S2.9S, may elect or be required to retire 

28 from employment in the covered correctional position upon 

29 reaching the age of SS years. 

30 A-eorreeeienai-empieyee-oeettpying-a-pesieion-eevered-by 

31 provisiens-o£-seeeion-as~.9%7-desiring-empioymene-beyend-ene 

32 eond~eiona%-mendaeory-reeiremene-age-sna%%,-ae-%ease-ae-deys 

33 prier-ee-ene-daee-e£-reaening-ene-eendieienai-mendaeory 

34 reeiremene-ege-o£-55-years7-aftd-anntta%%y-enerea£eer7-~eqttese-in 

3S wrieing-eo-ene-emp%oyee.a.s-appoineing-attehoriey-attenorizaeion-eo 

36 · eoneintte-in-emp%eymene-in-ene-eovered~pesieion.--epon-reeeiving 

Section 3 3 
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1 ehe-reqttese7-ehe-appointing-attehority-sha%%-have-a-medica% 

2 examinaeion-made-o£-ehe-emp%oyee.--%£-ehe-restt%es-o£-ehe-medica% 

3 examinaeion-eseab%ish-ehe-menea%-and-physica%-abi%iey-o£-ehe 

4 emp%oyee-to-coneintte-ehe-dtteies-0£-emp%oymene7-ehe-emp%oyee 

s sha%%-be-coneintted-in-emp%oyment-£or-the-£0%%owing-year.--%£-ehe 

6 deeermination-0£-the-appoineing-attthoriey-based-ttpon-the-resttits 

7 0£-the-physica%-examination-is-adverse7-the~disposition-0£-the 

8· matter-sha%%-be-decided-by-the-eommissioner-0£-correceions-or7 

9 £or-empioyees-0£-the-Minnesota-secttrity-hospita%7-the 

10 commissioner-o£-httman-serviees.--Based-en-the-in£ormaeion 

11 provided7-ehe-decision-0£-ehe-app%icab%e-eemmissioner-sha%%-be 

12 made-in-wrieing-and-sha%~-be-£ina%. 
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1 Senator moves to amend S.F. No. 1530 as 
2 follows: 

3 Page 2, line 14, reinstate the stricken 11 (c) 11 

4 Page 2, line 21, after the stricken period, insert "Within 

5 ten days of receipt of the employee's written notice of appeal, 

6 the commissioner of the Bureau of Mediation Services shall 

7 provide both parties with a list of potential arbitrators 

8 according to the rules of the Bureau of Mediation Services to 

9 hear the appeal. The process of selecting the arbitrator from 

10 the list shall be determined by the plan. 

11 The hearing shall be conducted pursuant to the rules of the 

12 Bureau of Mediation Services. If the arbitrator finds, based on 

13 the hearing record, that the action appealed was not taken b~ 

14 the appointing authority for just cause, the employee shall be 

15 reinstated to the position, or an equal position in another 

16 division within the same agency, without loss of pay. If the 

17 arbitrator finds that there exists sufficient grounds for 

18 institution of the appointing authority's action but the hearing 

19 record establishes extenuating circumstances, the arbitrator may 

20 reinstate the employee, with full, partial, or no pay, or may 

21 modify the appointing authority's action. The appointing 

22 authority shall bear the costs of the arbitrator for hearings 

23 provided for in this section." 

24 Pages 2 and ~, delete section 2 
/l:<_<ijc s ,,:~l ,e'" .. f" .;;)"-~lJ 

Page 4, after line 12, insert: 25 

' 26 "Sec. 3 . [REPEALER. ] 

27 Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 43A. 33, s~bdiuision 4, -0 

28 repealed." 

29 Renumber the sections in sequence and correct the internal 

30 references 

31 Amend the title accordingly 

1 
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This bill provides additional regulation of state agency and local government contracts for 
services to be provided by private vendors. The requirements include additional disclosure, 
minimum wages based on compensation paid to public employees with the same job classification, 
and additional cost accounting. 

Section 1 [PRIVATIZATION OF PUBLIC SERVICES.] 

Subdivision 1 [DEFINITIONS.] provides definitions for use in the new laws created in this 
bill. "Agency" is defined to mean state agencies, including Minnesota State Colleges and 
Universities, Metropolitan agencies, and municipalities. "Privatization contract" is defined to mean 
a contract where a private contractor agrees with an agency to provide services that are substantially 
similar to and in place of services previously provided by public employees of the agency. 

Subdivision 2 [PRIVATIZATION CONTRACTS; REQUIREMENTS.] specifies that 
this section applies to contacts in the amount of $25,000 or more and does not supersede existing 
law that regulates those contracts. 

Paragraph (b) requires the agency intending to contract for services to provide a written 
statement describing why it determined that the services could not or should not be provided by 
current or additional public employees. 

Paragraph ( c) requires all entities responding to a solicitation of services under a propos~d 
privatization contract to disclose: (1) the length of continuous employment of current employees; 
(2) minimum requirements that responder will impose on new job applicants; (3) the current annual 



rate of employee turnover; (4) the number of hours proposed for each employee for duties to be 
performed under the proposed privatization contract; ( 5) any complaints issued by law enforcement 
agencies regarding violations of relevant laws or rules, including employee safety and health and 
labor relations, and court decisions and administrative findings or penalties for violations of laws 
or rules; ( 6) collective bargaining agreements or personnel policies covering employees who will 
perform services under the proposed privatization contract; and (7) any political contribution made 
by the responder or managerial employee of the responder, during four years preceding the due date 
of the response, to an elected official of the state, a candidate for elected state office, and, if the 
agency is a local unit of government, and elected official or candidate for elected office in that unit. 
This paragraph also imposes these disclosure requirements on the parent entity of any contractor 
submitting a bid. 

Paragraph ( d) requires that a private contractor providing service for an agency must pay 
their employees a minimum wage rate that is equal to the average wage rate for the agency employee 
classification that provides the most similar services to those performed under the contract, including 
the value of health and other benefits provided to public employees in that classification. 

Paragraph (e) limits a privatization contract to a term of two years. 

Paragraph (f) imposes affirmative action requirements on a private contractor equivalent 
to those applying to the contracting agency. 

Paragraph (g) prevents private contractors using public money paid under a privatization 
contract to support or oppose the organization of its employees by an exclusive representative, or to 
use public money to facilitate or deter the ability of an exclusive representative of its employees to 
carry out their responsibilities. 

Subdivision 3 [REVIEW OF CONTRACT COSTS.) requires an agency deciding whether 
to enter into a privatization contract to prepare a comprehensive written estimate of having the work 
performed by current employees. After bids have been submitted, this estimate must be published 
in the State Register. In considering responses received by contractors, the agency must consider 
the contractor's past performance and record oflegal compliance. The agency must then prepare a 
written estimate of the cost of the proposal, which includes the cost of a transition from public to 
private service, including additional unemployment retirement benefits resulting from the transfer 
and costs involved with monitoring the contract. The Commissioner of Revenue must determine any 
loss of sales and income tax to the state if work under the contract will be performed outside the 
state. 

Paragraph ( c) requires that an agency awarding a privatization contract must determine that: 
(1) this section has been complied with; (2) the quality of services received under the new contract 
will be equal to or exceed the quality that could be provided by agency employees; (3) the cost of 
the privatization contract will be at least 15 percent lower than the cost of the work being performed 
by public employees; and ( 4) the proposed privatization contract is in the public interest. 

2 



Subdivision 4 [DATA PRACTICES.] makes data under privatization contracts subject to 
requirements in existing law for work performed for the government by a private person. 
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Senators Dibble, Higgins, Kubly, Anderson and Bakk introduced--

S.F. No. 796: Referred to the Committee on State and Local Government Operations. 

I A bill for an act 

2 relating to public employment: establishing procedures 
3 and standards for contracting with private entities 
4 for the provision of services that have been, or 
5 otherwise would be, provided by public employees; 
6 providing for public accountability: proposing coding 
7 for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 471. 

8 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

9 Section 1. [471.706] [PRIVATIZATION OF PUBLIC SERVICES.] 

10 Subdivision 1. [DEFI~ITIONS.] For purposes of this section: 

11 (1) ·"agency" means a state agency as defined in section 

12 13.02, subdivision 17, including the Minnesota state colleges 

13 and univerGities, but not the University of Minnesota, as well 

14 as a metropolitan agency as defined in section 473.121, 

15 subdivision Sa, and a municipality as defined in section 

16 471.345, subdivision 1: 

17 (2) "employee of a private contractor"· means an employ~e of 

18 a private contractor as defined by this subdivision or an 

19 employee of a subcontractor or independent contractor that 

20 provides supplies or services to a private contractor, as well 

21 as a former employee of a private contractor or subcontractor 

22 and a former independent contractor: 

23 (3) "private contractor" means an entity that enters into a 

24 privatization contract with an agency: 

25 (4) "privatization contract" means an enforceable agreement 

26 or combination or series of agreements by which a private 

Section 1 1 
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1 contractor agrees with an agency to provide services that are 

2 substantially similar to and in place of services previo~sly 

3 provided by public employees of the agency or, in the case of 

4 new services, services that could be provided by public 

5 employees of the agency; 

6 (5) "public employee" has the meaning as defined in section 

7 179A.03, subdivision 14, except that for pur~oses of this 

8 section public employer mea·ns an agency as defined in clause 

9 ill..L 

10 (6) "services" means all aspects of services provided by a 

11 priv~te contractor to an agency or by a subcontractor to a 

12 private contractor to implement a privatization contract; and 

13 (7) "subcontractor" means a subcontractor of a private 

14 contractor for work under a privatization contract or an 

15 amendment to a privatization contract. 

16 Subd. 2. [PRIVATIZATION CONTRACTS; REQUIREMENTS.] (.a) This 

17 section applies to privatization contracts in an amount of 

18 $25,000 or more. The requirements imposed by this section are 

19 in addition to, and do not supersede, those imposed by sections 

20 16C.08 and 179A.23. 

21 (b) An agency shall prepare a specific written statement of 

22 the services to be provided under a proposed privatization 

23 contract. The statement must indicate whether the same or 

24 substantially similar services are being provided by public 

25 employees. In the case of proposed new services, the statement 

26 must include the agency's reasons why it determined that those 

27 services could or should not be provided by current or 

28 additional public employees. The agency's solicitation of 

29 services under a proposed privatization contract must be based 

30 on the statement. The agency shall notify any exclusive 

31 representative or representatives of employees that would be 

32 affected by a proposed privatization contract of its intention 

33 to enter into such a contract, and shall provide the exclusive 

34 representative or representatives with a copy of the statement 

35 prepared under this par~graph. 

36 (c) A formal or informal solicitation of services under a 

Section l. 2 
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1 proposed privatization contract must require a responder to 

2 disclose: 

3 (1) the length of continuous employment of the responder's 

4 cu~rent employees by job classification without identifying 

5 employees by name and, at the responder's option, any relevant 

6 prior experience of those employees; 

7 (2) if the proposed services are to be performed by new 

·8 employees, the minimum requirements the responder will impose on 

9 job applicants; 

10 (3) the responde~'s current annual rate of employee 

11 turnover; 

12 (4) the number of hours, if any, planned for each employee 

13 relating to duties to be performed by the employee in providing 

14 services under the proposed privatization contract; 

15 (5) any complaints issued by a federal, state, or local 

16 enforcement agency relating to alleged violations of relevant 

17 laws or rules, including those relating to employee safety and 

18 health and labor relations, along with any court decisions, 

19 administrative findings, or penalties for violations of those 

20 laws and rules, listing the date, the court or agency, and the 

21 law or rule found to be violated; 

22 (6) any collective bargaining agreements or personnel 

23 policies covering the employees to perform services under the 

24 proposed privatization c9ntract; and 

25 (7) any polit{cal contribution made by the.responder or 

26 managerial employee of the responder, during the four years 

27 immediately preceding the due date of the response, to an 

28 elected official.of the state, a candidate for elected state 

.29 office; and, if the soliciting agency is a local unit of 

30 government, an elected official or candidate for elected office 

31 of that unit. 

32 If the responder is a subsidiary of a parent entity, the 

33 disclosures made in response to clauses (5), (6), and (7), must 

34 cover the parent entity as well as the responder itself. 

35 (d) The minimum wage rate for employees of a private 

36 contractor providing service for an agency is the average wage 

Section 1 3 
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1 rate for the classification of agency employees whose duties are 

2 ~ost similar, plus the value of.health and other benefits 

3 provided to the public employees in that classification. 

4 (e) The term of a privatization contract, including any 

5 extensions resulting from amendments or change orders, may not 

6 ~xceed two years. No amendment or change order is valid if it 

7 has the purpose or effect of avoiding any requirement of this 

8 section. 

9 (f) A privatization contract must impose affirmative action 

10 standards on the private contractor and any subcontractors that 

11 ·are at least as stringent as those applying to· the contracting 

12 agency. No privatization contract may cause the agency to fail 

13 to meet its affirmative action standards or cause the 

14 disp.lacement of agency employees. For purposes of this 

15 paragraph, "displacement 11 ·means a layoff, demotion, involuntary 

16 transfer to a new classification or title, involuntary transfer 

17 or reassignment to a new location requiring a change in 

18 residence, or reduction in hours of work, wages, or benefits. 

19 (g.) A private contractor may not use public money paid to 

20 it under a privatization contract to: 

21 (1) support or oppose the organization of its employees by 

22 an exclusive representative; 

23 (2) assist a subcontractor to support or oppose the 

24 organization of its employees; 

25 (3) facilitate or deter the ability of an exclusive 

26 representative of its employees to carry out the exclusive 

27 representative's responsibilities; or 

28 (4) assist a subcontractor to facilitate or deter the 

29 lawful activities of an exclusive representative of its 

30 employees. 

31 Subd. 3. [REVIEW.OF CONTRACT COSTS.] (a) An agency 

32 considering whether to enter into a privatization contract for a 

33 service shall prepare a comprehensive written estimate of having 

34 the same service provided in the most cost-effective manner by 

35 agency employees. The estimate must include all direct costs of 

36 having agency employees provide the service, including the cost 
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1 of pension, insurance, and other employee benefits. The 

2 estimate is nonpublic data, as defined in section 13.02, 

3 ·subdivision 9, until the day after the deadline for receipt of 

4 responses under paragraph (b), when it becomes public data and 

5 must be published in the State Register. For the·purpose of the 

6 estimate, an exclusive representative of agency employees, any 

7 time before the final day for the receipt of responses under 

8 paragraph (b), may propose amendments to any relevant collective 

9 bargaining agreement to which· it is a party. Any amendments 

10 take effect if they are subsequently approved by both parties to 

11 . the collective bargaining agreement and if they are necessary to 

12 reduce the cost estimate determined under this paragraph below 

13 the cost of providing the service ~nder a privatization contract. 

14 (b) After soliciting and receiving responses, the agency 

15 shall publicly designate the responder to which it proposes to 

16 award the privatization contract. In making its selection, the 

17 agency ~hall consider the responder's past performance and 

18 ·record of compliance with federal and state laws and local 

19 ordinances. The agency shall prepare a comprehensive written 

20 estimate of the cost of the proposal based on the responder's 

21 bid, including the cost of a transition from public to private 

22 provision of the service, any additional unemployment and 

23 retirement benefits resulting from the transfer, and costs 

24 associated with monitoring the proposed contract. If the 

25 designated responder proposes to perform any or all of the 

26 desired services outside the state, the commissioner of .revenue 

27 shall determine, as nearly as possible, any loss of sales and 

28 income tax revenue to the state. The agency shall include that 

29 amount in the cost estimate prepared under this paragraph. 

30 tel Before awarding a.__£E_ivatization contract, an agency 

31 head or a governing body of a metropolitan agency or 

32 municipality shall certify in writing that: 

33 (1) the agency head or governing body has complied with 

34 this section and other applicable law; 

35 (2) the quality of the services to be provided by the 

36 designated responder is likely to equal or exceed the quality of 
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1 services that could be provided by agency employees; 

2 (3) the cost of the proposed contract, including all costs 
\'[) 

3 identified under paragraph (b), will be at least J.~pe.rcent 

4 lower than the cost determined under paragraph (a), taking into 

5 account any amendments to a collective bargaining agre.ement 

6 proposed by an exclusive representative; and 

7 (4) that the proposed privatization contract is in the 

8 public interest. 

9 Subd. 4. [DATA PRACTICES.] A privatization·contract must 

10 comply with section 13.05, subdivision 11. All data relatin9 to 

11 a privatization contract are public data. If the contracting 

12 agency is a state or metropolitan agency, it shall submit copies 

13 of all public data associated with the privatization contract to 

14 the legislative auditor. If the contracting agency is a 

15 municipality~ it shall submit copies of all public data 

i6 associated with the privatization contract to the state auditor. 
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03/30/05 [COUNSEL ] TSB SCS0796A-3 

1 Senator ..... moves to amend S.F. No. 796 as follows: 

2 Page 1, line 12, delete "including" and insert "excluding" 

3 Page 1, line 13, delete "but not" and insert "and" 

4 Page 2, line 1, after "services" insert ", except services 

5 provided by persons licensed under sections 326.02 to 326.15," 

6 Page 2, line 3, delete everything after "agency" 

7 Page 2, delete line 4 

8 Page 2, line 5, delete everything before the semicolon 

9 Page 2, line 20, after "16C.08" insert", 16C.09, 43A.047," 
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Introduction 

In 1993 Massachusetts passed a law requmng state agencies (excepting some 
specifically exempted organizations) to concretely establish a cost savings to 
taxpayers prior to contracting out any service previously provided through in-house 
labor. This law, the first of its kind, essentially mandated that good management 
practices had to accompany privatization. The law required subject agencies to 
submit contracting plans to an independent audit, conducted by the Office of the 
State Auditor (OSA). Furthermore, the Privatization Law (Chapter 296 of the Acts of 
1993, sometimes also called the Pacheco Law or the Pacheco-Menard Law) required 
that a cost comparison, that would accurately establish the savings taxpayers could 
expect to derive from any such contracting out action, accompany any proposal to 
outsource work currently done by state employees. The privatization solution to 
which this law was responding was born of a time when state budgets were being 
squeezed by simultaneous economic downturn and Federal reductions in fund 
transfers. A similar economic climate today may account for the renewed focus on 
privatization and points to the need for the Privatization Law to continue to bring 
rational order to privatization efforts. 

The privatization Jaw has created an atmosphere where state agencies are forced to think 
like private firms as opposed to assuming that a private provider working under contract will 
automatically solve any problem at a lower cost. It compels state agencies to think through 
the pitfalls that lie ahead and prods them to be sure they are making the highest and best 
use of scarce resources in difficult fiscal times. 

Privatization, as it emerged in the early 1980s, held out the promise that taxpayers 
could have their cake and eat it. That is to say that by substituting private service 
providers for public employees, it would be possible to have high quality public 
services and lower costs and presumably lower taxes. This view, rooted in a 
libertarian ideology that distrusts government in general and views public 
employees in particular as inefficient, turn·s to a simplified model of a competitive 
market to justify the approach. But government is neither simply u good" nor ubad" 
and public employees do not go to work everyday to do a bad job. The vast majority 
of them are hardworking citizens dedicated to promoting the common good 
through their public service. Moreover the contracting out that would substitute for 
public service is itself not free from: inefficiency and corruption. However in the 
1980s and early 1990s the attraction of this simple solution was very powerful. Since 
then as difficult and costly experiences with privatization have· accumulated both 
domestically and internationally a more balanced view has emerged. It holds that 
privatization is sometimes a good thing and sometimes not. But regardless of which 

1 ___ 3 
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way a service is delivered its effectiveness depends upon good public management. 
Even the World Bank, an early and ardent proponent of privatization has begun to 
change its stance. It now argues that more important than the way the service is 
delivered is the managerial quality of the public agency responsible for its delivery.1 
The Massachusetts Privatization Law was an early exemplar of how to achieve this 
balance in public contracting. 

In an era when public managers are looking with a more critical eye at privatization, 
the Massachusetts Privatization Law stands as a first-in-the-nation attempt to 
legislate sensible contract decision making for public agencies. The law has 
effectively helped the state save over $1.2 million per year and, more importantly, to 
avoid at least $73 million in bad contracts.2 The process set up by the law effectively 
provides state agencies with assistanc~ in measuring the likely impact of contracting 
decisions and helps them to ground privatization in reality. 

This report clearly demonstrates that the 
Massachusetts Privatization Law is effective. 
The Law enables agencies that have a 
compelling, cost-saving way to effectively 
contract out a public service without 
sacrificing quality to do so. 

Since 1993, various subject 
agencies and organizations 
have attempted to contract out 
8 separate services.3 Of these, 
the OSA approved six 
applications and two were 
rejected based on either a 
failing to adequately comply 
with the Privatization Law, or a 

failure to adequately establish true cost savings to the taxpayers. A review of the 
cases demonstrates that winning approval for contracting out a service is not a 
matter of institutional size, ability to hire consultants, or contracting experience. 
Rather the Privatization Law process simply rewards good management and good 
management processes. Operations as large as the ·Massachusetts Highway 
Department and as small as Holyoke Community College have successfully 
negotiated the required process and have contracted out services with a subsequent 
financial benefit to state taxpayers. A review of the various proposals submitted to 
the OSA demonstrates that the process works; it creates an atmosphere that 
encourages good management. The process does not discourage good contracting 
decisions, but avoids bad ones. It compels public managers to enter into a dialogue 
with an independent and competent public auditor to jus~ify change in the name of 
either cost savings and/ or improved services. 

This report reviews the Privatization Law and its consequences. Four of the cases 
reviewed by the OSA are examined in-depth (two approved and two denied cases). 
These case studies and the general review of the impacts of the law are used to 
determine the efficacy of the law as it stands, and to derive recommendations for 
improvements to the current review system. 
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This report clearly demonstrates that the Massachusetts Privatization Law is 
effective. The Law enables agencies. that have a compelling, cost-saving way to 
effectively contract out a public service without sacrificing quality to do so. The Law 
avoids being too cumbersome for smaller agencies to handle. Agencies can 
successfully complete the review process without outside legal or accounting 
assistance. The Privatization Law is effective because it forces state agencies to 
carefully consider ,the fiscal and service impacts of contracting decisions, just as any 
private firm would do. Taxpayers are spared the cost and service burden of 
privatization experiments, and agencies that have not carefully examined the 
impacts of a potential contracting solution are discouraged from doing so without 
first examining the finer detail. 

It is easy to understand why managers in the public and private sectors can become 
excited over new ideas. Often the fight to implement change then pushes managers 
to oversell the value or cost savings associated with thes·e ideas. The Privatization 
Law provides a needed counter balance. It gives subject agencies a workable process 
through which to ground their concepts and ideas in fact, and to ensure that a 
simple basic, uback of the envelope" calculation is not substituted for a careful 
managerial and financial analysis. The privatization law has created an atmosphere 
where state agencies are forced to think like private firms as opposed to assuming 
that a private provider working under contract will automatically solve any problem 
at a lower cost. It compels state ageneies to think through the pitfalls that lie ahead 
and prods them to be sure they are making the highest and best use of scarce 
resources in difficult fiscal times. It avoids the squandering of public funds on 
untested ideas that has plagued privatization efforts in so many other places. 
Massachusetts voters and legislators should be proud of their ground-breaking law. 

Issues Shaping the Current Debate 

The term privatization has several different and highly case specific meanings. One 
of the most common.meanings refers to an expanded reliance on outside contractors 
to supply all or part of public services. Contracting, regardless of whether it is public 
or private involves creating complex ongoing relationships between two parties that 
often have very different goals and missions. In the case of the multiyear contracts, 
which typify much of public sector contracting, the process is further complicated 
because there are a large number of factors that only .reveal themselves in the 
fullness of time. Many times these factors, which can transform what initially 
seemed like a good idea into a nightmare, can be anticipated and avoided by a more 
through evaluation and questioning from a neutral third party . 
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The long-term nature of public contracts means that these contracts sit in the realm 
of what economists call uincomplete contracting."4 It is a realm in which the 
information that the two parties (agency and contractor) have is typically unequal 
and in which the interests of contractors and the interests of the agency can greatly 
diverge. In these instances it is important that decision makers have analytic tools 
that allow them to go beyond price and look at the larger transactions costs of the 
new relationship. Transactions costs economics suggests that in contracting 
situations in which the parties have different knowledge pases and understandings 
about the product in question and there is future uncertainty because of the length 
of time of the relationship, the best decisions that either can make are problematic. 
Moreover contractors acting (properly) on their self interest in situations in which 
the instructions are not clear cut often make decisions that favor their interests over 
those of the state. These problems are especially prominent in cases where service 
outcomes are ambiguous such as care for the mentally ill or developmentally 
disabled. In these cases the transactions costs of supervising and maintaining an 
ongoing relationship with an outside contractor become significant. s That, by itself, 
is not a reason to not consider a contract, but it is reason to engage in a rigorous 
analysis that factors in the transactions as well as the direct contract costs before any 
decision is made. It is that analysis that the Privatization Law requires. 

Whether services are contracted or directly 
supplied the only way to ensure that taxpayers 
get value for the money spent is to ensure that 
public mangers are required to engage in a 
process that sets out all the pertinent knowable 
facts at the outset. That is the larger lesson the 
entire world is now learning from the many 
failed attempts at privatization and deregulation 
that have been underway over the past two 
decades. The harsh and costly lessons that the 

The Massachusetts 
.Privatization Law was 
enacted in a political 
climate that encouraged 
frequent and poorly-
considered 
privatizations. 

citizens of nations like Argentina6 are learning the hard way from their total 
embrace of privatization and deregulation should teach us· that while there is a place 
for privatization and deregulation in the public sector there is also an equally, if not 
more important place for rigorous public oversight and sound regulation. 

The Massachusetts Privatization Law was enacted in a political climate that 
encouraged frequent and poorly-considered privatizations. These privatizations 
were enacted quickly and, "without legislative approval or oversight by the newly 
elected Weld administration."7 Though it was often claimed that extensive savings 
were achieved through these almost random forays into privatization, cost data was 
never adequately tracked prior to privatization to do a credible job of comparing the 
public and private costs. Furthermore, significant questions regarding service 
quality were raised-. Concerns that the state was privatizing away core services, 
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losing competencies in its core service provision are~s, and possibly wasting 
taxpayer money led to the 1993 passage of the Privatization Law. 

Independent outside auditors taking a more measured look at the MassHighway privatization 
judged it a money-losing venture. According to the Massachusetts House Post Audit and 
Oversight Bureau the first year's report showed that although the contractor complied with 

its contractual obligations, its administration of highway maintenance was of low quality and 
cost about $1.1 million more than the pre-privatization work. A review by the OSA also 
concluded that the state lost money. The OSA put the loss at $1.4 million. 

: 

; 

J 

r; 
··' 

The type pf problem that arose before the passage of that law can be illustrated by 
recalling one of Governor Weld' s first hasty privatizations in the Massachusetts 
Highway Department (MassHighway). The pro-privatization atmosphere of the 
early Weld period was such that it was assumed, as opposed to determined, that the 
private sector could do it better. Governor Weld began the push to privatize 
MassHighway in 1992. Because some of the types of services that MassHighway 
performed (such as pothole filling an9- grass cutting) were widely available through 
small private contractors, this seemed at first glance to be a case where a competitive 
market of small suppliers did in fact exist. The problem was that highway 
maintenance is not simply a matter of stringing a bunch of simple tasks together. 
Rather it is a complex problem in managing these tasks and timing them. So when 
MassHighway let the project for bid, it was not the small landscape firms and 
paving contractors who came forward. Instead it was the very large and very well 
connected state highway construction firms who customarily divvy up all the state 
contract construction work who bid on the contract. Moreover, because they were 
being asked to do something they never did before, manage a regional highway 
maintenance operation, their bids ranged widely from a low of $3.7 million to a high 
of $8.1 million. The Weld Administration took the lowest bid and declared the 
project a success. 

However independent outside auditors taking a more measured look at it, judged it 
a money-losing venture. According to the Massachusetts House Post Audit and 
Oversight Bureau the first year's report showed that although the contractor 
complied with its contractual obligations, its administration of highway 
maintenance was of low quality and cost about $1.1 million more than the pre
privatization work. s A review by the OSA also concluded that the state lost money. 
The OSA put the loss at $1.4 million.9 To counter this bad publicity, the Weld 
Administration asked their privatization consultants Coopers & Lybrand to prepare 
another evaluation. The C&L 11 assessment,"· unsurprisingly concluded that, not only 
did the state not lose money but that it actually saved $2.5 million. 10 Although it is 
impossible to know the exact truth after the fact, my own assessment of the various 
analyses is that the state probably did lose money. The word "probably" is the 
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operative problem. It is impossible to know what happened because there was no 
careful cost analysis done by the Commonwealth before the fact. Moreover the 
contract did not adequately specify performance expectations. While the contract 
called for collecting litter and mowing the medians, it did not specify the order. 
Thus when the House auditors went to inspect the completed work they found 
mowed litter. Despite the protestations of the Weld Administration the best that can 
be said for the effort is that it was not ~ clear success. However at worst, it may have 
been a costly failure.11 It was because of experiences such as these that the 
Legislature enacted the Privatization Law. The new law required measured and 
deliberative reason in an environment in which public money was being rapidly 
thrown at a series of untested privatization schemes. · 

The law continues to be relevant because it encourages careful consideration of 
privatization. The framework established under the law creates a process for 
agencies to follow and a dialogue with the OSA that grounds management decisions 
in the facts of costs and benefits. The Law does not prohibit contracting out. The law 
is not too onerous for small agencies to successfully privatize services. At its essence 
the law requires an agency to fully research and cons~der · the cost and service 
impacts of contracting out services currently performed in-house prior to. making a 
contracting decision. This is good for-Massachusetts, its citizens, taxpayers, and state 
employees. It ensures that services are not contracted out at a loss. It ensures that 
service standards are at least maintained, if not improved. The law requires that 
agencies develop a credible case and a solid management plan for contracting out 
services. This is the type of behavior one would expect to see in the private sector. 
Firms carefully consider the impact of contracting out decisions. It is their fiduciary 
responsibility to their stockholders. Sometimes firms contract-out, sometimes they 
continue to perform work in-house. But successful firms always consider the relative 
costs and benefits of doing so prior to making such a decision. Mas_sachusetts' 
Privatization Law provides an important avenue for state agencies to perform due 
diligence prior to making a contracting decision. 

The Massachusetts State Privatization Law 

The law itself lays out a process for evaluating the cost impact of proposed 
privatizations and provides a framework that ensures this evaluation is fair and 
accurate. The law ensures good governance by declaring allowable only those 
privatizations that will clearly save taxpayer money while continuing to provide 
comparable service The law excludes several types of contracts from review, 
including those valued under $100,000, those previously approved through the 
Privatization Law process (rebids), and those consisting solely of legal, management 
consulting, planning, engineering or design services. Furthermore, the law only 
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applies to cases where an agency proposes to use "private contractors to provide 
public services formerly provided by state employees."12 

Following these exceptions, the Privatization Law lays out seven requirements that 
subject agencies must meet in order to legally privatize a function that falls within 
the purview of the law. First, (1) the agency must prepare a statement describing the 
service or function to be privatized. This statement must include the specific 
quantity of work required and quality standards to be met. The agency then issues a 
request for proposals from contractors to meet these requirements. 

The law then requires (2) that bidding contractors (respondents to the RFP) pay 
employee wages at least equal to the entry level of those paid to current state 
employees, including at least a portion of health insurance costs for coverage similar 
to that which the state offers employees· that work more than 20 hours per week 
Third (3), the law requires contractors to offer available positions to qualified 
employees being displaced by the privatization who "satisfy the hiring criteria of the 
contractor." 

Fourth (4), the privatizing agency must prepare a written estimate detailing the costs 
the agency would face if the service in question were performed in the most cost
efficient manner. Fifth (5), current employees must be allowed to submit their own 
bid for providing the service in question. Sixth (6), the privatizing agency must 
analyze the winning bid (lowest cost bidder) and provide to the OSA data detailing 
the bid price, and costs associated with the transition to contract provision. 
Decreases in income tax revenue must also be included, if the contracting agency 
plans to use out-of-state employees. 

Since 1993 the OSA has 
reviewed proposals for the 
privatization of eight separate 
state services. Of these, six 
were approved and two denied. 

Finally (7), The Agency must certify that 
the quality of the services to be received 
through a contract will both meet the 
agency's needs and will at least meet the 
level of in-:house provision. 

Once. these requirements are met, the 
OSA has 30 days to conduct a review and 

to determine whether the requirements have been adequately met, and whether the 
privatization in question will indeed save taxpayer money. If the agency has met 
their obligations under the law, and the privatization is a cost saving measure, the 
winning bid is allowed. 
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Privatization Cases Under the Privatization Law 

Since 1993 the OSA has reviewed proposals for the privatization of eight separate 
state services. Of these, six were approved and two denied. The majority of these 
cases were reviewed in 1996. Since that time two applications have been reviewed. 
One was denied and one approved. The table below lists all eight cases, their dates 
of review and whether they were approved or denied. 

Cases Review by the OSA 1993-2002 

Date Case Approved 
/Rejected 

1 1/96 Department of Employment Approved 
and Training - Storage and 
Retrieval of Records 

2 6/96 MBTA - Real Estate and Approved 
Property Management 

3 8/96 Massachusetts Highway Approved 
Department - Highway 
Maintenance in Central and 
Western Massachusetts 

4 9/96 Holyoke Community College Approved 
- Food Services 

5 12/96 MBTA - Bus Shelter Rejected 
Maintenance 

6 12/96 Massachusetts Highway Approved 
Department - Highway 
Maintenance in Worcester 
County 

7 6/97 MBTA - Operation and Rejected 
Maintenance of Bus Routes 
Originating in Quincy and 
Charlestown 

8 6/00 U. Mass - University Store Approved 

This record demonstrates a 75% success rate for applying agencies, though it should 
be noted that some cases were initially denied for failing to adequately meet the 
requirements spelled out in the law, and were subsequently approved upon 
resubmission. 

As each case reviewed and approved by the OSA must include cost comparisons, it 
is possible to generate an estimate of the cost savings generated through the 
application of the Privatization Law. The table below lists the estimated savings 
associated with each approved privati;Zation. 
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OSA Determined Savings Generated by Approved Cases Under the 
Privatization Law 

case Savings per Year 1 

Department of Employment and Training - Storage and $ 88,000 
Retrieval of Records 

MBTA - Real Estate and Property Management $ 41,000 

Holyoke Community College - Food Services $ 55,000 

Massachusetts Highway Department - Highway $ 830,000 
Maintenance in Worcester County i 

U. Mass - University Store $ 260,000 

Total $ 1, 274,000 
r 

As the table above demonstrates, the Privatization Law has enabled over $1.2 
million in annual savings. This figure represents the value of good contracting to the 
taxpayers of Massachusetts. However, it does not highlight the value of· bad 
contracts avoided. The requirements of the Privatization Law have also not 
prohibited smaller institutions, like Holyoke Community College from complying. 
However, it is extremely likely, given the pace of privatization prior to the 
enactment of the law, that it has prohibited many poorly thought through 
privatizations from occurring. The net effect of the Privatization law is that it 
provides subject agencies with an avenue through which to perform a solid 
assessment of the value of contracting prior to entering into an agreement, and it 
establishes a dialogue between the OSA and those agencies, which can be used to 
proactively manage those costs. 

Assessment of the Impacts of the Current law and Case Studies 

Overview 

In this section I review four of the eight proposals evaluated by the OSA under the 
Privatization Law. The purpose of this review is to understand exactly how the law 
works in practice. These reviews also highlight how the law has provided a general 
guideline to state agencies, discouraging bad privatizations in general. 

The four proposals considered here are the approved Holyoke Community College 
Food Services privatization, the approved MBT A Real Estate and Property 
Management privatization, the denied MBTA Bus Shelter Maintenance privatization 
and the denied MBT A Bus Route Operation and Maintenance privatization. In each 
case both the proposal and the OSA' s determination are reviewed. If applicable, cost 
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savings associated with each privatization are listed. The two denied cases are 
examined to determine why they were unsuccessful, and to examine how each case 
might have been improved. The two denied cases were chosen because they are the · 
only cases reviewed by the OSA to have been denied. The Holyoke and MBTA Real 
Estate and Property Management cases were selected because they represent two 
agencies of different sizes and resource levels. 

Each case study highlights the exactness. of the 
process used by the OSA to reach a determination of 
cost savings. It is clear that the successful subject 
agencies did their homework in terms of both present 
costs and contracting alternatives. Agencies that 
found genuine cost savings to be derived through 
privatization while maintaining consistent service 
were allowed to privatize. The two cases where the 

The Privatization 
Law has enabled 
over $1.2 million 
in annual savings. 

privatization was disallowed provide insight into the more complex operations of 
the review process. 

The most important finding from all four cases is that they highlight the dynamic 
dialogue that took place between the subject agencies and the OSA. The greatest 
strength of the Privatization Law is the way in which it compels outside review of 
the subject agency's management. It is clear, for example, in the MBTA Route 
Privatization case reviewed below, that the management of the MBTA fell in love 
with an interesting idea based on /fback-of-the-envelope" calculations. The dialogue 
between the MBTA and the OSA set up by the law grounded that idea in the facts 
and ultimately avoided enormous unnecessary costs to the taxpayers of the 
Commonwealth. 

Case Study 1: Holyoke Community College Food Services 

Introduction 

In 1996, Holyoke Community College released a request for proposals _to privatize 
its food services operation. The college is a two-year public community college 
located in Holyoke, Massachusetts. In 1996, the college had approximately 3,500 
students attending day classes and 2,000 attending evening and Saturday classes. 
Approximately, 1,000 students were enrolled during the summer. At the time the 
RFP was released, the school employed 360 full-~ime faculty and staff, 
supplemented with part-time employees. The college is a commuter school, and 
does not have dormitories. Dining services were staffed with state employees, and 
the service was run in conjunction with the School's Hospitality Management 
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Program. Students would work in the school's cafeteria as part of their curriculum, 
and costs were assigned to the program when appropriate. Food services at the 
college consisted of a dining area in the Campus Center and a separate cafe on
campus open during class hours. The service also provided catering services on 
demand for different special events.13 

This case indicates that small governmental entities such as Holyoke Community College are 
able to comply with the Privatization Law in privatizing operations for cost savings. 

Holyoke College made the decision to privatize food services because the service 
was consistently losing money. In fiscal year 1994, the service lost $56,333. In 1995, 
the service lost $178,311 and in 1996 the last fiscal year before the RFP was released, 
the service lost $119,661.14 

The RFP asked potential contractors to maintain the current year round operation, 
hours, and the quality of the program. In addition, it was stated that preference 
would be given to bidders who would be willing to work cooperatively with the 
Hospitality Management Program but there was no requirement that the program 
be integrated with the department as in the past.15 The RFP was released without 
notifying the OSA but prospective bidders were asked to consider that the 
privatization law could apply. The College's Dining Services Proposal Review 
Committee reviewed three bids. Two of the bids were from private firms, and the 
third was an in-house bid submitted by the director of dining services. Fame School 
and College, Inc. (FAME) was chosen over both Grace Food Service Associates, Inc 
(GRACE) and. the in-house proposal. In the r~commendation section of the 
committee's memorandum to the College's Vice President for Administration and 
Finance it was stated that FAME was chosen, "based on the guaranteed financial 
return to the College in their proposal." It was then written that this 
recommendation was, "based on the underlying assumption that the Pacheco Bill 
will apply; should Pacheco be judged not to apply, the committee's preference 
would then be Grace Food Service Associates, Inc."16 The memo indicates that the 
committee was more comfortable with the Grace proposal because of their 
"extensive community college experience."17 The memo also included an evaluation 
matrix that indicated the level of financial return estimated or promised to the 
college. The Fame proposal guaranteed an 8% commission or $35,000, and the 
GRACE proposal guaranteed a 2% commission or $9,000. The in-house proposal did 
not offer a guarantee to the college but projected a $30,898 return to the college.18 
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Privatization Proposal 

As was noted, the college released the RFP without notifying the OSA, contending 
that the proposed outsourcing was not subject to the privatization law.19 AFSCME 
Council 93 objected to the release of the RFP on the grounds that it violated the 
privatization law, and requested an inquiry from the OSA.20 On July 11th, Holyoke 
College officials submitted a proposal for privatization of campus food services to 
the OSA but it was deemed incomplete on the grounds that it did not indicate the 
designated bidder's compliance with certain state and federal .statutes and because 
the proposal was not signed by the College President or the State Secretary of 
Administration and Finance.21 A subsequent August 23rd proposal was judged 
complete by the OSA and review of the proposal began on-August 26, 1996.22 

Iri its proposal to the OSA, the college e~timated that the winning bid by FAME 
School and College Inc. would yield net revenues of $37,650 while efficient 
operation by the school would yield a net loss to the school of $32,944. 

Auditor's Determination 

On September 26, 1996 the OSA determined that Holyoke Community College had 
complied with the privatization law in awarding a contract for management of food 
services activities.23 The determination letter outlines the college's compliance with 
the statutory provisions of the law including wage rates, health insurance 
requirements, food service quality, and the hiring of qualified agency employees. In 
terms of cost impact, the OSA determined that the estimated cost of the work 
performed under contract would be less than the estimated cost of the work 
performed with state employees. Specifically, privatization of food services was 
found to yield net revenues of $29,880 while continued operation by the college 
would result in the loss of $25,314.24 The total savings generated by the privatization 
was then estimated as $55,194, the sum of the estimated revenue from privatization 
and the loss avoided from continued in-house operation of dining services. This 
figure differed from the total savings figure of $70,594 submitted by the college as 
part of the proposal because the OSA made five cost adjustments. Two adjustments 
were made to the in-house cost estimate and three were made to the privatization 
contract. The cost comparison table below shows the cost and revenue figures 
submitted by the college and the adjt1_stments made by the OSA. Total costs for the 
in-house operation include direct and indirect costs while total costs for the private 
operation equal Holyoke College's costs for contracting food services, including 
contract administration, transition costs, and unemployment insurance. Total 
revenue for the in~house operation includes all sales while revenue for the contract 
operation is the projected contract price to the school (8% of sales or $35,000). 
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Cost ComQarison In-House Operation Privatized 

Operation/Performance 
Costs 

Total Costs $568, 944 $2,350 

Total Revenue $536,000 $40,000 

Net Profit $(32,944). $37,650 

Audit Adjustments $(7,630) $7,770 

Adjusted Cost Net Profit $(25,314) $29,880 

Total Savings $55,194 

Conclusion 

Initially, Holyoke Community College attempted to contract out the operation of 
food services to an outside vendor without a review by the OSA. It is unclear exactly 
why the college wanted to avoid the process but it does not appear that there was a 
protracted fight over the issue. Holyoke College submitted its proposal to the OSA a 
little over two months after the OSA began its inquiry into Holyoke's RFP. In 
internal memos included with the college's proposal, it is revealed that the Grace 
Food bid would have been chosen if the Privatization Law did not apply, even 
though the bid guaranteed $26,000 less than the winning Grace proposal and a 2% 
commission on revenues compared with 8 % in the FAME proposal. In this case, it is 
clear that the privatization law had an effect throughout the entire RFP process, 
requiring. the college to ensure compliance with the law in its bidding process and 
influencing the selection of the FAME proposal because the bid guaranteed the most 
cost savings over in-house operation. 

In approving the college's choice of FAME, the OSA verified compliance with all 
aspects of the privatization law. The OSA evaluated financial figures submitted 
ensuring that only avoided costs were included in evaluating the loss expected from 
continued in-house operation of food services, and that all of the costs of contracting 
were included in estimating net revenues from the college's privatization proposal. 
Accordingly, the OSA made five adjustments to the financial figures submitted by 
the college in calculating a total estimated savings of $55,194 in privatizing food 
services compared with continued in-house operation of the function. 

This case indicates that small governmental entities such as Holyoke Community 
College are able to comply with the Privatization Law in privatizing operations for 
cost savings. Additionally, there is no evidence that the college relied on outside 
expertise to navigate the OSA's process in complying with all aspects of the law. In 
this case, the law did not create a barrier, but rather guided the choice of a contractor 
that would maintain quality standards and employee benefits while saving the 
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greatest amount of money as compared with continued in-house operation of food 
service provision. Holyoke CC was able to use the guidance provided by the OSA to 
comply with the law and make a good management decision. 

Case Study 2: Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority Real 
Estate Department 

Introduction 

On December 18, 1995, the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) issued a 
request for proposals to privatize their property management and real estate 
development functions. At that time the MBTA sent notification, and a copy of the 
RFP to the OSA, signaling the intent of the agency to outsource its Real Estate 
Department's major functions.25 

In this case, the OSA determined there could be savings of $206,257 as a result of the 
privatization and the proposal was approved. In the absence of the OSA 's review, though, an 
inappropriate accounting methodology could translate into a privatization that costs 
additional money compared with continued government provision. 

The MBTA operates the fourth largest mass transportation system in the country 
with operations concentrated in the Boston Metropolitan Area. The agency's service 
area has a population of approximately 2.6 million in an area of 1,038 square miles, 
spread among 175 municipalities in two states. The agency operates 155 bus routes, 
3 rapid transit lines, 5 streetcar routes, 4 trackless trolley lines, a commuter boat, 
paratransit services, and 13 commuter rail routes.26 

The primary mission of the MBTA is the provision of mass transportation, but the 
Authority has considerable real estate holdings related to its transit services. For 
example, it owns right-of-ways maintained for its commuter rail operations, and 
space within transit stations. At the time of submission to the OSA, the Authority 
was the fourth largest landholder in Massachusetts, with total holdings estimated at 
4,000 parcels.27 The Authority's Real Estate Department (RED) managed real estate 
holdings with responsibilities including the leasing of concessions, sale of surplus 
property, and initiation of joint development projects proximate to major transit 
stations.28 These functions and responsibilities were undertaken with 27 staff 
divided into four groups: development, disposition, facilities management, and 
acquisition. Additionally, the department received substantial support from the 
legal department with five full-time attorneys assigned to real estate issues, and the 
Revenue Collection Department with one employee dedicated to real estate accounts 
receivable and collections. 29 
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The Decision to Privatize 

As previously stated, the MBTA is one ·of the largest landowners in the 
commonwealth but the primary mission of the Authority is transit provision. 
Concern that real estate assets were not being maximized to support this core 
mission precipitated the hiring of Kenneth Leventhal & Company to undertake a 
management study in 1993. The report recommended _strategies to reassert the 
importance of the Real Estate Department within the Authority's mission through 
organizational, operational, and systems improvements. For example, the report 
recommended setting increased annual revenue goals for the department and the 
creation of a separate data management system for leases as opposed to using 20-
year old tenant ledger information technology.30 As a follow-up iff November 1995, 
the Audit Department of the MBTA hired E&Y Kenneth Leventhal Real Estate 
Group to audit the 20 year-old tenant ledger managed by the MBTA' s Department 
of Revenue. This ledger is composed of 862 entries cataloging the Authority's leases. 
The study found that the tenant ledger was not being managed to maximize lease 
revenues.31 Eighty-three percent of the leases were found to be under performing, 
580 tenants were found to be operating without a lease, and rents were not adjusted 
after 1980 on over 300 leases. 32 

According to the Authority's submission to the OSA, the findings of these two 
reports confirmed suspicions that the Real Estate Department was not performing 
well, and also served as a basis to justify the outsourcing of real estate management. 
In a management study included as part of the MBT A's official submission to the 
OSA it is stated with reference to the tenant ledger review, "in light of these 
findings, and. others detailed in the appendices, the perception that the property 
management and development functions would be handled much more efficiently 
and effectively by an outside contractor was confirmed". Further, it stated that, fl the 
results clearly show that the department has been performing at unacceptable levels 
at some considerable cost to the Authority.''33 

The RFP and Selection Process 

The RFP asked prospective bidders to provide services in two main areas: real estate 
asset management and formulation of strategies to plan, finance, and construct 5,000 
parking spaces over the subsequent five years. The latter aspect of the RFP was to 
help fulfill the MBTA's commitment to construct 20,000 parking spaces by 1999 as 
part of mitigation for Boston's Central Artery roadway project. The designated 
contractor would essentially perform the functions of the Real Estate Department, 
with the exception of new property acquisition, which would continue to be 
performed in-house by the Authority.34 Accordingly, the RFP implies that the six 
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employees and legal support currently working in the acquisition division of the 
department would be retained. Other legal support dedicated to other divisions of 
the department, and support from the revenue department would be outsourced as 
part of the contract. 35 The department would also maintain management and 
oversight functions to act as liaison to the Authority's Board of Directors and 
operating divisions. 36 The initial contract would be bid out for five years, with plans 
to subsequently re-bid every three years.37 

The RFP noted that in fiscal year 1995, the Authority collected $4.0 million in lease 
income, and $1.6 million in property sales for a total of $5.6 million in net revenues. 
For FY 1996, it was estimated that the authority would collect a total of about $6.5 
million in net revenue.38 Total personnel costs in fiscal year 1995 totaled $1,203,121.39 

Clearly, though it was implicit in this offering that the authority believed revenues 
were not being maximized. 

There were four responses to the RFP, with three submitted by private consortiums· 
and one union response. All four were numerically ranked using bid criteria 
developed by the MBTA. There were however two evaluation forms: one for the 
private firms, and one for the unions. In its submission to the OSA, the MBTA stated 
that a separate evaluation form was made for the union response because, "the 
union response was, at their discretion, not required to address the disadvantaged 
business enterprise requirements or the design, financing, management of 
construction, and operation of the parking garage." It is further stated that the 
points allocated in these categories were spread over the other evaluc;t.tion 
categories.40 

The MBT A selected a consortium of companies called Transit Realty Associates LLC. 
This consortium consisted of two teams of companies to provide both real estate 
services functions and parking garage design, construction, and management 
functions respectively. The team scored 82.3 points out of 100 and offered a fixed fee 
price of $6.730 million that was !educed to $6.178 million , during contract 
negotiations.41 In addition, it was agreed that there would .be additional money paid 
on a performance basis dependent on p'roperty sales. The second place team, 
Cadman Corporate Services Inc, had the lowest fixed fee price, $6.702 million and 
scored 74.1 out of 100 points. The third place team, EDTAM, Co., LLC. Scored 69 out 
of 100 points and bid the highest price for the contract, $8.286 million dollars. The 
Union bid finished fourth among the bids with a score of 31.1 out of 100 points. The 
Uni.on submitted a bid of $2.483 million for salaries only. In the submission to the 
OSA, the MBTA claims that the union made this bid based on eliminating staff from 
the department but did not anticipate laying off employees from the Authority. 
Therefore it is stated that since there would be no layoffs, "there are no anticipated 
cost savings to the Authority," and total cost was re-calculated to be $10.154 
million.42 
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There was no detailed rationale in the submittal to the OSA regarding the selection 
of Transit Realty over the other bidders. Transit Realty did submit a higher initial 
bid than the second place finisher, but this initial figure was lowered below the 
Codman bid in contract negotiations. The winning team also initially included 
commissions on the sale of properties in the bid, but this was changed to 
performance bonuses in contract negotiations.43 Performance bonuses and 
commissions were included within the MBTA RFP44

• There is a detailed rationale on 
why the union bid was not chosen. In the executive summary of the submission to 
the OSA it is stated of the union bid: uThe proposal is so lacking in detail that it 
could almost be deemed non-responsive.45 In generat the MBTA did not accept that 
the union bid would help avoid costs and the bid excluded a response to the parking 
space development aspect of the RFP .46 

Privatization Proposal 

On April 24th, 1996, the MBTA submitted its privatization proposal to the OSA. On 
April 29th, 1996, the OSA conditionally began is 30 business day review of the 
proposal as the initial proposal was deficient in several areas.47 The MBTA disputed 
the time taken in the review period, and attempted but then held off of awarding the 
contract before the OSA had rendered an opinion. 48 

The proposal itself included nine parts including the proposed contract, cost forms, 
summary of bids received, and a management study. The RFP included privatizing 
existing _ functions of the Real Estate Department ·and new functions as 
recommended in its management study such as changes to lease management and 
property inventory procedures. Therefore, the MBTA presented in its cost forms 
existing in-house costs and costs of additional services to document the avoidable 
costs of additional functions and changes recommended in the management study. 
There were, however, no costs related to the parking garage program included 
because the program was to be funded from Authority revenues or from project-

"£" f d" 49 spec1 ic un mg. 

Throughout the OSA' s review period, Local 453 of the Office & Professional 
Employees International Union corresponded with both OSA and the MBTA 
regarding alleged deficiencies in the submission. These alleged deficiencies included 
using un-adjusted 1992 wage rates and claiming savings for the elimination of 
positions that were vacant. 50 Both these issues were addressed in the OSA' s 
adjustment of the MBTA' s cost forms in reviewing th_e privatization proposal. 
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Auditor's Determination 

On June lQth, 1996, the OSA issued a determination concluding that the MBTA 
complied with Massachusetts' privatization law, Chapter 296 of the Acts of 1993 in 
awarding a privatization contract for the management of its real estate activities. The 
determination details the MBTA' s compliance with statutory requirements of the 
law including wage rates, health insurance requirements, service quality, and the 
hiring of qualified agency employees. By approving the MBTA' s proposal, the OSA 
determined that the estimated cost of work performed under contract by Transit 
Realty would be less than the estimated cost of work performed with state 
employees. Privatization of most real estate functions of the MBTA was determined 
to cost $8,526,886 in performance .costs representing a ·cost savings of $206,257 
compared with the estimated cost of continuing to perform the work in-house with 
state employees. 51 This cost savings breaks down to an estimated annual savings of 
$41,251 over the five-year life of the contract. This total savings figure is significantly 
less than the figure provided by the MBT A because of ten adjustments made by the · 
OSA. The MBTA, in its proposal, claimed saving and gain to the authority of 
$7,583,460. This figure includes a $5,184,000 revenue enhancement for expected lease 
revenue. 52 The OSA, however, subtracted this projected revenue enhancement, from 
the performance costs of the privatization contract. With regard to this adjustment, 
the OSA stated, u there is no acceptable or demonstrated reason why MBT A 
management cannot increase revenues by holding itself to the same standard of 
performance expected from the contractor and by using the same updated tenant 
that will be used by the contractor."53 

Cost Comuarison In-House Operation Privatized :: 

Operation/ Performance 
Costs 

Total Costs $10,154,208 $7,754,740 

Total Revenue Not identified $5,184,00054 

Net Profit N/A N/A 

Audit Adjustments ($1,421,065) $5,956,146 

Adjusted Cost $8,733,143 $8,.526,886 

Total Savings $206,257 /$41,251 per 
year 
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·Accounting Methodology 

The OSA' s cost savings figure represents a difference of over $7 million dollars 
compared with the META estimate, indicating differences in accounting 
methodology, and possibly managerial philosophy. The. largest audit adjustment 
concerned a projection by the META that revenue collections would increase by. 
over $5 million if the contract was awarded to Transit Realty and recommendations 
from the two management studies were implemented. In assigning increased 
revenues to the privatized operation with the improvements recommended in the 
management study and not ass~gning increased revenues to the in-house operation, 
the META is essentially arguing that recommendations cannot be implemented by 
state employees. In contrast, by subtracting increased revenues from the proposed 
privatized operation of real estate services, the OSA is arguing that there is no 
demonstrated reason why the META cannot improve in-house revenue enhancing 
performance as recommended by its own management studies. This significant 
audit adjustment could simply represent a difference in philosophy about the 
effectiveness of public employees hetween the META and OSA. Regardless, it 
indicates different accounting methodologies were employed, with the META 
projecting that private operation would allow for improved performance and the 
OSA strictly calculating avoidable and performance costs. The end result, an 
approved privatization proposal, is the same but the approved cost figures follow 
the OSA' s methodology and the savings projected are much more modest. The 
significant cost difference is indicative of how different accounting methodology can 
significantly change· calculations of cost savings with respect to privatizations. In 
this case, the OSA determined there could be savings of $206,257 as a result of the 
privatization and the proposal was approved. In the absence of the OSA's review, 
though, an inappropriate accounting methodology could translate into a 
privatization that costs additional money compared with continued government 
provision. 

Conclusion 

In December 1995, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority issued an RFP 
for operation of its real estate functions, as well as planning and construction of 
5,000 parking spaces in central Boston. The META sought this privatization to 
improve the management and financial return of its extensive real estate assets. The 
release of the RFP followed two independent management studies of the Authority's 
management of its real estate assets in 1993 and 1995. The 1993 study concluded that 
real estate assets were not being maximized for many reasons including lack of 
appropriate management systems. The follow-up 1995 study focused on 
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management of the Authority's tenant ledger and the results indicated that the 
Authority was unable to implement recommendations made in the 1993 study. 

The MBTA's submission to the OSA included detail on the reasons for privatization 
and a management study, summary of bids received, bid evaluation criteria, and 
cost forms. The selected team, Transit Realty, did not have the lowest initial bid but 
was deemed to have the best qualifications to fulfill the scope of services in the RFP. 
The union bid scored the fewest points of the four bidders. On this subject, MBTA 
stated that it was difficult to compare the union and private bidders because the 
union bid, at its request, was evaluated with different criteria. The union bid was 
judged to lack detail, and avoidable costs to the department. For example, the union 
proposed to eliminate staff from the department, but not from the agency as no 
layoffs were included in the proposal. 

Unlike the approved Holyoke College food services privatization case, the MBTA 
notified the OSA of its intent to outsource functions when the RFP was released. 
There was not, in this case, any apparent disagreement over the OSA' s jurisdiction 
to review the proposed contract for privatization. The only friction concerned the 
timing of the OSA's review, with the MBTA arguing in letters to the OSA that the 
time of the review period was excessive. Still, the review took just over a month 
from initial submission, and under six months from release of the RFP. The OSA 
approved the MBTA' s proposed contract with Transit Realty on July 10th, 1996. In its 
cost forms, the Authority claimed that outsourcing real estate functions to Transit 
Realty would save $2.4 million and enhance revenues by $5.18 million for a total 
savings of $7.58 million. Ten audit adjustments were made in evaluating these cost 
forms. Notably, the OSA would not allow the MBTA to count estimated increased 
lease revenue of over 5 million dollars through more efficient management of the 
tenant ledger by Transit Realty. The OSA did accept the Authority's assertion that 
the parking garage development program not be evaluated for compliance with the 
privatization law because it would be funded from other sources. After the ten audit 
adjustments, the OSA determined that the proposed contract could be expected to 
save $206,257 over the life of the 5-year contract and this privatization proposal was 
approved. 
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Case Study 3: MBTA Bus Shelter Maintenance 

Introduction 

The Weld 
Administration viewed 
this as an ideal case 
with which to 
undermine a law that 

was bothersome to 
them. 

In 1995, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation 
Authority (MBTA) began exploring possibilities 
for increasing revenue· by including advertising 
on bus shelters. Accordingly, the marketing 
department carried out research on bus shelter 
advertising programs in New York, Toronto, and 
San Francisco and determined that these cities 
had success with contracting out the service to 
specialized advertising and marketing 
companies. Additionally, it was determined 

early on by the MBTA that it is frequent industry practice for the advertising 
contractor to also undertake cleaning, repairing, and replacement of shelters hosting 
advertising. This is because the advertising company has a vested interest in 
ensuring that it can secure an attractive environment for advertisers.ss 

Initially, the MBTA either did not realize that contracting out for bus shelter 
advertising and maintenance would be subject to the Privatization Law, or hoped to 
avoid the process, but after being notified by the OSA, the RFP process was delayed. 
Before releasing an RFP in January 1996, the MBTA had 198 bus shelters located 
throughout 68 of the 78 municipalities served by the MBTA. Twenty-seven of the 
shelters were glass and sheet metal while the remaining were constructed with lexan 
and sheet metal. These shelters were maintained by 2 full-time employees with 
support from one sheet metal worker. On average, these workers cleaned six 
shelters per day, thus each shelter was normally cleaned once every two months. 
Included in the cleaning regimen was washing and disinfecting of shelters as well as 
graffiti removal. S6 

RFP and Selection Proposal 

The January 1996 RFP had two-phases: pre-qualification and the actual proposal 
submission. As previously stated, the RFP was not initially crafted to allow for 
compliance and review with respect to the privatization law. After agreement with 
the OSA that the contract would be subject to the privatization law, an addendum to 
the RFP was added that required compliance with the requirements of the law. The 
union was then notified, and the deadline for submission was extended from 
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February 14 to March 1, 1996 for private bidders, and to March 8 for a union 
response. 57 

In addition to requiring compliance with all provisions of the privatization law, the 
RFP was comprised of three parts: the advertising function, the cleaning, 
maintenance, and installation of bus shelter function, and other performance 
indicators. The advertising function consisted of all steps necessary to upgrade or 
replace existing shelters to include advertising. This function also included 
obtaining all local permits necessary for the upgrad~d or replaced shelters. 
Additionally, the contractor was asked to draft an advertising strategy to maximize 
revenues. The cleaning, maintenance, and installation function included daily, twice 
monthly, and as needed maintenance services that exceeded the current level of 

·service. Finally, the other performance indicators section included performance 
benchmarks related to two objectives of the contract; increasing revenue and 
improving cleanliness of bus shelters.SB Performance indicators were required to 
allow the MBTA the ability to sever the contract if benchmarks were not met. 

As previously stated, the bid process had two phases. Three private vendors, TDI, 
Inc., Park Transit Displays, Inc., and Outdoor Systems submitted pre-qualification 
bids. All were accepted but only Outdoor System and a union group called the 
Union Consortium submitted actual bids for advertising and bus shelter 
maintenance services. 

The Outdoor Systems Advertising Group bid proposed to clean. and maintain 
shelters at a rate of 18 shelters per day, exceeding specifications in the RFP scope of 
work. At this rate, shelters would be cleaned once every two weeks as opposed to 
once every two months as was the standard in house at the time the RFP was 
released. The cost of maintenance over 5 years totaled $665,000, however, there 
would be no cost to the MBT A for these services as the centerpiece of the contract 
would be for Outdoor Systems to pay the Authority a minimum of $2.1 million per 
year for advertising rights to bus shelters. Additionally, Outdoor Systems would 
replace about half of the 198 existing bus shelters and provide several hundred new 
shelters without any cost to the transit authority. Outdoor Systems proposed to pay 
extra in advertising revenue for each replaced and new shelter installed.59 

The Union Consortium Bid addressed the cleaning and maintenance functions of the 
RFP but did not offer to provide advertising revenue to the Authority. The union bid 
a price of $1,232,065.63 covering labor costs for maintaining and repairing the bus 
shelters over the five-year contract term. According to the Authority's proposal 
submitted to the OSA, this price did not include other costs such as materials and 
supplies, depreciation, maintenance, and insurance. After· including these costs, the 
union's bid was adjusted by the MBTA to $1,633,314. The union also recommended 
that certain changes be made to the bus shelter program in order to facilitate more 
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efficient maintenance but after review by the Authority it was determined that these 
recommendations, which included replacing glass with lexan material, were 
inconsistent with the ability to provide advertising services. 60 

Unsurprisingly, the Authority chose to select Outdoor Systems for maintenance of 
its bus shelters stating, "the cost of contracting with Outdoor Systems, without 
consideration of the lack of inclusion of materials and supplies or other direct costs 
by the unions, is $597,220 less than the Unions' bid."61 Further, the Authority also 
believed that the union's bid exceeded current in-house costs. This, however, was 
most likely not a determining fact in the ultimate d~cision to select Outdoor 
Systems. Although unstated in the. Authority's evaluation of bids, the union 
consortium did not address the real purpose of the RFP - increasing revenue 
through advertising on bus shelters. 

Privatization Proposal 

In July 1996, the MBTA submitted its first proposal to privatize bus shelter 
advertising and maintenance. This proposal was rejected on August 15th, 1996 
because, "The Office of the State Auditor determined that the MBTA had not met the 
requirements of the Privatization Statute in that the contractor's maintenance cost 
estimate was incomplete, unauditable, and could not be documented."62 

Additionally, Outdoor System's compliance with certain regulatory statutes could 
not be documented. 

On November 12, 1996, the MBTA formally submitted its second privatization 
proposal to the OSA and two days later on November 14, 1996 the OSA began a 
formal review of the proposal.63 The MBTA immediately disputed the OSA's review 
period in a letter to the OSA, arguing that the review should take 30 calendar days, 
not 30 business days as stipulated by the OSA.64 This second proposal's ten parts 
included the written statement of services, proposed contract, cost forms, supporting 
documentation, and a management study. It also attempted to respond to the 
shortcomings of the first proposal by including more detailed cost comparisons 
between present in-house maintenance, and future maintenance costs under the 
proposed privatization. 

The cost forms indicated that in-house costs for the cleaning and maintaining of bus 
shelters would total $1,177,867 over the proposed five-year life of the contract, while 
Outdoor System's cost would be $634,846 but would in fact cost nothing to the 
Authority. In the ·summary of Bids received section, it is explained that Outdoor 
Systems is able to maintain shelters at a lower cost than the Authority because they 
would use a more efficient method of cleaning and utilize staff that are proficient in 
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all needed tasks so that fewer employees are necessary to undertake cleaning and 
maintenance.65 The in-house cost comparisons did not account for the number of 
shelters increasing as planned by the chosen contractor, Outdoor Systems. The 
MBTA estimated that contract performance costs would .result in net revenues of 
$2,063,557, leading to a total cost savings of $3,241,424.66 . 

The major argument of the proposal submitted to the OSA was that the plan would 
allow the MBT A to realize significant guaranteed revenue, and the possibility for 
additional revenue through the planned installation of additional advertising space 
on new or replaced shelters to be installed by the contractor. It presented the 
cleaning and maintenance of bus shelters as an additional benefit of contracting out 
advertising that would improve performance over in-house provision of the service 
at no cost to the Authority. 

Auditor's Determination 

On December 11, 1996, the Office of the Auditor issued a determination objecting to 
the awarding of a contract to Outdoor Systems that would involve maintenance of 
bus shelters. The determination denied the MBTA' s request on the grounds that it 
had not met two of the requirements of the Privatization Law. In rejecting on the 
grounds that basic requirements were not met, the OSA did not provide cost 
comparisons between continued in-house provision of cleaning and maintenance, 
and privatization of the function in conjunction with contracting out advertising on 
bus shelters. The determination indicated the OSA' s readiness to accept a contract 
without shelter maintenance. 

Specifically, the OSA determined that the MBTA had not met the requirements of 
Section 54(7) (iii) and Section 54(7)(iv) of the privatization .law. Section 54(7)(iii) 
requires that "the agency must certify and demonstrate that the proposed contract 
cost will be less than the estimated cost of keeping the service in-house, taking into 
account all comparable types of costs." In rejecting the proposal partly on this basis, 
The OSA was essentially saying that the MBT A had provided a proposal for 
maintenance that could not be compared to present operations in that the chosen 
contractor planned to increase the number of shelters. The OSA wrote; "'based on the 
presentation of costs estimated by both the MBTA and the proposed outside 
contractor, it is clear that both costs may be based on a significant variance in the 
number of shelters that are the subject of this proposal." Further, "because ·this 
substantial variance remains unreconciled it cannot be demonstrated or determined 
that the contracting out of the service will result in any cost savings." Section 
54(7)(iii) concerns certification that a designated bidder has complied with all 
relevant federal or state statutes. On this section the OSA wrote that; "the MBTA has 
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not provided sufficient, competent evidence of the proposed contractor's compliance 
with certain significant relevant regulatory statutes, namely certification of good 
standing from the state and federal tax collection agencies."67 

It should be noted that in disapproving this privatization,. the OSA reversed a. draft 
approval determination that was circulated to the MBTA. This draft approval 
outlined the MBTA's compliance with all sections of the privatization law. With 
respect to cost comparison, the OSA adjusted the amount to be paid to the MBTA for 
advertising out of the performance costs, claiming that the MBTA did not 
demonstrate why only the private contractor, and not the MBTA could realize 
revenue from bus shelter advertising. After subtracting this revenue source from the 
package along with other audit adjustments, the OSA determined that the contract 
would save $23,967 per year or $119,833 over the five-year life of the contract.68 The 
draft approval was reversed once the OSA determined that the MBTA had been 
using conflicting estimates of the number of bus shelters to be maintained when 
evaluating Outdoor Systems' and the union's proposals. 

Court Challenge 

There is no administrative process through· which to appeal the OSA' s decision. 
However there was and is nothing in the law to prevent the MBT A from re
submitting its proposal to conform to the OSA' s implementation of the law's 
requirements. Rather than preparing a third proposal, the MBTA instead elected to 
challenge the constitutionality of the privatization law, and decisions made under 
that law in court. The court challenge .that ensued in this case must be viewed in the 
context of the politically charged atmosphere within the Weld Administration. The 
Executive Office of Transportation and Construction, the super agency that oversees 
the MBTA as well as MassHighways, was a particular administration focal point for 
the creation of privatization initiatives. The uncritical acceptance of the notion that 
public contracting could cure virtually all the problems of government was strong 
among the senior management of that high level agency at that time. Thus the 
MBTA' s executive staff was working under the notion that with sufficient 
contracting it could eventually transform into what they termed a "'virtual" agency 
or a department that did nothing but manage contractors .. At the same time that the 
bus shelter privatization proposal was preceding a more ambitious proposal to 
begin the eventual privatization of the entire MBTA bus system was also just getting 
underway. That more ambitious project was to begin with the proposal to privatize 
bus routes in Quincy and Charleston, reviewed below. In June 1997 the OSA rejected 
that bus privatization proposal on the straightforward grounds that it would cost 
more than present operations. In the context of these rejections, and the larger 
ideological mission that the Weld Administration set for itself, the OSA was, as far 
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as they were concerned, not a public watchdog but an obstacle to a political agenda. 
The agenda was to massively transform public service in the Commonwealth by 
putting as much of the public work as it could out to bid. 

On February 16, 2000, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled against the 
MBTA, and in favor of the OSA in two areas. The court ruled with respect to the 
constitutionality of the law, that the MBT A did not have .standing to challenge the 
law because it is a state statute. Although the court did not grant the MBTA 
standing, it also made a specific determination on the bus shelter proposal 
concluding that, "there was ample evidence that the MBTA did not clearly establish 
that its uin-house" and "contract" cost estimates were based on the same number of 
bus shelters". In conclusion the court stated, "the Auditor's objections, therefore, 
were reasonable and followed the statutory mandate that he independently review 
the contract."69 

Conclusion 

This case was more complex than the others in that issues of revenue enhancement 
became conflated with issues of service cost to the detriment of both. The problem 
here was that, for the MBTA, politics came to trump good public management. 
Despite the claims of potential savings and more importantly revenue enhancement, 
the OSA rejected the MBTA' s second proposal. They did so because the legal 
mandate under which they operated required them to compare direct service cost 
issues for the task that was to be privatized apart from revenue issues which as we 
saw in the real estate case they regarded as separate. Indeed the 2000 decision of the 
Supreme Judicial Court upheld this interpretation of the law. They rejected the 
proposal for privatization of bus shelter maintenance and repair because they found 
that the proposal did not accurately compare the cost of in-house operations with 
the contract proposal costs because the proposer intended.to increase the number of 
shelters to be maintained and because of conflicting estimates of the actual number 
of shelters to be maintained. Additionally, the OSA found that insufficient evidence 
was provided on Outdoor System's compliance with federal and state statutes 
related to tax payment. 

The heart of the MBTA's disagreement with the decision was that from their point of 
view contractor maintenance costs were irrelevant to the substantive issue here. The 
substantive issue for the MBTA was that it was not a matter of privatizing the 
maintenance function as much as it was a chance to enter into a new profitable 
relationship and bring in needed revenue. Outdoor System's essentially proposed to 
"throw in" shelter maintenance along with substantial payments to the MBTA in 
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exchange for the right to sell advertising on existing shelters and expand the number 
of shelters to expand the number of salable advertising venues. 

The problem here was neither the law nor the OSA's application of the law. The 
problem was that, because the MBTA made a determination to use this case to 
undermine the law, all fruitful communication to resolve the problem broke down. 
To a large extent that was intentional because the Weld Administration viewed this 
as an ideal case with which to undermine a law that was· bothersome to them. The 
tragic part of this from a public point of view is that the proposal had the potential 
to bring in substantial new revenue and involved outsourcing advertising on bus 
shelters. The MBTA could have separated the issue. It could have retained its own 
cleaners and collected more revenue from its contractor. But it never chose to even 
explore the option for two reasons. First it never seriously entertained the possibility 
that its employees might want to work with management to make this work 
Secondly it cared more about the principal of executive privilege to contract at will 
than it did about the specific situation at hand. 

Case Study 4: Bus Service Delivery Privatization 

Introduction 

This case shows how the Privatization Law protects the interests of the public and forces 
public sector managers to clearly think through contracting decisions prior to committing the 
public to risk and liability. 

Possibly the most well known Privatization Law review case is that of the twice
litigated Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority's (MBTA) proposal to privatize the 
operation and maintenance of Charlestown/Fellsway and Quincy bus fixed bus 
routes. In a case that was widely reported on in the press, the OSA twice turned 
down the MBTA' s request to authorize the contracting out of these services, because 
the MBTA failed to adequately demonstrate a positive cost savings associated with 
this proposal. This case is instructive in that, despite reliance on both legal counsel 
and outside consultants, the MBTA was unable to comply with the Privatization 
Law requirements, and demonstrate a fiscal benefit to the plan. Furthermore, the 
case, and the legal proceedings that followed from it, showed that the MBTA had 
not done an adequate job pricing its anticipated cost savings in terms of avoidable 
costs. This is important, because, had the privatization been allowed, the public 
would have been left holding a significant liability. For these reasons, the MBTA 
route privatization case demonstrates the ultimate efficacy of the law - it forces 
agencies to fairly forecast the ultimate impact of contracting decisions on the public, 
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which is the ultimate owner of state assets and systems. This case shows how the 
Privatization Law protects the interests of the public and forces public sector 
managers to clearly think through contracting decisions prior to committing the 
public to risk and liability. 

The MBTA's plan 
would have incurred 
an extra $73 million 
if the privatization 
had been allowed. 

Following an audit and operational review in 
mid 1993, a consulting firm70 recommended that 
the MBTA move quickly (by Spring 1994) to 
privatize or contract out a sigilificant portion of 
the fixed bus routes then operated by the 
authority.71 According to the COMSIS report, 
such action was the only way to stabilize what 
was then viewed as the MBT A's increasingly 
perilous financial situation. 72 The consultant 

highlighted two significant cost issues that seemed to make a strong case for such a 
contracting decision. First, the consultant observed that in FY 1991, the MBTA had 
an overall bus operating cost of about $95 per revenue hour, a cost level second at 
that time only to Seattle' s.73 Second, the consultant noted that the MBTA was then 
paying private contractors to operate marginal routes at about $46 per revenue 
hour.74 The consultant's report used these two accurate facts to imply that by 
contracting out, the MBT A could save as much as fifty to sixty percent on routes it 
chose to privatize.75 This suggested a savings of close to $30 million per year on the 
Charlestown/Fellsway and Quincy routes, though the report itself did not place a 
dollar figure on the savings, promising only that IJ'the MBTA can achieve significant 
savings"76 through such a privatization. 

Clearly the suggestion of an opportunity to significantly reduce costs deserves 
careful consideration. MBTA was clearly correct in pursuing these savings and 
further examining the likely impact of such a privatization. However, it is also clear 
that the COMSIS cost assessment was, at best, lacking in finer detail. A review of the 
COMSIS proposal demonstrates that the net cost impact of such a privatization 
would not be a $30 million savings. In fact, the net impact of the COMSIS proposal 
was likely to be a cost increase - exactly the kind of poor privatization decision that 
the Privatization Law was designed to guard against. 

This case study will review the COMSIS cost assessment. It will demonstrate how 
that assessment failed to recognize ongoing cost liabilities. The MBTA privatization 
application will be reviewed, as well as the OSA' s objections. This case study will 
conclude with the likely cost impact of the privatization, had it been allowed, along 
with a summary discussing the value of the case as a demonstration of the efficacy 
of the Privatization law. 
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Privatization Proposal 

In May of 1997 the MBTA submitted a revised application for the contracting out of 
two "bundles" of fixed route bus service operation and maintenance that had 
previously been operated by MBTA employees. The MBTA's August 15,1996 RFP 
had solicited bids for any of the five bundles, based on the existing facilities in 
Albany /Cabot, Bartlett, Charlestown/Fellsway, Lynn, and Quincy.77 Though the 
document record does not clarify the reasons why, MBTA selected ATC/Vancom as 
vendor to operate and maintain the Charlestown/Quincy routes and ATE/Ryder 
for the Quincy bundle. No privatization of the other bundles was applied for at that 
time.78 In the RFP, the MBTA explicitly recognized the applicability of the 
Privatization Law, and attached the state privatization guidelines, highlighting the 
re-employment provisions, the data requirements, and the. performance 
measurement requirements.79 ·The OSA's final determination declined the 
privatization due to a failure to establish cost savings. 

Prior to the OSA's negative determination of June 1997, the MBTA had previously 
submitted a rejected application.so In the MBTA's submission, it was estimated that 
the privatization of the Charlestown/Fellsway routes and maintenance associated 
with those routes would save $17,542,608 and that the privatization of the Quincy 
bundle would save $9,165,347.81 

MBTA Submission Charlestown Quincy i 
! 

. In House Costs $261,217,706 $71,275,253 

Contract Costs $243,675,098 $62,109,906 

Savings $17 ,542,608 $9,165,347 

Once rejected by the OSA for deficiencies, the MBTA reworked its application and 
resubmitted on May 23, 1997.82 In the second submission, the MBTA acknowledged 
some of the OSA' s objections to the first submission, cla:i;ified some of the facts as 
requested by the OSA, and reduced its savings estimates by over $2.7 million for the 
Charlestown/Fellsway bundle and by almost $1 million for the Quincy bundle. The 
MBT A's submission estimated a savings of over $23 million through the 
privatization of both bundles. However, the OSA's analysis indicated that between 
deficiencies in the MBTA' s second submission and the understatement of the value 
of concessions by the primary union, the privatization would actually end up 
costing money. The OSA's determination is reviewed below. 
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Auditor's Determination 

The OSA determined that the 
liability cost, "by itself, would 
more than exhaust the total 

savings claimed for the two 
proposals, without even 
considering other significant 
findings. The OSA 's estimation of 
the cost of this liability was that it 
was greater than $47 million. 
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The OSA . rejected the MBTA' s second 
submission because it failed to 
adequately establish a cost savings 
through contracting out. Furthermore, 
the OSA determined that the MBTA 
would adually lose money on the 
contracts between the contract price and 
the unavoidable costs associated with 
the privatization.83 Fir~t, the OSA 
determined that the MBTA' s proposals 
were dependent upon "unreasonable 

cost savings." The MBTA' s proposed contracts included a requirement that the 
contractors would use a heavy maintenance facility owned by the MBT A in Everett 
for the first two years of the contract in exchange for a fee. The MBT A labeled this 
·the 'vehicle maintenance plan.' However, the MBTA included the revenue from this 
agreement over the five year life of the contract. The MBTA did not demonstrate 
how it would reduce the costs then associated with the to-be-privatized bundles at 
the Everett facility after two years. 84 The MBT A's second submission did not address 
this issue. 

In addition to the questionable savings related to the vehicle maintenance plan, the 
OSA questioned a cost savings of over $1 million in non-revenue vehicle repair 
associated with the contracts. However, the. MBTA presented no plan for the 
reduction of non-revenue vehicles or their repair. The issue at stake is whether the 
costs of supporting those vehicles would truly be avoided by the MBT A, or merely 
shifted to another accounting unit. The statute clear demands that the subject agency 
truly reduce costs and not just shift them around. 

Similarly, the MBTA's submissions failed to address the issues of "nonscheduled 
service" and performance payments, both of which were included in the proposed 
contracts.85 The MBTA submissions included non-scheduled and emergency service 
costs that could potentially exceed $29.2 million for the two bundles, however the 
cost of in-house provision of these services was never factored in. More seriously, 
the MBTA failed to include incentive payments, detailed in the contracts into the 
cost of contracting out. These payments could have potentially cost the MBTA $4.3 
million, "in the event contractors [met] some of the performance standards that are 
currently achieved by MBTA employees."86 
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The MBTA also included an estimated savings on pension costs of about $20.4 
million should the 729 u non vested" employees affected by the privatization be 
displaced. ·Likewise, the MBT A included savings related to vacation . accrual that 
they would save should the affected employees be let go. The OSA took issue with 
both of these. The MBT A presented no plan for avoiding the costs of the pensions, as 
it was not legally clear that the employees in questions would be deemed to have 
left of their own volition. The vacation savings cited by the MBTA included accrual 
already earned by the affected employees.87 

Of greatest cost concern, however, is the issue of u13(c)" liability. It was not clear, at 
time of submission, the extent to which the MBTA would have been liable for 
displaced worker severance pay as required by federal statute. The MBT A did not 
include these potentially substantial costs in its estimates despite a lack of resolution 
on the issue. At the time of the second submission, the MBTA and the affected union 
were attempting to seek arbitrated resolution to the issue. The OSA determined that 
the liability cost, uby itself, would more than exhaust the total savings claimed for 
tJ.i.e two proposals, without even considering other significant findings [by the 
OSA] ."88 The OSA' s estimation of the cost of this liability was . that it was greater 
than $47 million. 

In addition to problems with the cost comparisons in the MBTA's two submissions, 
there was also concern that the two contractors .would not be able to meet quality of 
service levels as this went unaddressed in the MBTA' s submission. That is, it was 
unclear that the contractors could provide service that was as good as the MBTA 
was capable of providing in-house. In response to OSA concerns, the MBTA did 
develop a short set of performance targets, however· these were not included in the 
proposed contracts. 89 In addition, the MBTA made no effort to determine the level of 
performance achievable in-house, instead it relied on existing performance levels. 
This violated both the spirit and letter of the statute which was intended to cause the 
subject agency to carefully consider operational performance, improvement 
opportunities, and costs prior to contracting. 

During the process of making its applications, the labor unions volunteered 
concessions and other cost savings opportunities worth $21 million, but the MBT A 
failed to include these in its estimates.90 The MBTA failed to adequately establish the 
cost savings that would derive from contracting out, and failed to consider in-house 
improvements achievable. The OS.A.' s two reviews both correctly denied the 
application of the MBTA to privatize the two service bundles in question. 
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Conclusion 

Given the OSA' s objections and the labor concessions, it is clear that had the 
proposed privatization been allowed (if, for example, there were no Privatization 
Law), the MBTA' s contracting decision would have resulted in a loss to the 
taxpayers of Massachusetts. As the table below demonstrates, the Labor concessions 
alone would have negated any cost sayings associated with privatization 

Cost Comparison In-House Operation Private Operation 

Total Costs $332,492,959 $305,785,004 

Net Savings (Loss) ($26,707,955) $26,707,955 

Adjusted Costs with $304,578,665 $305,785,004 
Concessions 

Adjusted Cost Net $1,206,339 ($1,206,339) 
Savings (loss) 

Furthermore, the OSA identified several cost factors missing from the MBT A's 
assessment. Excluding those costs identified, but not specified by the OSA (vehicle 
maintenance plan, non-revenue vehicle maintenance, emergency service, vacation 
time, and fuel costs), the MBT A's plan would have incurred an extra $73 million if 
the privatization had been allowed. As a result of the labor concessions and the 
additional non-avoidable costs, the privatization would have cost taxpayers 
$73,206,339, as described in the table below. 

Cost Comparison In-House Operation Private Operation 

Total Costs $332,492,959 $305,785,004 

Net Savings (Loss) ($26, 707 ,955) $26,707 ,955 

Adjusted Costs with $304,578,665 $305,785,004 
Concessions 

Non Avoidable Costs 

Performance Payments $4,300,000 

Pension Costs $20,400,000 

13 ( c) Liability $47,300,000 

Subtotal $304,578,665 $377,785,004 

Adjusted Cost Net $73,206,339 ($73,206,339) ~i 

Savings (loss) 
.......... ...... ·-· 
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It is clear, then, that this particular privatization was not adequately thought 
through. It is equally clear that without the Privatization Law, it would have been 
carried out nonetheless. 

Following this case through from COMSIS report to the final MBTA submission and 
OSA determination, it is clear that several of the flaws related to the initial concept 
were carried through to the contracting decision. Costs, and particularly savings 
were not considered carefully enough. Furthermore, issue~ of cost avoidance and of 
adequate service were insufficiently examined. The Privatization Law exists to 
ensure that that subject agencies make good management decisions related to 
privatization, and i11 this case the law was successful. 

Conclusion to the Case Studies 

The review of the cases assessed by the OSA under the Privatization Law and 
particularly those cases reviewed in-depth here highlight the efficacy of the statute. 
The Privatization Law has helped Massachusetts effectively avoid poorly thought 
through privatizations. Privatizations performed under the assumption that the 
private sector can deliver higher quality at a lower price are not allowed. Only 
carefully considered contracting decisions, including a thorough cost analysis and 
clear establishment of service and quality standards, are permitted. The process 
used by the OSA is clear, and while it requires specific measures, it is· not so 
complicated that smaller agencies are unable to comply with it. Furthermore, the 
law's lower limit of $100,000 avoids superfluous applications and tedious 
assessment for smaller contracting decisions. The Privatization Law therefore 
effectively protects Massachusetts' taxpayers from bad privatization decisionsi while 
allowing them to enjoy the benefits of good contracting. 

Previous Studies of the Privatization Law 

Despite the highlighted efficacy of the statute, the Privatization Law has not been 
without its critics. The predominant critic has been the pro-privatization think tank, 
the Pioneer Institute.91 At the same time, the law has received significant positive 
review. 92 The aim of this section is to briefly review the major criticisms of the 
Privatization Law with reference to the case study findings covered above. 
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The Pioneer report mixes its criticisms of the Privatization Law together with its 
complaints about the process that the OSA employs to review applications. 
However, several major themes emerge: 

1. Privatization is generally good and should not be discouraged. 
2. A voidable cost accounting is generally bad, and full cost accounting should 

be used to determine cost savings associated with privatization. 
3. Transitional costs (costs of moving to contracted provision) should not be 

considered as they over-emphasis short term costs at the expense of long term 
gains. 

4. Contract monitoring costs are over emphasized as they de-emphasize the 
benefit of performance monitoring to service quality. 

5. Allowing employee bids or concessions is unfair. 

The Pioneer report spends the bulk of its time arguing the first, and then the second 
point. As long time privatization advocates, Pioneer presumes that privatizatl.on is a 
good thing and should not be discouraged. In their study the law is held to, "present 
both statutory and political roadblocks to efficient government operations," and has 
provisions that "essentially slam the door on many opportunities that have been 
shown to improve services and save money in other places."93 The law is held to 
disregard all potential privatization benefits, other than reduced costs. The institute 
claims that, "well-designed contracts allow agencies to improve quality, 
accommodate peak demand, speed p:i;-oject delivery and meet deadlines, gain access 
to expertise, improve efficiency, spur innovation, and manage risk more 
effectively."94 

Privatization is Generally Good? 

We have no way of knowing how many agencies have contemplated privatizations, 
researched them, and rejected them because they could not meet cost or service level 
requirements. Is this a bad result of the law? 

Both the review of the impact of the law (above) and the case studies (also above), 
paint a different picture of the Privatization Law. The Law does not 'block efficient 
government operations,' rather it provides clear guidance to agencies to help them 
make successful contracts. The law certainly does not prohibit privatizations; 75 % of 
applications have been successful. Rather the law forces agencies to consider the 
impact of contracting out before making a decision. This· is not a bad thing. It can 
only be through careful consideration of costs and service levels that an agency can 
expect to achieve all the positive benefits that Pioneer suggests can be the fruit of 
'well-designed contracts'. The 'privatization is a generally good idea' argument is 
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somewhat superfluous here. The authors of the Pioneer report bitterly complain that 
the Privatization Law focuses on cost, making it the only point of contention in OSA 
reviews, and ignoring issues of improved performance achievable through 
contracting.95 It is true that the law focuses on costs - an ·agency may not privatize 
unless it can save money by doing so - but it also places a significant emphasis on 
performance. 

Pioneer does not advance any argument to explain why it is that contractors can 
improve service when subject agencies cannot. In the end, this is the fundamental 
problem with the 'privatization is a generally good idea' argument. Proponents 
cannot explain how it is that private firms can bring such great improvements in 
cost effectiveness and service levels, but fail to meet. the Privatization Law's 
standards. The standards are clear, the cost of a five year contract, including the cost 
of implementing, monitoring, and maintaining that contract must be less than the in
house costs to provide the same service. Service levels to be provided by the 
contractor must be at least to the level that the subject agency can provide in-house. 
Finally, the privatization must be in the public interest, a clause that has never been 
used by the OSA as grounds for rejecting an application. If the private sector is able 
to do the job that Pioneer suggests - if it is better, faster, smarter - meeting these 
goals should not be difficult. And indeed, most agencies that submit applications for 
privatization are successful. 

Pio~eer sees the fact that eight services privatizations have been attempted since the 
law went into effect as a negative consequence of the Privatization Law. This would 
make sense if the OSA routinely rejected applications. The pass rate, however, belies 

. this assumption. What would be a more logical conclusion, is that the requirements 
of the law, being what they are, have demonstrated to managers that they must 
carefully consider privatization opportunities. We have no way of knowing how 
many agencies have contemplated privatizations, researched them, and rejected 
them because they could not meet cost or service level requirements. Is this a bad 
result of the law? Of course not. This is how we want our public service· managers to 
behave. We want them to research major contracting decisions prior to radically 
altering service delivery mechanisms. We want them to make complete assessments 
of the likely cost impacts of those decisions. What Pioneer labels as a failure of the 
current law is actually a success - subject agencies are not pursuing losing 
propositions and are only seeking to privatize where it makes sense. 



Avoidable Cost Accounting 

That the Reason Foundation, a 
pro-privatization, libertarian 
think tank accepts the logic of 
using avoidable cost accounting 
for making contracting 
decisions serves to highlight 
the tenuousness of Pioneer's 
position. 

PRIVATIZATION IN MASSACHUSETTS I 

The second major complaint of the 
Pioneer Institute is that the Privatization 
Law requires subject agencies to consider 
cost avoidance when addressing the 
benefits of a potential contract. That is, 
how much will the agency actually save if 
a service is privatized? 

A voidable cost accounting is a widely 
accepted methodology for understanding 

savings to be derived from a contracting decision. Quite simply, when a firm, or 
agency, contracts out a service, not all of the costs associated with in-house 
production necessarily disappear. Buildings or capital equipment may continue to 
be owned and depreciated, contractor performance needs to be watched and 
evaluated, and pensions and benefits for displaced workers may need to be paid. 
A voidable cost accounting methodology helps decision makers understand the net 
·effect of contracting out - what will actually be saved. 

Accordingly, the Privatization Law requires that each privatization proposal prove a 
projected cost savings compared with continued provision of the service by the 
public sector. It is, however, .much easier to define the goal of cost savings than it is 
to calculate, as assumptions always need to be made in order to create a realistic 
comparative cost model.96 The realities of government service provision mean that 
savings from a privatization are not simply a matter of subtracting costs of the 
service to be privatized, and then adding any fee to be paid by the private sector 
operator. There is a continued governmental responsibility that varies with the 
particular service being privatized. This continued responsibility typically includes 
contract management, and other required areas of support to the contractor such as 
providing emergency back up, and administrative support. In short, it can be 
expected that the government would continue to bear overhead costs after a 
particular service is privatized. If lay-offs and productive transfer of workers are not 
possible, then labor costs often cannot be saved. If cost savings from a privatization 
is the goal, than a nuanced, individually tailored approachis appropriate. 

Pioneer's complaint that avoidable cost accounting misrepresents potential cost 
savings. is poorly argued, unsupported, and illogical. First, Pioneer argues that the 
value of privatization is that agency personnel can be redeployed elsewhere. Pioneer 
writes, ,.,.If [staff] are redeployed to other priorities, then there is a benefit from the 
privatization. This is true even if none of the support or overhead staff are removed . 
. • " 97 Pioneer's argument then, is that agencies should no longer include the cost of 
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staff that continue to work at the agency in question after a privatization if they do .. 
other work that was neither performed or paid for by the agency previously. How is 
this a cost savings? The agency in question is still paying for the staff and for the 
new contract. This is not good fiscal management. The example used by Pioneer to 
highlight this issue is that of the 1994 Department of Revenue proposal to privatize 
mail opening during the tax season. This proposal was approved.98 Pioneer presents 
no evidence to indicate that this issue has actually interfered with a privatization. 
Second, the Pioneer report discusses u avoidance" of capital construction costs on 
future projects. The report implies that the Privatization law does not adequately 
account for these savings. However, Pioneer presents no evidence to demonstrate 
that this issue has prevented an otherwise good privatization. 

Pioneer's argument about avoidable cost accounting . is also poorly supported. 
Pioneer suggests that total cost accounting is a superior method for understanding 
savings to be derived from privatization. That is, agencies should examine what 
their costs are currently, what the contract cost will be, and subtract one from the 
other. This certainly holds the appeal of simplicity. Unfortunately this is also bad 
fiscal management. Clearly, any private sector firm, when making a contracting 
decision, would consider what their costs are now, what their costs will be after 
contracting out, and what the contract price will be. These ongoing costs include non
avoidable costs 'like continued staffing, capital equipment, rent, utilities, etc. and 
new contract monitoring costs. To support their assertion that agencies considering 
privatization should not be required to include these on-going and new costs in their 
decision, Pioneer cites a US EPA report.99 However, these EPA reports are concerned 
not with accounting for the benefits of contracting decisions, but of understanding 
the environmental and other external costs of waste management systems. Full cost 
accounting definitely has a roll to play in fiscal management, just not in making 
privatization decisions. This is even recognized by the Reason Foundation, a sibling 
research institute to Pioneer.ioo That the Reason Foundation, a pro-privatization, 
libertarian think tank accepts the logic of using avoiqable cost accounting for 
making contracting decisions serves to highlight the tenuousness of Pioneer's 
position. Pioneer's argument to the contrary goes unsupported. 

Ultimately, Pioneer's argument that it is unfair or inaccurate for agencies that are 
considering privatization to calculate the total cost impact of that decision (current 
costs, contract costs, unavoided costs, and other new costs) is ultimately illogical, 
contrary to common practice and to good government recommendations. The 
taxpayers of Massachusetts deserve good fiscal management and the Privatization 
Law delivers this by mandating avoidable cost accounting. 
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Transition and Contract Administration Costs 

Similarly, the Pioneer report makes nonsensical arguments about transitional costs 
and contract administration costs. Pioneer briefly suggests that the costs associated 
with moving into a privatization not be included in an agency's estimation of the 
value of a privatization. Likewise, the Pioneer report criticizes the inclusion of 
contract monitoring costs into the calculation. The first issue is not fleshed out in the 
Pioneer report, making it difficult to address. Pioneer does write that costs 
associated with displacing employees - retirement costs, accrued vacation payout, 
and other post-employment benefits - should not be counted as costs of 
privatization. As was seen in the case of the MBTA's route privatization proposal, 
these can be serious liabilities, and will cause costs out of the normal timing and 
scale the agency could otherwise anticipate. To ignore these would be a significant 
dereliction of good fiscal management. 

Clearly, management of employees is good and necessary, but third party, or additional 
contract oversight is unnecessary. These costs are included in the privatization value 
calculation because they are necessary when contracting out. The "benefit" of monitoring 
contracts is factored in - in the price the contractor is charging for meeting service 

requirements. 

More serious are Pioneer's criticisms of contract monitoring and administration 
costs. Pioneer makes two worrisome arguments with regard to these costs. First, 
they suggest that the benefit of contract administration should be factored into the 
cost analysis of the benefit of privatization. The benefit of contract monitoring is that 
agencies receive the services they pay for, at the service levels promised, and are not 
over billed. This is not necessary for in-house work because of the internal 
management systems already in place. Primarily, in-house service provision gains 
no profit through under provision. Clearly, management of employees is good and 
necessary, but third party, or additional contract oversight is unnecessary. These 
costs are included in the privatization value calculation because they are necessary 
when contracting out. The "benefit" of monitoring contracts is factbred in - in the 
price the contractor is charging for meeting service requirements. 

Pioneer goes on to argue that the system used to evaluate contract monitoring costs 
is unfair because some service areas interact with the public to a greater degree than 
others. Pioneer writes, "When customers immediately notice service problems and 
are motivated to complain, monitoring is fairly simple and less costly - the 
customers do most of the monitoring themselves."101 It is Pioneer's contention then 
that services with a high degree of public interaction - bus service or food service, 
for example - require less monitoring then back office contracts like IT or support 
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servkes. This argument does not hold up under scrutiny. First, as Pioneer argues, 
contract monitoring is beneficial and important for good contracting and all services 
need to be monitored if they are contracted out. Second, monitoring involves both 
service levels and costs. The public cannot be asked to ensure that a service 
provider's billing is in order, not can they know if a bus operator is doing an 
adequate job of maintaining capital equipment. Service provision and effective 
delivery involves too many levels and areas of performance to ask the public to do 
the monitoring. This is not good fiscal management. 

Employee Concessions 

Finally, the Pioneer report takes issue with the fact that, as in the case of the MBTA 
Route Privatization p:r:oposal, the existing labor union may offer concessions, and 
that these must be factored into the privatization cost estimates. Good fiscal 
management, however, demands that agencies find the least costly method of 
delivering the required level of service. If a private firm that was considering 
contracting a service out determined part way through the process that it would be 
possible to reduce in-house costs and rp.ake in-house service delivery cheaper, that 
private firm would not refuse to consider the value of those costs reductions. Public 
agencies should be held to the same standard. This is the type of good management 
practice that the Privatization Law effectively delivers. 

Summary 

A review of the major criticisms of the Privatization Law suggests that critics 
continue to assume that privatization is a panacea for all public service delivery 
issues. These critics would like the Privatization Law to be overturned and to see no 
barriers to privatization. However, a review of their arguments demonstrates that 
they are illogical and unsupported. The Privatization Law does not prevent 
privatization, but it does require agencies considering contracting out to do a 
thorough review of the costs and benefits of doing so. The Law does not u slam the 
door" on privatization. The law does mandate good fiscal management helping 
Massachusetts to achieve affordable government. 
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Conclusions 

The law has allowed over $1.2 million in annual savings and prevented at least $73 million in 
bad privatization decisions. More importantly, the Privatization Law has provided a 
framework with which agencies can accurately judge the likely cost impact of contracting 
concepts. The law has effectively delivered good management practice as relates to 
privatization to Massachusetts. 

This study has aimed to examine the efficacy of the Massachusetts Privatization 
Law. A review of the law and its requirements, of the costing mechanisms used 
within the law, of the OSA's review procedures, and of the privatization cases heard 
by the OSA have demonstrated that the law creates an environment in which good 
management practice can flourish. Where contracting out services makes sense, the 
mechanisms used to enforce the law allow this to happen while making sure that the 
subject agencies clearly understand what they are getting into. Where agencies are 
under prepared for contracting out, or where the costs and benefits are unclear, the 
law forces them to carefully consider the outcomes of alternative service provision 
methods. The law has allowed over $1.2 million in annual savings and prevented at 
least $73 million in bad privatization decisions. More importantly, the Privatization 
Law has provided a framework with which agencies can accurately judge the likely 
cost impact of contracting concepts. The law has effectively delivered good 
management practice as relates to privatization to Massachusetts. 

All this is not to say that the law is perfect or that it cannot be augmented or 
improved. The largest potential strength of the law has not always functioned 
perfectly, or even well. The Privatization law sets up a dialogue between the subject 
agency and the OSA. It is a great strength of the law that it inserts a third party that 
has the interests of the taxpayers of Massachusetts into the decision making process. 
The OSA' s role, empowered by the statute has provided an external consultant with 
which subject agencies can think through the benefits of privatizations. Where this 
has functioned well, agencies have successfully put together valid justifications for 
privatizing, have clearly understood the impacts of their decision, and have saved 
money and maintained or improved service. Given the success of the Privatization 
Law, and its demonstrated ability to protect scarce public resources in tight fiscal 
environments, privatization law-like OSA review should be extended to rebids of 
existing contracts and possibly even to wholly new services. Such an extension of 
OSA oversight would allow the management and good contracting benefits of the 
law to further accrue in contracted service areas. 

Massachusetts is well served by the Privatization Law. An innovative, first-in-the
nation law, it sets up a process by which reasoned decision making flourishes, 
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where costly mistakes can be avoided, and where contracting concepts are grounded 
in reality. The law works well. It is not unduly prohibitive. It allows a healthy 
dialogue between the contracting agency and a third party that represents the 
interests of the taxpayers. The law is not perfect. Expanded powers for the auditing 
agency could help improve the process. A depoliticized environment would also 
help, but this is likely outside the power of the law. In the final analysis, this is a law 
that not only benefits the taxpayers of Massachusetts, but that could benefit 
taxpayers across the country. Good government advocates should be studying the 
innovate work being done in Massachusetts and exporting it to other states. 
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[SENATEE ] nk SS0796R 

1 Senator Higgins from the Committee on state and Local 
2 Government Operations, to which was referred 

3 S.F. No. 796: A bill for an act relating to public 
4 employment; establishing procedures and standards for 
5 contracting with private entit~es for the provision of services 
6 that have been, or otherwise would be, provided by public 
7 employees; providing for public accountability; proposing coding 
8 for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 471. 

9 Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
10 be amended as follows: 

11 Page 1, line 12, delete "including" and insert "excluding" 

12 Page 1, line 13, delete "but not" and insert "and" 

13 Page 2, line 1, after "services" insert", except services 

14 provided by persons licensed under sections 326.02 to 326.15," 

15 Page 2, line 3, delete everything after "agency" 

16 Page 2, delete line 4 

17 Page 2_, line 5, delete everything before the semicolon 

18 Page 2, line 20, after "16C.08" insert ", 16C.09, 43A.047," 

19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

And when so amended 
Report adopted. 

the bill do pass. Amendments adopted. 

0.rf ..//./ / ~ p~.··/ ~ ... ··.,. .,, 
v ,P'''L~~/~ . ··············~~ (Committee Chair) · 

March 3 o , 2 O o 5 ....... · ............ . 
(Date of Committee recommendation) 
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S.F. No. 1796 - Health Care Purchasing Authority 

Author: Senator Sheila M. Kiscaden 

Prepared by: Thomas S. Bottern, Senate Counsel (651/296-3810) ~ 
Date: March 30, 2005 

This bill directs the formation of the Minnesota Health Care Purchasing Authority through 
interagency agreements. The purchasing authority will serve as the agency of state government 
responsible for all state purchasing ofhealth care. In addition, the purchasing authority must provide 
a variety of reports and proposed legislation as required in the bill. 

Subdivision 1 [PURCHASING AUTHORITY CREATED.] directs the Commissioner of 
Employee Relations to form the Minnesota Health Care Purchasing Authority through the use of 
interagency agreements among the Commissioners of Health, Human Services, Labor and Industry, 
Corrections, Commerce, and Administration. By December 15, 2006, the commissioners must 
submit a report and proposed legislation for creation of the purchasing authority. 

Subdivision 2 [PRINCIPLES OF STATE PURCHASING.] requires the submission of 
an annual report at an unspecified date from the purchasing authority to the legislature and governor 
regarding the unified purchasing of health care services. Provides guidelines and standards for the 
report and plan. 

Subdivision 3 [PURCHASING AND COVERAGE GUIDELINES.] directs the 
purchasing authority to convene a panel of health care policy experts to establish a process for 
creating guidelines for state government health care purchasing decisions. 

Subdivision 4 [PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PURCHASERS.] requires the purchasing 
authorityto submit a plan by December 15, 2005, that will allow a variety of public employers, and 
private employers with 49 or fewer employees, to purchase a secure benefits set through the state 
purchasing authority. 



Subdivision 5 [COMMON STANDARDS FOR STATE PURCHASING AND 
REGULATION.] requires the state purchasing authority to submit a report and proposed legislation 
by December 15, 2006 that will require state purchasing and regulatory requirements to use common 
standards for quality and performance measurements. 

Subdivision 6 [SECURE BENEFIT SET DEVELOPMENT.] requires the purchasing 
authority to define a secure benefit set; including preventive health services, prescription drug 
coverage, and catastrophic coverage. 

Subdivision 7 [SPECIAL POPULATIONS.] requires the purchasing authority to consider 
special populations, including those who are elderly or disabled and persons with chronic conditions. 

Subdivision8 [COST AND QUALITY DISCLOSURE.] requiresthepurchasingauthority 
to contract with a private, nonprofit organization to serve as a statewide source of comparative 
information on health care costs and quality. 

Section 2 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] makes the entire bill effective July 1, 2005. 

TSB:rer 
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03/11/05 [REVISOR ] CKM/HS 05-3440 

.• 

Senators Kiscaden, Scheid, Higgins, Lourey and Skoe introduced--

S.F. No. 1796: Referred tO the Committee on State and Local Government Operations. 

1 A bill for an act 

2 relating to state government; establishing the 
3 Minnesota Health Care Purchasing Authority; requiring 
4 a report. 

5 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

6 Section 1. [STATE HEALTH CARE PURCHASING AUTHORITY.] 

7 Subdivision 1. [PURCHASING AUTHORITY CREATED.] By December 

8 15, 2005, the commissioner of employee relations, in 

9 consultation with the commissioners of health, human services, 

10 labor. and industry, corrections, commerce, and administration 

11 and the Minnesota Comprehensive Health Association board of 

12 directors shall enter into interagency agreements regarding the 

13 formation of the Minnesota Health Care Purchasing Authority for 

14 the purpose of implementing a unified strategy and joint 

15 purchasing of health care services for the state of Minnesota. 

16 The strategy shall include implementing a process that examines 

17 the health care purchasing decisions and coverage in terms of 

18 cost and medical efficacy based on reliable research evidence to 

19 ensure access to appropriate and necessary health care. By 

20 December 15, 2006, the commissioners shall submit to the 

21 legislature a report and proposed legislation far· the creation 

22 of the purchasing authority as a distinct agency of state 

23 government responsible for all state purchasing of health care. 

24 Subd. 2. [PRINCIPLES OF STATE PURCHASING.]. The purchasing 

25. authority shall prepare and submit to the governor and 

Section 1 1 
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1 legislature an annual report and plan for the unified purchasing 

2 of health care services. The plan must: 

3 (1) promote personal choice and responsibility; 

4 (2) encourage and promote better health of patients and 

5 residents of the state; 

6 (3) provide incentives to privately based health plans and 

7 health· care. delivery s¥stems to improve efficiency and quality; 

8 (4) use community standards and measurement methods for 

9 determining the value of specific health care services based on 

10 quality and performance; and 

11 (5) separate the health care purchasing functions of state 

12 government from those activities relating to regulation and 

13 delivery of services, but require consistent use of uniform 

14 quality and performance standards and methods for purchasing, 

15 regulation, and delivery of health care services. 

16 Subd. 3. [PURCHASING AND COVERAGE GUIDELINES.] The 

17 purchasing authority shall convene a panel of health care policy 

18 experts to establish a process to select evidence-based 

19 guidelines based on sound research evidence and implement an 

20 integrated approach using these guidelines for state government 

21 purchasing decisions and coverage design. 

22 Subd. 4. [PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PURCHASERS.] The purchasing 

23 authority shall prepare and submit to the governor and 

24 legislature by December 15, 2005, a plan for permitting public 

25 employers, including school districts, cities, counties, and 

26 other governmental entities; private employers with 49 or fewer 

27 employees; nursing homes and other long-term care employers; and 

28 individuals to purchase a secure benefit set through the state 

29 purchasing authority. The secure benefit set shall include 

30 health· care services that are: (1) essential for the protection 

31 of individual and public health; and (2) effective in treating a 

32 health condition based on research evidence. 

33 Subd. 5. [COMMON STANDARDS FOR STATE PURCHASING AND 

34 REGULATION~] The purchasing authority, in consultation with all 

35 state. agencies, boards, and commissioners that have 

36 responsibility for purchasing or for regulating individuals and 

Section 1 2 
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1 organizations that provide health coverage or deliver health 

2 care services, shall prepare and submit to the governor and 

3 legislature by December 15, 2006, a report and proposed 

4 legislation that will require all state purchasing and 

5 regulatory requirements to use common standards and measurement 

6 methods for quality and performance. 

7 Subd. 6. [SECURE BENEFIT SET DEVELOPMENT.] The purchasing 

8 authority, in consultation with a panel of health care policy 

9 experts, shall define a secure benefit set that includes 

10 coverage for preventive health services, as specified in 

11 preventive services guidelines for children and adults developed 

12 by the Institute for Clinical Systems Improvement, prescription 

13 drug coverage, and catastrophic c6~erage. 

14 [SPECIAL POPULATIONS.] In developing a plan for 

15 the unified purchasing of health care services and a secure 

16 benefit set, the purchasing authority must take into account the 

17 needs of special populations, including, but not limited to, 

18 persons who are elderly or disabled and persons with chronic 

19 conditions. 

20 Subd. 8. [COST AND QUALITY. DISCLOSURE.] The purchasing 

21 authority, in. cooperation with organizations representing 

22 consumers, employers, physicians and other health profess~onals, 

23 hospitals, long-term care facilities, health plan companies, 

24 quality improvement organizations, research and education 

25 institutions, and other appropriate constituencies, shall 

26 identify and contract with a private, nonprofit organization to 

27 serve as a statewide source of comparative information on health 

28 care costs and quality. 

29 Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

30 Section 1 is effective July 1, 2005. 
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03/30/05 [COUNSEL ] KC SCS1796A-1 

1 Senator ..... moves to amend S.F. No. 1796 as follows: 

2 Page 2, line 18, after "experts" insert "and health care 

3 providers" 

4 Page 2, delete lines 22 to 32 and insert: 

5 "Subd. 4. [PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PURCHASERS.] (a) The 

6 purchasing authority shall prepare and submit to the governor 

7 and legislature by December 15, 2005, a plan for permitting 

8 public employers, including school districts, cities, counties, 

9 and other governmental entities; and nursing homes and other 

10 long-term care employers to purchase a secure benefit set 

11 through the state purchasing authority. The secure benefit set 

12 must include the services described under subdivision 6. 

13 (b) Notwithstanding any laws to the contrary, the 

14 commissioner of employee relations may expand the range of 

15 health coverage options available to purchase under the public 

16 employees insurance program established under Minnesota 

17 Statutes, section 43A.316, including the option to purchase the 

18 secure benefit set as defined under subdivision 6. Under this 

19 option, public employers, nursing homes and other long-term care 

20 employers may purchase health coverage for their employees 

21 through the public employees insurance program beginning January 

22 1, 2006 .. 

23 (c) The purchasing authority shall include in the plan 

24 described in paragraph (a) a process for permitting private 

25 employers with 49 or fewer employees and individuals to purchase 

26 the secure benefit set through the State health care purchasing 

27 authority beginning January 1, 2009 .. 99 
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for STATE HEALTH POLICY 

Models of Collaborative Purchasing 

Prepared by the National Academy for State Health Policy 
Under a grant from the Maine Health Access Foundation 

Public purchasers through collaborative purchasing can seek better quality and value from their health care 
dollar. Collaborative purchasing, in the context of the Health Action Team's subcommittee on Public 
Purchasing, is when public entities purchase health care services together. Public entities are any entity 
that purchases health care for its employees using public (taxpayer) dollars, i.e., state universities, 
municipalities, school districts, Medicaid, state government, prisons, etc. 

There are many models of collaboration the State of Maine can consider as it explores health reform. 
Models of collaborative purchasing include: 

• Multiple public entities sign a single contract with one or more insurers. The contract may designate 
different benefit packages, cost sharing, etc. for different groups 

Multiple public entities issue a single RFP, but sign separate contracts for different rates, benefit 
packages, etc. In this case, each agency may conduct separate negotiations with the selected 
contractor( s) about the final details of the agency's contract. 

• One public entity places a requirement to participate in another's program as a condition of contracting. 
For example, the agency that purchases insurance for state employees says it will only contract with 
insurers that also contract to serve Medicaid beneficiaries. 

• Multiple public entities combine to purchase services other than health care. For example, several 
states use the same prescription benefit managers for different state agencies. 

National Academy for State Health Policy 



Snapshot of State Collaborative Purchasing Experience 

Delaware I State Employee I Title 29 Chapter 1994 State employees 100,000 (03) Municipal groups $294,000,000 Contract Carved-out and 
Benefits 52 (including public can join at their (FY 03) separately for offered through 
Committee school own discretion. Medicaid, prison Express Scripts 

httQ://www.delco employees), They shop around Self-insured with health care, and through a multi 
de.state.de.us/tit! higher education and chose the Blue Cross Department of state initiative 
e29/chaQter052.h employees, least expensive administering Children and called Rxis with 
tm#TooOfPaae Pensioners (pre rate. claims. Families (foster New Mexico 

and post 65) in care) in three Missouri, West 
one contract. contracts. If state Virginia. 

employee $2,000,000 
contract is bid on savings. 
must bid on other Implemented July 
3 contracts. 1, 2002 (any state 

can join). 

Georgia - Department of SB 241 July 2000 Teachers, school 600,000 plus Universities as a $1.5 billion OCH also Managed RX via 
State Health Community Health personnel, state 60,000 whole can decide contracts for PBM for Medicaid 
Benefit Plan httQ://www.legis.s employees, University which delivery Medicaid benefits. and Public 
(SHBP) tate.ga.us/cgi- retirees, System systems are Employee 

bin/gl codes det dependents, offered and benefit 
ail.Ql?code=31- University package. 
5A-1 personnel. 

Missouri- Consolidated htt1;r//www.sos.st Statutorily State employees, 108,700 Other public $341,954,832 Medicaid is Carved-out 
Consolidate Health Care Plan ate.mo.us/adrule created and retirees, and (103,600 in state entities participate (03) contracted though multi-state 
d Health w/Board of s/csr/current/22c organized other public enrollment) on a voluntary separately out of initiative using 
Care Plan Trustees sr/22csr.asQ#22- January 1994 entities, including basis. If they the Department of Express Scripts, 
(MCHCP) 1Q cities, counties, chose not to Social Services but state has its 

Enrollment and school participate, the own contract. 
began in 1994 districts. entity must wait 2 
for state years before they 

Chapter 1 03 of I employees and Other public join again. Peak 
the Revised in 1995 for other entities are participation was in 
Statute public entities. underwritten 2000 with 700 

separately entities 

National Academy for State Health Policy 2 



New York- Civil Service Civil Service 1957 for state State employees, 1.1 million Voluntary- Less $3.5 billion The state I Carved-out 
New York Employee Article 11 employees and legislature, than half of the contracts out 
State Health Benefits Division 1958 for local Unified court Over 800 local local government Medicaid 
Insurance htt12://Qublic.leginf governments system, local government employers separately. 
Program o.state.ny.us/me and school governments, employers offer participate 
(NYSHIP) nugetf.cqi districts. school districts, NYSHIP 

dependants, other 
political 
subdivisions 

Washington I The Public httQ://www.wa.go Statutorily Administers 3 PEBB: 309, 118 K-12 school Approximately PEBB contracts No carve out. 
Employees v/hca/laws. htm#h created and programs: PEBB, districts and $743,000,000 with 7 managed Managed Care 
Benefits Board, ca organized in Basic Health (BH) BH: 176,964 employer groups forPEBB care Organizations 
created within the 1988. and Community may also choose to organizations that either self-deliver 
Washington State Health Services join PEBB plans. are required to or subcontract. 
Health Care (CHS). have integrated 
Authority delivery systems 

PEBB offers (the MCOs 
insurance frequently 
coverage to state subcontract for 
employees and K- certain services, 
12 school districts e.g. Rx, mental 
& local health, etc .. 
governments may PEBB also offers 
apply to join 1 -self-insured 
PEBB. PPO and 

subcontracts out 
See below for I I I I its Rx 
more information 
about BH and 
CHS. 

West I Public Employees I Chapter 16 1995 State government 210,000 Yes except for Estimated (03) SCHIP uses TPA. Carved out. Via 
Virginia Insurance Agency and its agencies, local government $492,000,000 Separate Express Scripts in 

(PEIA) httQ://129. 71.164. state-related 10,000 separate with 3 year contracts for Multi-state 

29/wvcode chaQ/ colleges and pool local required Minus $6M for Medicaid purchasing 

wvcode chaQfrm universities, governments participation. Not life insurance. beneficiaries. alliance (See 

.htm county boards of w/same benefits all buy, they in Delaware). As 
education, county shop around for compared to 
and municipal better deal. previous RX 
governments and estimate 
others as $25,000,000 
described in Code savings over 3 
5-16-2 year period. 

PEIA only. 

Medicaid will join 
in October 2003. 

National Academy for State Health Policy 3 



Notes on Collaborative Purchasing in Several States 

· 1nnecticut - Participating municipalities and non-
afit organizations must bear the administrative cost 

of participating in the state plan. When a municipality 
or non-profit employer decides to participate in the 
state plan, it undergoes separate underwriting. As a 
result, the premium it pays depends on the 
demographics of its employees and their claims 
history experience. Also, benefits can vary from the 
state employee plan. The rates that the state pays for 
its employees cannot be adversely affected by 
inclusion of the non-state employees. The statutory 
and contractual rights of the state and state employees 
may not be impaired by an expansion. 

Delaware - Enabling legislation available at 
www.delcode.state.de.us/title29/chapter052.htm. 
Benefits for state employee contract offered through 
two HMOs and one PPO; supplemental Medicare with 
different benefit packages. 
The state estimates savings of $750,000 in 2003 for 
~alth coverage. 

Georgia-Teachers and school personnel represent 
almost 60% of the covered lives and retirees about 
15%. State offers self-insured PPO, four HMOs and 
one indemnity plan. University offers the PPO, two 
HMOs and the indemnity plan. Two of the HMOs are 
self-insured. 

Missouri - CHCP benefits are provided through a 
self-funded preferred provider organization (PPO) and 
various health maintenance organizations (HMO) and 
point of service (POS) contracts. Through 1994 all 
Plan members were state employees, retirees, and 
their dependents. Beginning January 1, 1995, 
additional members included public entity employees, 
retirees, and their dependants. 

Prior to January 1, 1995, the Plan was self-insured for 
medical claims. Beginning in 1995, however, the 
~an accepted bids from outside insurance contractors 
fully insure medical claims previously covered 

under the Plan's self-insured indemnity program. 
Beginning in 2000, the plan offered a PPO plan to 
state employees. The self-funded PPO is insured by 
American Life and Health for stop-loss coverage. 

State contribution rates are based on the states 
approved appropriation and the number of anticipated~ 
participants. State employees and public entity 
contribution rates are established by the Plan's Board· 
of Trustees based on contractor bids for the plan year,: 
and budgeted employer contributions. 

Currently MCHCP administers health insurance 
benefits for eligible members of the Missouri State 
Employees' Retirement System (except employees of 
the Department of Conservation, Highway 
Department, Highway Patrol and State Colleges and 
Universities), members of the Judicial Retirement 
Plan, legislators, statewide elected officials and 
certain members of the Public School Retirement 
system, and enrolled Missouri public entities. The 
state defines the benefit packages of which there are 
two. Standard and premium which offer different 
premium and copay levels. 

2002 revenue and expenses 
Revenue Fiscal year 2002 
$222,987,803 state/employer contribution 
$75,701,524 Member contribution 
$37, 630,463 Public Entity Income 
Total operating revenue= $336,319,790 

Expenses Fiscal Year 2002 
$334,208,591 Medical claims and capitation 
$5,314,606 Administration and payroll 
$1,795,708 Other 
Total operating expenses and fees= $341, 318, 905 

Lessons learned in Missouri 
If participation is voluntary for other public entities, 
there must be a mechanism to help stabilize the pool. 
This state has a two-year wait period for between 
participation periods. If an entity participates and 
then leaves, the entity must wait two years before 
rejoining. Also, underwriting other entities separately 
helps stabilize rates for state employees. 

New York- NYSHIP is the largest public employer 
health insurance program in the nation outside the 
Federal Government. Employees ofNY state 
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government may choose the Empire Plan, a health 
insurance indemnity plan designed by NY State and 
the employee unions, or one of more than 16 
'YSHIP-approved HMOs. The Empire Plan is 

ailable to local governments, school districts, and 
other political subdivisions. 800 local governments 
offerNYSHIP. 

In 1986, NYSHIP introduced the Empire Plan, 
benefits are available for a wide spectrum of services: 
1111 Inpatient and outpatient hospital coverage for 

medical, surgical and maternity care through 
Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield. Covered 
inpatient services are paid in full. 

111 Medical and surgical coverage through United 
HealthCare. Coverage under the Participating 
Provider network, or under the Basic Medical 
Program if you choose a non-participating 
provider. 

1111 Home care services, diabetic supplies, durable 
medical equipment and certain medical supplies 
through the Home Care Advocacy Program 
(HCAP). 
Chiropractic treatment and physical therapy 
coverage administered by Managed Physical 
Network, Inc. (MPN). 

1111 Complementary and Alternative Medicine 
Program offering discounts on massage therapy, 
acupuncture and nutritional counseling. 

1111 Disease Management Programs including 
cardiovascular disease, asthma, migraine 
headaches and diabetes. 

111 Centers of Excellence for Transplants Program 
and Infertility. 

111 Mental health and substance abuse coverage 
administered by ValueOptions. 

111 Prescription drug coverage administered by 
Express Scripts. 

According to a study done by Towers Perrin, in the 
past ten years, the cost of other large U.S. employer 
plans increased 7.9 percent annually, on average. In 
comparison, the Empire Plan experienced an average 

"'nual net increase of 5.4 percent. The Empire Plan's 
mbination of managed care features and reasonable 

copayments have kept benefits rich and costs down. 

Washington -The Health Care Authority (HCA) 
administers three health care programs: Basic Health, 

Community Health Services, and Public Employees 
Benefits Board (PEBB), and provides access to high
quality health care for more than 500,000 Washington 
residents. The HCA also oversees the Uniform 
Medical Plan (UMP), a state-administered, self
insured preferred provider plan that is available to 
PEBB enrollees. 

Basic Health is a state-sponsored program that 
provides affordable health care coverage to low
income Washington residents through eight private 
health plans. Monthly premiums are based on family 
size, income, age, and the health plan selected. 
Copayments are required for most services, but there 
are no deductibles or coinsurance. For those who 
qualify for Basic Health, state funds will be used to 
help pay a portion of the monthly premium. These 
means members may pay as little as $10 per month for 
each enrolled adult. To qualify, applicants must meet 
Basic Health's income guidelines, live in Washington 
State, not be eligible for Medicare, and not be 
institutionalized at the time of enrollment. 

Community Health Services (CHS) provides grants to 
community clinics for under served & uninsured low
income WA populations. The mission of CHS is to 
promote access to prevention and illness care for 
underserved and uninsured low-income populations in 
Washington State. 

To accomplish this mission, Community Health 
Services: 
1111 Provides over $6 million annually for dental, 

medical, and migrant funding to 29 not-for-profit 
community health clinics throughout the state. 

1111 Provides technical assistance, consultation, 
education, and training to contracted clinics and 
potential new clinics. 

111 Collects, analyzes, and distributes health-related 
data supplied by the clinics. 

111 Fosters support and provides information 
regarding community clinic dental, medical, and 
migrant services within other state agencies. 

Public Employees Benefits Board (PEBB). The State. 
of Washington provides health benefits and related 
insurance coverage to all eligible state and higher
education employees as a benefit of employment. In 
addition, K-12 school districts and public employer 
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groups may also apply to join PEBB plans. The Public 
Employees Benefits Board, created within the 
Washington State Health Care Authority, establishes 
-ligibility requirements and approves both the benefit 

;ign and enrollee contributions. 

PEBB administers medical, dental, basic life, long
term care, auto/home and long-term disability 
insurance coverage for eligible employees, retirees 
and their dependents. PEBB offers insurance through 
7 managed care organizations and the state's self
insured, preferred provider 'plan, The Uniform 
Medical Plan (UMP). www.hca.wa.gov 
http://www. pebb.hca. wa. gov I 

Lessons learned in Washington 
Both the Health Care Authority and Department of 
Social and Health Services purchase managed care for 
different state populations. DSHS provides health care 
for the Medicaid population. At one time WA tried to 
capitalize on combined purchasing clout. Their hope 
was that they would gain increased access for all state 
programs and gain rate concessions. In the initial year 
"f collaboration they stated that if a health plan bid the 

.sic Health program, it must also bid on DSHS 
... ealthy options program. What happened was that 
both programs lost access in areas that were critical to 
the unique needs of the programs and WA do not 
believe they received any financial benefit. Currently 
the state "encourages," but does not require, plans to 
serve both programs. The state also found that close 
collaboration between agencies and programs led to 
health plans cost shifting between all state programs. 
And finally, with the increased state and federal 
mandates, the state finds that many providers and 
health plans are starting to send the message that they 
can no longer afford to serve multiple state programs. 

While the state found the initial objective of increased 
access and reduced rates was not met, the state did 
identify successes. Providers and carriers have 
complemented both agencies on their efforts to focus 
on streamlining the procurement process to ensure 

'iministrative simplification. Both agencies 
llaborate on common contract terms, procurement 

..,ycles, reporting requirements, and contract 
monitoring activities. The state is exploring future 
collaborative efforts with both other public and 
private sector purchasers. 

West Virginia - Different types of employers may 
offer employees different benefit choices and payment 
levels. Self-insured Preferred Provider Benefit 
program, and 2 HMOs. 
It is difficult to say what the savings are, but the state 
required that if providers accept PEIA they must 
accept the Medicaid rate 

State Contacts: 

Delaware 
Jill Floore 
Special Assistant for Health Care Policy 
Office of the Budget 
302-739-4206 

Georgia 
John Upchurch 
404-657-0229 
upchurch@dch.state.ga. us 

Missouri 
Ron Meyer 
573-526-4017 
ron meyer@mail.mchcp.org 

New York 
Robert Dubois 
518-457-9391 
rwd@mail3 .cs.state.ny. us 

Washington 
Elin Meyer 
EMey107@HCA.WA.GOV 

West Virginia 
Phil Shimer 
304-926-1700 
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Overview 

This bill: 

• eliminates the Minnesota Comprehensive Health Association (MCHA) assessment on health 
msurance; 

• makes structural changes in MCHA to reflect the elimination of assessments; 

• eliminates the premium tax on health insurance; 

• conforms the Minnesota income tax to the federal tax treatment of Health Savings Accounts 
(HSAs); and 

• increases the cigarette excise tax by 99 cents per pack to $1.4 7 per pack to offset the cost to 
the state of paying MCHA deficits and the revenue losses from conforming to HSAs and 
eliminating the premium tax. 

Section 1 requires that health plan companies pass along to their customers in the form of lower 
premiums, savings from the elimination of taxes and assessments on health coverage accomplished 
in this bill. 

Section 2 is a technical conforming change to amend a definition to eliminate a reference to insurers 
as being "contributing members" of the MCHA. Eliminates unnecessary language. 



Section 3 eliminates a reference to solvency of contributing members as a factor for the 
Commissioner of Commerce to consider in approving MCHA premiums. Under this bill, insurers 
will not be assessed to cover MCHA' s deficits, so their financial solvency will no longer be relevant. 

Section 4 eliminates the list of types ofinsurers who are currently members ofMCHA and provides 
that MCHA will no longer have members. 

Section 5 eliminates designated insurance-related board positions on the MCHA board and provides 
that all board members will be selected by the Commissioner of Commerce. Retains the current 
requirements that at least two board members be MCHA enrollees and that at least two live outside 
the seven-county metropolitan area. Eliminates references to features of MCHA that are no longer 
relevant under this bill. 

Section 6 eliminates the requirement that insurers be members of MCHA as a condition of doing 
business in this state. 

Section 7 is a· conforming change. 

Section 8 eliminates obsolete language relating to MCHA providingreinsurancetomember-insurers. 

Sections 9 to 12 are conforming changes. 

Section 13 provides an open general fund appropriation to the Commissioner of Commerce in 
whatever amount is necessary to offset the MCHA deficit for a fiscal year. 

Sections 14 and 15 are conforming changes. 

Section 16 provides that the effective date of Minnesota's conformity with the federal income tax 
treatment ofHSAs would be retroactive to January 1, 2004. 

Section 17 conforms Minnesota's income tax treatment of HSAs to the federal income tax laws. 

Section 18 increases the excise tax rates on cigarettes by 99 cents per pack. This will raise the tax 
from 48 cents per pack of 20 to $1.4 7. This increase is effective on December 1, 2005. 

Section 19 adjusts the dedication of the cigarette tax revenues to the Academic Health Center at the 
University of Minnesota and to the medical education and research account in the special revenue 
fund to hold the revenues of those funds constant in light of the tax increase in section 18. These 
funds both receive a share of the cigarette tax revenues, based on the number of cigarettes sold. 
Since increasing the excise tax will reduce purchases of cigarettes, this section raises the rates of the 
dedications by the amounts estimated to hold the two funds' revenues constant. 
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Section 20 exempts the premiums paid to health insurers for a "health plan" from the two percent 
premium tax. 

Section 21 imposes a 99 cent per pack floor stocks cigarette tax on the stocks of cigarettes possessed 
by cigarette distributors, subjobbers, retailers, and others on December 1, 2005 (the day the new 
excise tax rate takes effect under section 18). The floor stocks tax is intended to prevent distributors, 
subjobbers, and retailers from purchasing large stocks of cigarettes in anticipation of the excise tax 
rate increase to avoid the tax. 

Section 22 appropriates $210,309 ,000 to the Commissioner of Commerce to pay for the estimated 
MCHA deficit in the next biennium. The Governor is directed to include a recommendation for this 
item in the next biennial budget submitted to the Legislature. 

Section 23 repeals current laws involving MCHA that involve the assessment or MCHA members. 

CBS:cs 
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[SENATEE ] nk SS1796R 

1 Senator Higgins from the Committee on State and Local 
2 Government Operations, to which was referred 

3 S.F. No. 1796: A bill for an act relating to state 
4 government; establishing the Minnesota Health Care Purchasing 
5 Au~hority; requiring a report. 

6 Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
7 be amended as follows: 

8 Page 2, line 18, after "experts" insert "and health care 

9 providers" 

10 Page 2, delete lines 22 to 32 and insert: 

11 "Subd. 4. [PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PURCHASERS.] (a) The 

12 purchasing authority shall prepare and submit to the governor 

13 and legislature by December 15, 2005, a plan for permitting 

14 public employers, including school districts, cities, counties, 

15 and other governmental entities; and nursing homes and other 

16 long-term care employers to purchase a secure benefit set 

17 through the state purchasing authority. The secure benefit set 

18 must include the services described under subdivision 6. 

19 (b) Notwithstanding any laws to the contrary, the 

20 commissioner of employee relations may expand the range of 

21 health coverage options available to purchase under the public 

22 employees insurance program established under Minnesota 

23 Statutes, section 43A.316, including the option to purchase the 

24 secure benefit set as defined under subdivision 6. Under this 

25 option, public employers, nursing homes and other long-term care 

26 employers may purchase health coverage for their employees 

27 through the public employees insurance program beginning January 

28 1, 2006. 

29 (c) The purchasing authority shall include in the plan 

30 described in paragraph (a) a process for permitting private 

31 employers with 49 or fewer employees and individuals to purchase 

32 the secure benefit set through the state health care purchasing 

33 authority beginning January 1, 2009." 

34 And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to 
35 the Committee on Finance. Am ndments ado ted. Report adopted. 

36 
37 
38 
3 9 March 3 o , 2 o o 5 .•.................. 
40 (Date of Committee recommendation) 
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1 A bill for an act 

2 relating to health; changing the governance structure 
3 of the Minnesota Comprehensive Health Association; 
4 increasing the cigarette tax; conforming to federal 
5 law on health savings accounts; providing a health 
6 ·insurance exemption from the insurance premiums tax; 
7 repealing the assessment for the Minnesota 
8 Comprehensive Health Association; appropriating money; 
9 amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, sections 62A.02, by 

10 adding a subdivision; 62E.02, subdivision 23; 62E.091; 
11 62E.10, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7; 62E.ll, 
12 subdivisions 9, 10; 62E.13, subdivisions 2, 3a, by 
13 ·adding a subdivision; 62E.14, subdivisions 1, 6; 
14 290.01, subdivisions 19, 31; 297F.05, subdivision l; 
15 297F.10, subdivision l; 297!.15, subdivision 4; 
16 repealing Minnesota Statutes 2004, sections 62E.02, 
17 subdivision 23; 62E.ll, subdivisions 5, 6, 13; 62E.13, 
18 subdivision 1. 

19 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

lO Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62A.02, is 

21 amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

22 Subd. 8. [EFFECTS ON PREMIUM RATES OF CERTAIN LAW 

23 CHANGES.] In approving premium rates under this section and 

24 sections 62A.021; 62A.65, subdivision 3; and 62L.08, subdivision 

25 8, the commissioners of commerce and health shall ensure that 

26 the provisions of this act eliminating the Comprehensive Health 

27 Association assessm~nt and reducing the scope of the premium tax 

28 are reflected in the premium rates charged by health plan 

. 29 companies. 

30 [EFFECTIVE DATE.l This section· is effective for coverage 

31 issued on or after January 1, 2006. 

32 Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.02, 

Section 2 1 
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1 subdivision 23, is amended to read: 

2 Subd. 23. [eeN~RfBS~fNS-MEMBER HEALTH PLAN COMPANY.] 

3 "eeneri-btte±ng-:me:mber Health plan company" means those companies 

4 regulated under chapter 62A and offering, selling, issuing, or 

5 renewing policies or contracts of accident and health insurance; 

6 health maintenance organizations regulated under chapter 620; 

7 nonprofit health service plan corporations regulat~d under 

8 chapter 62C; community integrated service networks regulated 

9 under chapter 62N~ fraternal benefit societies regulated under 

10 chapter 64B; the Minnesota employees insurance program 

11 established in section 43A.317, effective July 1, 1993; and 

12 joint self-insurance plans regulated under chapter 62H. Per-ehe 

13 pttrpeses-e£-deeerm±n±ng-%±ab±%±ey-e£-eentr±bttt±ng-members 

14 pttrsttane-ee-seee±en-6rE.%%-paymenes-reeei-ved-£rem-er-en-beha%£ 

15 e£-M±nnesoea-res±denes-£er-eeverage-by-a-hea~eh-ma±neenanee 

16 ergan~zae±en-er-eemmttn±ey-i-neegraeed-serv±ee-neewerlt-sha%%-be 

1 7 eens±dered-ee-be-aee±dene-and-hea%e·h-±nsttranee-prem±ttms. 

18 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] Thi~ section is effective January 1, 2006. 

19 Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.091, is 

20 amended to read: 

2l 62E.091 [APPROVAL OF STATE PLAN PREMIUMS.] 

22 The association shall submit to the commissioner any 

23 premiums it proposes to become effective for coverage under the 

24 comprehensive heaith insurance plan, pursuant to section 62E.08, 

25 · subdivision 3. No later than 45 days before the effective date 

26 for premiums specified in section 62E.08, subdivision 3, the 

27 commissioner shall approve, modify, or reject the proposed 

28 premiums on the basis of the following criteria: 

29 (a) whether the association has complied with the 

30 provisions of section 62E.ll, subdivision 11; 

31 (b) whether the association has submitted the proposed 

32 premiums in a manner which provides sufficient time for 

33 individuals covered under the comprehensive insurance plan to 

34 receive notice of any premium increase no less than 30 days 

35 prior to the effective date of the increase; 

36 (c) the degree to which the association's computations and 

Section 3 2 
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1 conclusions are consistent with section 62E.08; 

2 (d) the degree to which any sample used to compute a 

3 weighted average by the association pursuant to section 62E.08 

4 reasonably reflects circumstances existing in the private 

5 marketplace for individual coverage; 

6 (e) the degree to which a weighted average computed 

7 pursuant to section 62E.08 that uses information pertaining to 

8 individual coverage available only on a renewal basi~ reflects 

9 the circumstances existing in the private marketplace for 

10 individual coverage;. 

11 (f) a comparison of the proposed 'increases with increases 

12 in the cost of medical care and increases experienced in the 

13 private marketplace for individual coverage; 

14 (g) the financial consequences to enrollees of the proposed 

15 increase; 

16 (h) the actuarially projected effect of the proposed 

17 increase upon both total enrollment in, and the nature of the 

18 risks assumed by, the· comprehensive health insurance plan; and 

19 (i) the-re±at±ve-so±veney-0£-the-eontr±btte±ng-members;-ane 

20 fjt other factors deemed relevant by the commissioner. 

21 In no case, however, may the commissioner approve premiums 

22 for those plans of coverage described in section 62E.08, 

23 subdivision 1, paragraphs (a) to (d), that are lower than 101 

24 percent or greater than 125 percent of the weighted averages 

25 computed by the association pursuant to section 62E.08. The 

26 commissioner shall support a decision to approve, modify, or 

27 reject any premium proposed by the association with written 

28 findings and conclusions addressing each criterion specified in 

29 this section. If the commissioner does not approve, modify, or 

30 reject the premiums proposed by the association sooner than 45 

31 days before the effective date for premiums specified in section 

32 62E.08, subdivision 3, the premiums proposed by the association 

33 under this section become effective. 

34 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

35 Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.10, 

36 subdivision 1, is amended to read:· 

Section 4 3 
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1 Subdivision 1. [CREATION; TAX EXEMPTION.] There is 

2 established a Comprehensive Health Association to promote the 

3 public health and welfare of the state of Minnesota w±en 

4 membersh±p-eons±se±ng-0£-aii-±nsttrersT-sei£-±nsttrers7 

5 £raeernais;-;o±ne-sei£-±nsttranee-pians~regttiaeed-ttnder-enapeer 

6 6%H;-ene-M±nneso~a-empioyees-±nsttranee-pregrem-eseabi±sned-±n 

7 seee±on-43AT3ii7-e££eee±ve-~ttiy-i7-i993;-neaieh-ma±neenanee 

8 organ±zae±ons;-and~eommttn±ey-±neegraeed-serv±ce-neeworks 

9 i±eensed-or-attehor±zed~eo-do-btts±ness-±n-eh±s-seaee. The 

10 association shall have no members. The Comprehensive Health 

11 Association is exempt from the taxes imposed under chapter 297I 

12 and any other laws of this state and all property owned by the 

13 association is exempt from taxation. 

14 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

15 Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.10, 

16 subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

17 Subd. 2. [BOARD OF DIRECTORS; ORGANIZATION.] The board of 

18 directors of the association shall be made up of eieYen-members 

19 as-£oiiows~--s±x-d±reeeors-seieeeed-by-eoner±btte±ng-members7 

20 sttbjeee-eo-approvai-by-ehe-eomm±ss±oner,-one-0£-whieh~mttse-be-a 

21 heaieh-aeettary;-£±ve-pttbi±e-d±reeeors 11 individuals selected by 

22 the commissioner, at least two of whom must be plan enrollees, 

23 ewo-0£-whom-mttse-be-represeneae±ves-0£-empioyers-whose-aee±dene 

24 and-heaieh-±nsttranee-prem±ttms-are-pare-0£-ehe-assoeiaeion~s 

25 assessmene-base7-and-one-0£-whom-mttse-be-a-iicensed-±nsttranee 

26 agene and at least six of whom have a working knowledge of 

27 health insurance. At least two of the pttbi±c directors must 

28 reside outside of the seven county metropolitan area. fn 

29 deeermin±ng-voe±ng-r±ghes-ae-members~-meeeings,-eeeh-member 

30 shaii-be-eneieied-eo-voee-in-person-or-proxy.--~he-voee-shaii-be 

31 e-we±gheed-voee-based-ttpon-ehe-member~s-eose-0£-sei£-±nsttranee7 

32 aeeidene~and-heaieh-±nsttranee-prem±ttm7-sttbser±ber-eoneraee 

33 energes7-heeieh-ma±neenanee-eoneraee-paymene7-or-eommttn±ey 

34 ±neegraeed-serv±ee~neework-peymene-der±ved-£rom-or-on-behai£-o£ 

35 M±nnesoea-residenes-±n-ehe-prev±otts-eaiendar-year7-as-deeerm±ned 

36 by-ehe-eomm±ss±oner.--fn-epprov±ng-d±reeeors-0£-ehe-board7-ehe 

Section 5 4 
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1 eomm±ss±oner-she±±-eons±der7-emong-other-th±ngs7-whether-e±± 

2 types-o£-members~ere-£e±r±y-represented.--a±reetors-se±eeted-by 

3 eontr±bttt±ng-members-mey-be-re±mbttrsed-£rom-the-money-o£-the 

4 essoe±et±on-£or-expenses-±nettrred~by-them-as-d±reetors7-bttt 

5 sha±±-not-otherw±se-be-eompensated-by-the-assoe±at±on-£or-the±r 

6 serv±ees.--~he-eosts-0£-eondttet±ng-meetings-0£-the-assoe±at±on 

7 end-its-boerd-0£-dir~etors-she±±-be-borne-by-membe~s-0£-the 

8 essoeiation• 

9 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

10 Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.10, 

11 subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

12 Subd. 3. [MANBA~0R~-MEMBERSH~P ORGANIZATIONAL 

13 DOCUMENTS.] A±±-members-sha±±-meinta±n-their-membership-in-the 

14 assoeiat±on-as-a-eond±tion-0£-do±ng-aee±dent-and-hea±th 

15 insttranee7-se±£-insttranee7-hea±th-maintenenee~orgenizetion7-or 

16 eo:mmttnity-±ntegrated-serv±ee-network-btts±ness-in-th±s-state• 

17 The association shall submit its ~rticles, bylaws, and operating 

18 rules to the commissioner for approval; provided that the 

19 adoption and amendment of articles, bylawsL and operating rules 

20 by the association and the their approval by the 

21 commissioner thereo£-sha±±-be is exempt from the-provisions-0£ 

22 sections 14.001 to 14.69. 

~3 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

24 Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.10, 

25 subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

26 Subd. 6. [ANTITRUST EXEMPTION.] In the performance .of 

27 their duties as members directors of the association, the 

28 members directors and their employers shall be exempt from the 

29 provisions of sections 3250.49 to 3250.66. 

30 . [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

31 Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes.2004, section 62E.10, 

32 subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

33 Subd. 7. [GENERAL POWERS.] The association may: 

34 (a) Exercise the powers granted to insurers under the laws 

35 of this state; 

36 (b) Sue or be sued; 

Section 8 5 
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1 (c) Enter into contracts with insurers, similar 

2 associations in other statesL or with other persons for the 

3 performance of administrative functions ineittding-ehe-£ttneeiens 

4 previded-£er-in-eiattses-tet-and-t£t; and 

5 (d) Establish administrative and accounting procedures for· 

6 the operation of the association;~ 

7 tet-Previde-£er-ehe-re±nsttr±ng-e£-ri~ks-inettrred-as-a 

8 resttit-e£-±sstt±ng-ehe-eeverages-reqttired-by-sectiens-6%E•04-and 

9 6%E.%6-by~members-e£-ehe-asseciae±en.--Each-member-which-eieces 

10 ee-reinsttre-±es-reqttired-risks-sha%%-deeerm±ne-ehe-caeegeries-e£ 

11 ceverage-±e-eieces-ee-re±nsttre-±n-ehe-assec±ae±en.--~he 

12 eaeeger±es-e£-ceverage-are~ 

13 f%t-±ndividttai-qtta%±£ied-p%ans1-exc%ttding-grettp 

14 cenvers±ens; 

15 tzt-grettp-cenversiens; 

16 t3t-grettp-qtta%±£ied-p%ans-wieh-£ewer-ehan-50-emp%eyees-er 

17 members;-and 

18 f4t-majer-med±ca%-ceverage. 

19 A-separaee-e%eceien-may-be-made-£er-each-caeegery-e£ 

20 eeverage.--7£-a~member-e%eces-ee-reinsttre-ehe-risks-e£-a 

21 eaeegery-e£-ceverage7 -±e-mttse-reinsttre-ehe-risk-e£-ehe-ceverage 

22 e£-every-%i£e-cevered-ttnder-every-pe%icy-isstted-in-ehae 

23 caeegery.--A-member-e%eceing-ee-reinsttre-risks-e£-a-caee~ery-e£ 

24 eeverage-shaii-eneer-inee-a-eenerace-wieh-ehe-asseciaeien 

25 eseab%ishing-a-reinsttrance-pian-£er-ehe-risks.--~his-eeneraee 

26 may-inc%ttde-previsien-£er-ehe-pee%ing-e£-membersi~risks 

27 reinsttred-ehrettgh-ehe-asseciaeien-and-ie-may-previde-£er 

28 assessmene-e£-each-member-reinsttring-risks-£er-%esses-and 

29 eperaeing~and-edminiseraeive-expenses-inettrred,-er-eseimaeed-ee 

30 be-incttrred-in-ehe-eperaeien-e£-ehe-reinsttrance-p%an.--~his 

31 reinsttrance-p%an-sha%%~be-appreved-by-ehe-cemmissiener-be£ere-ie 

32 is-e££eceive.--Members-e%eceing-ee-adminiseer-ehe-risks-which 

33 are-reinsttred-in-ehe-asseciaeien-sha%%-cem~%y-wieh-ehe-bene£ie 

34 determinaeien-gttideiines-and-accettneing-precedttres-eseabiished 

35 by-ehe-asseciatien.--~he-£ee-charged-by-ehe-asseciaeien-£er-ehe 

36 reinsttranee-e£-risks-shai%-nee-be-%ess-ehan-%%0-percene-e£-ehe 

Section 8 6 
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1 toea±-antie±paeed-expenses-inettrred-by-ehe-assoeiaeion-£or-~he 

2 reinsttranee;-and 

3 t£t-Provide-£or-the-adm±n±seraeion-by-the-assoe±ation-o£ 

4 po±±e±es-wh±eh~are-re±nsttred-pttrsttane-eo-e±attse-fet•--Eaeh 

5 member-e±eeein9-eo-reinsttre-one-or-more-eate9ories-0£-eovera9e 

6 ±n-ehe-assoe±ation-may-e±eet-eo-have-ehe-assoe±ation-admin±ster 

7 the-eate9ories-0£-eovera9e-on-the-memberis-beha±£.--~£-a-member 

8 e±eees-eo-have-ehe-essoe±ation-adm±n±seer-the-eategor±es-0£ 

9 eoverage,~±e-mttse~do-so-£or-every-±±£e-eovered-ttnder-every 

10 po±±ey-±sstted-±n-thae-eaee9ory.--~he-£ee-£or-ehe-adm±n±strae±on 

11 sha±±-noe-be-±ess-ehan-±±9-pereene-o£-the-tota±-ane±e±pated . 

12 expenses-±nettrred-by-the-assoeiat±on-£or-the-adm±n±serat±on. 

13 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

14 Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.ll, 

15 subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

16 Subd. 9. [SPECIAL ASSESSMENT UPON TERMINATION OF 

17 INDIVIDUAL HEALTH COVERAGE.] Each eontr±btte±ng-member health 

18 plan company that terminates individual health coverage for 

19 reasons other than (a) nonpayment of premium; (b) failure to 

20 make co-payments; (c) enrollee moving out of the area served; or 

21 (d) a materially false statement or misrepresentation by the 

22 enrollee in the application for membership; and does not provide 

23 or arrange for replacement coverage that meets the requirements 

24 of section 620.121; shall pay a special assessment to the state 

25 plan based upon the number of terminated individuals who join 

26 the comprehensive health insurance plan as authorized under 

27 section 62E.14, subdivisions 1, paragraph (d), and 6. Such a 

28 eontr±bttt±ng-member health plan company shall pay the 

29 association an amount equal to the average cost of an enrollee 

30 in the state plan in the year in which the member health plan 

31 company terminated onrollees multiplied by the total number of 

32 terminated enrollees who enroll in the state plan. 

33 The average cost of an enrollee in the state comprehensive 

34 health insurance plan shall be determined by dividing the state 

35 plan's total annual losses by the total number of enrollees from 

36 that year. ~h±s-eose-w±±±-be-assessed-eo-ehe~eontr±bttt±ng 
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1 member-whe-has-eerm±naeed-nea%eh-ee•erage-be£ere-ene-assee±ae±en 

2 makes-ehe~anntta%-deeerm±nae±en-e£-eaen-eener±btte±ng-memberis 

3 i±ab±i±ey-as-reqtt±red-ttnder-en±s-seee±en• 

4 In the.event that the eener±btte±ng-member health plan 

5 company is terminating health coverage because of a loss of 

6 health care providers, the commissioner may review whether or 

7 not the special assessment established under this aubdivision 

8 will have an adverse impact on the eener±btte±ng-member health 

9 plan company or its enrollees or insureds, including but not 

10 limited to causing the eener±btte±ng-member health plan company 

11 to fall below statutory net worth requirements. If the 

12 commissioner determines that the special assessment would have 

13 an adverse impact on the eener±btte±ng-member health plan company 

14 or its enrollees or insureds, the commissioner may adjust the 

15 amount of the special assessment, or establish alternative 

16 payment arrangements to the state plan. For health maintenance 

17 organizations regulated under chapter 620, the commissioner of .. 

18 health shall make the determination regarding any adjustment in 

19 the special assessment and shall transmit that determination to 

20 the commissioner of commerce. 

21 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is e·ffective January 1, 2006. 

22 Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.ll, 

23 subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

24 Subd. 10. [TERMINATION OF INDIVIDUAL PLAN WITHOUT 

25 REPLACEMENT COVERAGE.] Any eener±btte±ng-members health plan 

26 companies who have terminated individual health plans and do not 

27 provide or arrange for replacement coverage that meets the 

28 requirements of section 620.121, and whose former insureds or 

29 enrollees enroll in the state comprehensive health insurance 

30 plan with a waiver of the preexisting conditions pursuant to 

31 section 62E.14, subdivisions 1, paragraph (d), and 6, will be 

32 liable for the costs of any preexisting conditions of their 

33 former enrollees or insureds treated during the first six months 

34 of coverage under the state plan. ~he-i±ab±i±ey-£er-preex±se±ng 

35 eend±e±ens-w±ii-be-assessed-be£ere-ene-assee±ae~en-makes-ene 

36 annttai-deeerm±nae±en-e£-eaen-eener±btte±ng-memberis-i±ab±i±ey-as 
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1 reqtt±red-ttnder-th±s-seet±on. 

2 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

3 Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.13, 

4 subdivision 2, is amended·to read: 

5 Subd. 2. [SELECTION OF WRITING CARRIER.] The association 

6 may se±eet-po±±e±es-euid-eontraets;--or-parts-thereo£-;-sttbm±tted 

7 by-a-member-or-members-0£-the-assoe±at±on-;-or-by-the-assoe±at±on 

8 or-others-;-to develop specifications for bids from any entity 

9 which wishes to be selected as a writing carrier to administer 

10 the state plan. The selection of the writing carrier shall be 

11 based upon criteria established by the board of directors of the 

12 association and approved by the commissioner. The criteria 

13 shall outline specific qualifications that an entity must 

14 satisfy in order to be selected and, at a minimum, shall include 

15 the entity's proven ability to handle large group accident and 

16 ·health insurance cases, efficient claim paying capacity, and the 

17 estimate of total charges for administering the plan. The 

18 association may select separate writing carriers for the two 

19 types of qualified plans and the $2,000, $5,000, and $10,000 

20 deductible plans, the qualified Medicare supplement plan, and 

21 the health maintenance organization contract. 

22 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

23 Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.13, 

24 subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

25 Subd. 3a. [EXTENSION OF WRITING CARRIER CONTRACT.] Subject 

26 to the approval of the commissioner, and subject to t~e consent 

27 of the writing carrier, the association may extend the effective 

28 writing carrier contract for a period not to exceed three years, 

29 if the association and the commissioner determine that it would 

30 be in the best interest of the association's enrollees and 

31 e~ntr±bttt±ng-members of the state. This subdivision applies 

32 notwithstanding anything to the contrary in subdivisions 2 a·nd 3. 

33 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

34 Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.13, is 

35 amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

36 Subd. 14. [APPROPRIATION.] An amount sufficient to offset 
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1 any deficit of the association for the fiscal year is 

2 appropriated to the commissioner of commerce for payment to the 

3 association. 

4 Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.14, 

5 subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

6 Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION, CONTENTS.] The comprehen·sive 

7 health insurance plan shall be open for enrollment by eligible 

8 persons. An eligible person shall enroll by submission of an 

9 application to the writing carrier. The application must 

10 provide the following: 

11 (a) name, address, age, list of residences for the 

12 immediately preceding six months and length of time at current 

13 residence of the applicant; 

14 (b) name, address, and age of spouse and children if any, 

15 if they are to be insured; 

16 (c) evidence of rejection, a requirement of restrictive 

17 riders, a rate up, or a preexisting conditions limitation on a 

18 qualified plan, the effect of which is to substantially reduce 

19 coverage from that received by a person considered a standard 

20 risk, by. at least one assee±a~±on-member health plan company 

21 within six months of the date of the application, or other 

22 eligibility requirements adopted by rule by the commissioner 

23 which are not inconsistent with this chapter and which evidence 

24 that a person is unable to obtain coverage substantially similar 

25 to that which may be obtained by a person who is considered a 

26 standard risk; 

27 (d) if the applicant has been terminated from individual 

28 health coverage which does not provide replacement coverage, 

29 evidence that no replacement coverage that meets the 

30 requirements of section 620.121 was offered, and evidence of 

31 termination of individual health coverage by an insurer, 

32 nonprofit health service plan corporation, or healt~ maintenance 

33 organization, provided that the contract or policy has been 

34 terminated for reasons other than {l) failure to pay the charge 

35 for health care coverage; {2) failure to make co-payments 

36 required by the health care plan; {3) enrollee moving out of the 
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1 area served; or (4) a mate+ially false statement or 

2 misrepresentation by the enrollee in the application for the 

3 terminated contract or policy; and 

4 (e) a designation of the coverage desired. 

5 An eligible person may not purchase more than one policy 

6 from the state plan. Upon ceasing to be a resident of Minnesota 

7 a person is no longer eligible to purchase or renew coverage 

8 under the state plan, except as required by state or federal law 

9 with respect to renewal of Medicare s~pplement coverage. 

10 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 

11 Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 62E.14, 

12 subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

13 Subd. 6. [TERMINATION _OF INDIVIDUAL POLICY OR CONTRACT.] A 

14 Minnesota resident ·who holds an individual health maintenance 

15 contract, individual nonprofit health service corporation 

16 contract, or an individual insurance policy previously approved 

17 by the commissioners of health or commerce, may enroll in the 

18 comprehensive health insurance plan with a waiver of the 

19 preexisting condition as described in subdivision 3, without 

20 interruption in coverage, provided (1) no replacement coverage 

21 that meets the requirements of section 62D.121 was offered by 

22 the eoner±bttein~-member health plan company, and (2) the policy 

23 or contract has been terminated for reasons other than {a) 

24 nonpayment of premium;· (b) failure to make co-payments required 

25 by the health care plan; (c)-moving out of the area served; or 

26 (d) a materially false statement or misrepresentation by the 

27 enrollee in the application for the terminated policy or 

28 contract; and, provided further, that the option to enroll in 

29 the plan is exercised by submitting an application that is 

30 received by the writing carrier no later than 90 days after 

31 termination of the existing policy or contract.· 

32 Coverage allowed under this section is effective when the 

33 contract or policy is terminated and the enrollee has submitted 

34 the proper application that is received within the time period 

35 stated in this subdivision and paid the required premium or fee. 

36 Expenses incurred from the preexisting conditions of 
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l individuals enrolled in the state plan under this subdivision 

2 must be paid by the eener±bttt±ng-member health plan company 

3 canceling coverage as set forth in section 62E.ll, subdivision 

4 10. 

5 The application must include evidence of termination of the 

6 existing policy or certificate as required in subdivision l. 

7 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January l, 2006. 

8 Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 290.01, 

9 subdivision 19, is amended to read: 

10 Subd. 19. [NET INCOME.] The term "net income" means the 

11 federal taxable income, as defined in section 63 of the Internal 

12 Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through the date named in this 

13 subdivision, incorporating any elections made by the taxpayer in 

14 accordance with the Internal Revenue Code in determining federal 

15 taxable income for federal income tax purposes, and with the 

16 modifications provided in subdivisions 19a to 19f. 

17 In the case of a regulated investment company or a fund 

18 thereof, as defined in section 85l(a) or 85l(g) of the Internal 

19 Revenue Code, federal taxable income means investment company 

20 taxable income as defined in section 852(b)(2) of the Internal 

21 Revenue Code, except that: 

22 (1) the exclusion of net capital gain provided in section 

23 852(b)(2)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code does not apply; 

24 (2) the deduction for dividends paid under section 

25 852(b)(2)(D) of the Internal Revenue Code must be applied by 

26 allowing a deduction for capital gain dividends and 

27 exempt-interest dividends as Qefined in sections 852(b)(3)(C) 

28 and 852(b)(5) of the Internal Revenue Cod~; and 

29 (3) the deduction for dividends paid must also be applied 

30 in the amount of any undistributed capital gains which the 

31 regulated investment company elects to have treated as provided 

32 in section 852(b)(3)(D) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

33 The net income of a real estate investment trust -as defined 

34 and limited by section 856(a), (b), and (c) of the Internal 

35 Revenue Code means the real estate investment trust taxable 

36 income as defined in section 857(b)(2) of the Internal Revenue 
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1 Code. 

2 The net iricome of a designated settlement fund as defined 

3 in section 468B(d) of the Internal Revenue Code means the gross 

4 income as defined in section 46BB(b) of the Internal Revenue 

5 Code. 

6 The provisions of sections 1113(a), lll7, 1206(a), 1313(a), 

7 1402(a), 1403(a), 1443, 1450, 150l(a), 1605, 16ll(a), 1612, 

8 1616, 1617, 1704(1), and 1704(m) of the Small Business Job 

9 Protection Act, Public Law 104-188, the provisions of Public Law 

10 104-117, the provisions of sections 313(a) and (b)(l), 602(a), 

11 913(b), 941, 961, 971, lOOl(a) and (b), 1002, 1003, 1012, 1013, 

12 1014, 1061, 1062, 1081, 1084(b), 1086, 1087, llll(a), 113l(b) 

13 and (c), 12ll(b), 1213, 1530(c)(2), 160l(f)(5) and (h), and 

14 1604(d)(l) of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, Public Law 

15 105-34, the provisions of section 6010 of the Internal Revenue 

16 Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998, Public Law 

17 105-206, the provisions of section 4003 of the Omnibus 

18 Consolidated and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act, 

19 1999, Public Law 105-277, and the provisions of section 318 of 

20 the Consolidated Appropriation Act of 2001, Public Law 106-554, 

21 shall become effective at the time they become effective for 

22 federal purposes. 

23 The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 

24 December 31, 1996, shall be in effect for taxable years 

25 beginning after December 31, 1996. 

26 The provisions of sections 202(a) and (b), 22l(a), 225, 

27 312, 313, 913(a), 934, 962, 1004, 1005, 1052, 1063, 1084(a) and 

28 (c), 1089, 1112, 1171, 1204, 127l(a) and (b), 1305(a), 1306, 

29 1307, 1308, 1309, 150l(b), 1502(b), 1504(a), 1505, 1527, 1528, 

30 1530, 160l(d), (e), (f), and (i) and 1602(a), (b), (c), and (e) 

31 of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, Public Law 105-34, the 

32 provisions of sections 6004, 6005, 6012, 6013, 6015, 6016, 7002, 

33 and 7003 of the Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and 

34 Reform Act of 1998, Public Law 105-206, the provisions of 

35 section 3001 of the Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency 

36 Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1999, Public Law 105-277, the 
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1 provisions of section 3001 of the Miscellaneous Trade and 

2 Technical Corrections Act of 1999, Public Law 106-36, and the 

3 provisions of section 316 of the Consolidated Appropriation Act 

4 of 2001, Public Law 106-554, shall become effective at the time 

5 ·they become effective for federal purposes. 

6 The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 

7 December 31, 1997, shall be in effect for taxable years 

8 beginning after December 31, 1997. 

9 The provisions of sections 5002, 6009, 6011, and 7001 of 

10 the Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 

11 1998, Public Law ·105-206, the provisions of section 9010 of the 

12 Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century, Public Law 

13 105-178,. the provisions of sections 1004, 4002, and 5301 of the 

14 Omnibus Consolidation and Emergency Supplemental Appropriations 

15 Act, 1999, Public Law 105-277, the provision of section 303 of 

16 the Ricky Ray Hemophilia Relief Fund Act of 1998, Public Law 

17 105-369, the provisions of sections 532, 534, 536, 537, and 538 

18 of the Ticket to· Work and Work Incentives Improvement Act of 

19 1999, Public Law 106-170, the provisions of the Installment Tax 

20 Correction Act of 2000, Public Law 106-573, and the provisions 

21 of section 309 of the Consolidated Appropriation Act of 2001, 

22 Public Law 106-554, shall become effective at the time they 

23 become effective for federal purpos~s. 

24 The Internal Revenue Code of 19·86, as amended through 

25 December 31, 1998, shall be in effect for taxable years 

26 beginning after December 31, 1998. 

27 The provisions of the FSC Repeal and Extraterritorial 

28 Income Exclusion Act of 2000, Public Law 106-519, and the 

29 provision of section 412 of the Job Creation and Worker 

30 Assistance Act of 2002, Public Law 107-147, shall become 

31 effective at the ti,ae it became effective for federal purposes. 

32 The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 

33 December 31, 1999, shall be in effect for taxable years 

34 beginning after December 31, 1999. The provisions of sections 

35 306 and 401 of the Consolidated Appropriation Act of 2001, 

36 Public La~ 106-554, and·the provision of section 632(b)(2)(A) of 
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l the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001, 

2 Public Law 107-16, and provisions of sections 101 and 402 of the 

3 Job Creation and ·worker Assistance Act of 2002, Public Law 

4 107-147, shall become effective at the same time it became 

5 effective for federal purposes. 

6 The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 

7 December 31, 2000, shall be in effect for taxable years 

8 beginning after December 31, 2000. The provisions of sections 

9 659a and 671 of the Economic Growth and Tax Relief 

10 Reconciliation Act of 2001, Public Law 107-16, the provisions of 

11 sections 104, 105, and 111 of the Victims of Terrorism Tax 

12 Relief Act of 2001, Public Law 107-134, and the provisions of 

13 sections 201, 403, 413, and 606 of the Job Creation and Worker 

14 Assistance Act of 2002, Public Law 107-147, shall become 

15 effective at the same time it became effective for federal 

l6 purposes. 

17 The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through March 

18 ·is, 2002., shall be in effect for taxable years beginning after 

19 December 31, 2001. 

20 The provisions of sections 101 and 102 of the Victims of 

21 Terrorism Tax Relief Act of 2001, Public Law 107-134, shall 

22 become effective at the same time it becomes effective for 

23 federal purposes. 

24 The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through June 

25 15, 2003, shall be in effect for taxable years beginning after 

26 December 31, 2002. The provisions of section 201 of the Jobs 

27 and Growth Tax Relief and Reconciliation Act of 2003, H.R. 2, if 

28 it is enacted into law, are effective at the same time it became 

29 effective for federal purposes. 

30 Section 1201 of the Medicare Prescription Drug, 

31 Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003, Public Law 108-173, 

32 relating to health savings accounts, is effective at the same 

33 time it became effective for federal purposes. 

34 Except as otherwise provided, references to the Internal 

35 Revenue Code in subdivisions 19a to 19g mean the code in effect 

36 for purposes of determining net income for the applicable year. 
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1 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective the day 

2 following final enactment. 

3 Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 290.01,. 

4 subdivision 31, is amended to read: 

5 Subd. 31. [INTERNAL REVENUE CODE.] Unless specifically 

6 defined otherwise, "Internal Revenue Code". means the Internal 

7 Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through June 15, 2003, and as 

8 amended by section 1201 of the Medicare Prescription Drug, 

9 Improvement, and Modern"ization Act of 2003, Public Law 108-173, 

10 relating to health savings accounts. 

11 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective for taxable 

12 years beginning after December 31, 2003. 

13 Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 297F.05, 

14 subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

15 Subdivision 1. [RATES; CIGARETTES.] A tax is imposed upon 

16 the sale of cigarettes in this state, upon having cigarettes in 

17 possession in this state with intent to sell, upon any person 

18 engaged in business as a distri~utor, and upon the use or 

19 storage by consumers, at the following rates: 

20 (1) on cigarettes weighing not more than three pounds per 

21 thousand, %4 73.5 mills on each such cigarette; and 

22 (2) on cigarettes weighing more than three pounds per 

23 thousand, 48 147 mills on each such cigarette. 

24 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective December 1, 

25 2005. 

26 Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 297F.10, 

27 subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

28 Subdivision 1. [TAX AND USE TAX ON CIGARETTES.] Revenue 

29 received from cigarette taxes, as well as related penalties, 

30 interest, license fees, and miscellaneous sources of revenue 

31 shall be deposited by the commissioner in the state treasury and 

32 credited as follows: 

33 ( 1) the revenu·e produced by 3":"%5 3. 95 mills of the tax on 

34 cigarettes weighing not more than three pounds a thousand and 

35 6":"5 7.9 mills of the tax on cigarettes weighing more than three 

36 pounds a thousand must be credited to the Academic Health Center 
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1 special revenue fund hereby created and is annually appropriated 

2 to the Board of Regents at the University of Minnesota for 

3 Academic Health Center funding at the Univ~rsity of Minnesota; 

4 and 

5 (2) the revenue produced by i•%5 1.52 mills of the tax on 

6 cigarettes weighing not more than three pounds a thousand and 

7 i•5 3.04 mills of the tax on cigarettes weighing more than three 

8 pounds a thousand must be credited to the medical education and 

9 research costs account hereby created in the special revenue 

10 fund and is annually appropriated to the commissioner of health 

11 for distribution under section 62J.692, subdivision 4; and 

12 (3) the balance of the· revenues derived from taxes, 

13 penalties, and interest (under this chapter) and from license 

14 fees and miscellaneous sources of revenue shall be credited to 

15 the general fund. 

16 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective for revenues 

17 received for taxes subject to the rate increase in Minnesota 

18 Statutes, section 297F.05, subdivision 1, as amended by section 

19 18, as determined by the commissioner.of revenue. 

20 Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 297I.15, 

21 subdivision 4, is amended to .read: 

22 Subd. 4. [PREMIUMS PAID TO HEALTH C~RIERS B¥-S~A~B.] A 

23 health carrier as defined in section 62A.Oll is exempt from the 

24 taxes imposed under this chapter on premiums paid to it by-ehe 

25 seaee.-~Prem±ttms-pa±d-by-ehe-seaee-ttnder-med±eai-ass±seanee7 

26 generai-assiseanee-med±eai-eare,-and-ehe-M±nnesoeaeare-program 

27 are-noe-exempe-ttnder-eh±s-sttbd±~±s±on for a health plan, as 

28 defined in section 62A.011, subdivision 3, but including 

29 coverage described in clause (10) of that subdivision. 

30 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective for premiums 

31 received after December 31, 2005. 

32 Sec. 21. [FLOOR STOCKS TAX.] 

33 Subdivision 1. [TAX.IMPOSED.] (a) A floor stocks tax is 

34 imposed on every person engaged in business in this state as a 

35 distributor, retailer, subjobber, vendor, manufacturer, or 

36 manufacturer's representative of cigarettes, on the stamped 
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1 cigarettes and unaffixed stamps in the person's possession or 

2 under the person's control at 12:01 a.m. on December 1, 2005. 

3 The tax is imposed at the following rates: 

4 (1) on cigarettes weighing not more than tnree pounds per 

5 thousand, 49.S mills on each cigarette; and 

6 (2) on cigarettes weighing more than three pounds per 

7 thousand, 99 mills on each cigarette. 

8 (b) Each distributor, by December 8, 2005, shall file a 

9 report with the commissioner of revenue, in the form the 

10 commissioner prescribes, showing the stamped· cigarettes and 

11 unaffixed. stamps on hand at 12:01 a.m. on December 1, 2005, and 

12 the amount of tax due on the cigarettes and unaffixed stamps. 

13 The tax imposed by this section is due and payable by January 3, 

14 2006, and after that date bears interest as provided in 

15 Minnesota Statutes, section 270.75. Each retailer, subjobber, 

16 vendor, manufacturer, or manufacturer's representative shall 

17 file a return with the commissioner, in the form the 

18 commissioner prescribes, showing the cigarettes on hand at 12:01 

19 a.m. on December 1, 2005, and pay the tax due on them by January 

20 3, 2006. Tax not paid by the due date bears interest as 

21 provided in Minnesota Statutes, section 270.75. 

22 Subd. 2~ [AUDIT AND ENFORCEMENT.] The tax imposed by this 

23 section is subject to the audit, assessment, and collection 

24 provisions applicable to the taxes imposed under Minnesota 

25 Statutes, chapter 297F. The commissioner shall deposit the 

26 revenue~ from this tax in the general fund. 

27 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective December 1, 

28 2005. 

29 Sec. 22. [APPROPRIATtON.] 

30 $210,309,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the 

31 commissioner of commerce to offset the deficit in the Minnesota 

32 Comprehensive Health Association program; $60,734,000 of this 

33 appropriation is for fiscal year 2006 and $149,575,000 for 

34 fiscal year 2007. Any .amount not expended in fiscal year 2006 

35 may be carried over to fiscal year 2007. Beginning for the 

36 2008-2009 fiscal biennium, the commissioner of commerce shall 
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1 include estimates of the cost of the Minnesota Comprehensive 

2 Health Association deficits in its submissions under Minnesota 

3 Statutes, section 16A.10, and the governor shall include 

4 recommendations on it in the governor's budget submission to the 

5 legislature under Minnesota Statutes, section 16A.ll. 

6 Sec. 23. [REPEALER,] 

7 Minnesota Statutes 2004, sections 62E.02, subaivision 23; 

8 62E.ll, subdivisions 5, 6, and 13; and 62E.13, subdivision 1, 

9 are repealed. 

10 [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective January 1, 2006. 
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APPENDIX 
Repealed Minnesota Statutes for 51164-1 

62E.02 DEFINITIONS. 
Subd. 23. Contributing member. "Contributing member" 

means those companies regulated under chapter 62A and offering, 
selling, issuing, or renewing policies or contracts of accident 
and health insurance; health maintenance organizations regulated 
under chapter 620; nonprofit health service plan corporations 
regulated under chapter 62C; community integrated service 
networks regulated under chapter 62N; fraternal benefit 
societies regulated under chapter 64B; the Minnesota employees 
insurance program established in section 43A.317, effective July 
1, 1993; and joint self-irisurance plans regulated under chapter 
62H. For the purposes of determining liability of contributing 
members pursuant to section 62E.ll payments received from or on 
behalf of Minnesota residents for coverage by a health 
maintenance organization or community integrated service network 
shall be considered to be accident and health insurance premiums. 
62E.ll OPERATION OF COMPREHENSIVE PLAN. 

Subd. 5 •. Allocation of losses. Each contributing 
member of the association shall share the losses due to claims 
expenses of the comprehensive health insurance plan for plans 
issued or approved for issuance by the association, and shall 
share in the operating and administrative expenses incurred or 
estimated to be incurred by the association incident to the 
conduct of its affairs. Claims expenses of the state plan which 
exceed the premium payments allocated to the payment of benefits 
shall be the liability of the contributing members. 
Contributing members shall share in the claims expense of the 
state plan and operating and administrative expenses of the 
association in an amount equal to the ratio of the contributing 
member's total accident and health insurance premium, received 
from or on behalf of Minnesota residents as divided by the total 
accident and health insurance premium, received by all 
contributing members from or on behalf of Minnesota residents, 
as determined by the commissioner. Payments made by the state 
to a contributing member for medical assistance, MinnesotaCare, 
or general assistance medical care services according to 
chapters 256, 256B, and 2560 shall be excluded when determining 
a contributing member's total premium. 

Subd. 6. Member assessments. The association shall 
make· an annual determination of each contributing member's 
liability, if any, and may make an annual fiscal year end 
assessment if necessary. The association may also, subject to 
the approval of the commissioner, provide for interim 
assessments agains~ the contributing members whose aggregate 
assessments comprised a minimum of 90 percent of the most recent 
prior· annual assessment, in the event that the association deems 
that methodology to be the most administratively efficient and 
cost-effective means of assessment, and as may be necessary to 
assure the financial capability of the association in meeting 
the incurred or estimated claims expenses of the state plan and 
operating and administrative expenses of the association until 
the association's next annual fiscal year end assessment. 
Payment of an assessment shall be due within 30 days of receipt 
by a contributing member of a written notice of a fiscal year 
end or interim assessment. Failure by a contributing member to 
tender to the association the assessment within 30 days shall be 
grounds for termination of the contributing member's 
membership. A contributing member which ceases to do accident 
and health insurance business within the state shall remain 

62E.ll lR 
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liable for assessments through the calendar year during which 
accident and health insurance business ceased. The association 
may decline to levy an assessment against a contributing member 
if the assessment, as determined herein, would not exceed ten 
dollars. 

Subd. 13. State funding; effect on premium rates of 
members. In approving the premium rates as required in 
sections 62A.65, subdivision 3; and 62L.08, subdivision 8, the 
commissioners of health and commerce shall ensure that any 
appropriation to reduce the annual assessment made on the 
contributing members to cover the costs of the Minnesota 
comprehensive health insurance plan as required under this, 
section is reflected in the premium rates charged by each 
contributing member. 
62E.13 ADMINISTRATION OF PLAN. 

Subdivision 1. Submission of plans of coverage. Any 
member of the association may submit to the commissioner the 
policies of accident and health insurance or the health 
maintenance organization contracts which are being proposed to 
serve in the comprehensive health insurance plan. The time and 
manner of the submission shall be prescribed by rule of the 
commissioner. 
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03/29/05 [COUNSEL ] CBS SCS1164A-3 

1 Senator ......... moves to amend S .. F .. -No .. 1164 as follows: 

2 Page 4, line 26, delete "a working knowledge of" and insert 

3 "relevant experience and expertise in the health insurance 

4 industry" 

5 Page 4, line 27, delete "health insurance" 

1 



03/29/05 [COUNSEL ] CBS SCS1164A-4 

1 Senator ..... moves to amend S.F. ~o. 1164 as follows: 

2 Page 19, after line 10, insert: 

3 "Sec. 24. [EXPIRATION.] 

4 Sections 2 to 15 ·and 23 expire at such time as the 

5 commissioner of finance certifies to the legislature that the 

6 revenue produced by the increase in the cigarette tax under 

7 section 18 is not sufficient to offset the deficit in the 

8 Minnesota Comprehensive Health Association program." 

1 



03/29/05 [COUNSEL ] CBS SCS1164A-5 

1 Senator ..... moves to amend S.F. No. 1164 as follows: 

2 Page 17, delete section 20., and insert: 

3 "Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 297!.15, is 

4 amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

5 Subd. 4a.· [HEALTH PREMIUMS.] A health carrier, as defined 

6 in section 62A.Oll, is exempt from the taxes imposed under this 

7 chapter other than the tax imposed by section 297!.05, 

8 subdivision 5, on premiums paid to it for a health plan, as 

9 defined in section 62A.Oll, subdivision 3, but including 

10 coverage described in clause (10) of that subdivision." 

11 Amend the title as follows: 

12 Page 1, line 15, delete "subdivision 4" and insert "by 

13 adding a subdivision" 

1 



Chairman, Senators, Thank you for your time; I will be very brief. My name is Annette 
Caruthers. I am President of the Association of MCHA Policyholders, and a policyholder 
myself. I am grateful to Senator Kiscaden for trying to solve funding problems with 
medical care. I love the idea of raising the tobacco tax, hopefully reducing teen smoking 
and therefore, future medical costs. I do not love the idea of adding MCHA to the list of 
state-funded programs. 

Statistically, I am an example of the typical MCHA policyholder. In terms of age I am in 
the largest segment of the 35,000 enrollees, with my income being slightly above 
average. I and other policyholders do not want to be on a state welfare-type program, 
begging the legislature for funds to meet our basic needs. 

I know policyholders who have incomes just at the state's average who pay one-third of 
their incomes for medical expenses, yet continue to pursue self-sufficiency. Many of us 
are self-employed; this is American enterprise and determination at its best! Ironically, 
we have no choice for our healthcare, having been rejected by the insurance companies, 
and we currently pay premiums at 112% of market rates, with a proposed rate of 120% of 
market for the coming year. Our stake in this issue is huge. 

Unlike members of other high-risk groups, MCHA policyholders tend to be responsible 
citizens who have much in common with the business community and our lawmakers. 
Are any of you over 50? If you are ever ill, if your blood pressure goes up a bit, if you 
leave the legislature and become a consultant ... you will also be in the MCHA pool. 
What will you want the program to be, should you or anyone in your family need it? 

MCHA was formed 29 years ago as a way to provide a safety net for those high-risk 
people the insurance industry did not want to insure in the regular market. Although the 
risk pool has been allowed to seek government subsides, MCHA has never been a 
government program. It is intended to be a safety net program within the insurance 
industry. ERISA laws allow many large employers to avoid contributing to the 
assessments, which have hovered around 2% for quite some time. Washington, Oregon, 
Colorado, Indiana, New Hampshire, and South Dakota base their assessments on the 
number of covered lives, allowing these states to assess stop-loss insurers. 

Similar action here in Minnesota would cut the assessment to 1 % or less, and would be 
much preferable to turning what is now a private, non-profit organization into a state
funded program that has to ask every two years for an appropriation from the cash
strapped Legislature. In a political climate that has been encouraging privatization, I see 
nothing to be gained from this. I ask you to defeat this bill and look into what other states 
are doing that is effective. 

Also, just this morning the StarTribune printed an article highlighting provisions of 
another bill sponsored by Senator Kiscaden and the Minnesota Medical Association 
(SFl 933) just introduced yesterday, that I would recommend you look into, as it shows 
promise of addressing systemic problems in medical care. 
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S.F. No. 1164 - MCHA Assessment; Premium Tax; HSAs; and Cigarette Taxes 

Prepared testimony of John M. Schwarz, MCHA policyholder and member of AMP 
(Association of MCHA Policyholders). 

Chairwoman, Senators, Thank you for having me here today. My name is John Schwarz. 
I have been in MCHA for 4 years, am a member of the Association ofMCHA 
Policyholders, and a health system researcher for about 10 years. 

There are many reasons why changing the structure of MCHA as it is now to the structure 
called for in SFl 164 is inadvisable, but I will address the several most salient points. 

The main objection to changing MCHA is that SFl 164 would unnecessarily politicize 
what has been, until now, largely a private market issue. This politicization would put 
MCHA's funding on an unstable, politically-motivated basis, subject to the vicissitudes 
of political competition, not economic competition. To whatever extent 1164 tries to 
make it otherwise, MCHA funding will be just another ball up in the air of the juggling 
act of government funding and revenue. Using tobacco tax revenues as funding is in 
principle a laudable, but unstable method. The tobacco tax is intended to raise revenue, 
and to be a disincentive against smoking. If it works as a disincentive, then the tobacco 
revenue will continually decline, as does tobacco use. And many people will want a slice 
of that pie. 

The reason we need MCHA is because of a market, not government, problem. Adam 
Smith's seminal work on markets as a social mechanism to organize a society was not to 
be a system based on the law of the jungle, as many of those professing to be followers of 
him assert. His vision was that markets could take care of all of society's needs for the 
production and distribution of goods and services, via the work of the "invisible hand." 
But knowing that markets are never wholly perfect, he and his economist heirs recognize 
the problems that are called "market failures." Market failures are things that prevent a 
market from operating adequately. These are "problems" that need to be solved. The 
market failure most commonly known is that of monopolies: You can't have a true 
market when one supplier has a monopoly, and so governments correct that market 
"failure" with anti-trust regulation. 

Smith also envisioned that there are reasonable substitutes for given goods or services to 
satisfy peoples' needs; that in that short run that there will be market winners and losers, 
but that in the long run the "losers" will learn how to better shape their supply and 
demand positions, or products and needs via substitutes, or through other changes and 
become "winners." 



In health care demand there are no substitutes in most cases and little learning is possible. 
You can't learn how not to have cancer. How not to have diabetes. There are not 
reasonable substitutes for brain surgery, etc. 

The market failure that MCHA exists to correct is that of a non-existent health insurance 
market for high-risk individuals. It's not that Smith's "hand" is "invisible," but that it's 
been amputated. No matter how much I am willing to pay for health insurance, no one 
will sell it to me; my "demand" cannot be met because insurance companies will not 
supply it. Since the problem in the market is the refusal of insurance companies to make 
the supply demanded available-at all, the correction rests on their shoulders. They cause 
the problem, so they contribute to fixing it via MCHA's funding structure. That is only 
fair, and is much more of a market- rather than government-based solution. 1164 turns 
the entire issue into a government matter. That's bigger government that does not hold 
health insurers responsible for the problem they've created. Alternative ways to correct 
the failure includes mandating that insurers accept all applicants, controlling the costs and 
distributing them more widely via government-regulated rates, or financing via 
community-rating. I think the MCHA solution is much more palatable to them than those 
alternatives. 

Right now MCHA is a mechanism to correct for the market failure produced because of 
insurers' refusal to sell insurance to high-risk individuals-at any price at all; none. We 
can't buy health insurance, but the MCHA fix keeps the matter and the fix in the health 
market, with merely skeletal government involvement. Moving to a publicly-funded and 
run system unnecessarily makes MCHA just another variable in the State government 
system, subject to ideological, partisan, and funding battles. By making MCHA a public
program, we will see that what has been happening to MinnesotaCare recently will 
happen to MCHA a few years down the road. Going down that road is in no one's best 
interest. 
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The Lower the Price, the Higher the Quantity Demanded by Consumers 
The Higher the Price, the Lower the Quantity Demanded by Consumers 

The Higher the Price, the Higher the Quantity Supplied by Producers 
The Lower the Price, the Lower the Quantity Supplied by Producers 

Chart 1 of 2. Author: John M. Schwarz, AMP. 



Health Insurance 
Consistent Demand, No Supply 

MC Enrollees Health Care Demand: Constant 

Supply From Health Insurers: Zero 

Hi-Risk Consumer Demand: Unchanging and Unmet: 
Minimal price-elasticity 

$Price 

Health Insurer's Supply: None at all, regardless of price: No 
price elasticity. 

Market correction for this non-functioning market: 

MCHA 
Chart 2 of 2. Author: John M. Schwarz, AMP 



[ SENATEE ] mv SS1164R~2 

1 senator Higgins from the committee on state and Local 
2 Government Operations, to which was re-referred 

3 S.F. No. 1164: A bill for an act relating to health; 
4 changing the governance structure of the Minnesota Comprehensive 
5 Health Association; increasing the cigarette tax; conforming to 
6 federal law on health savings accounts; providing a health 
7 ·insurance exemption from the insurance premiums tax; repealing 
8 the assessment for the Minnesota Comprehensive Health 
9 Association; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 

10 2004, sections 62A.02, by adding a subdivision; 62E.02, 
11 subdivision 23; 62E.091; 62E.10, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7; 
12 62E.11, subdivisions 9, 10; 62E.13, subdivisions 2, 3a, by 
13 adding a subdivision; 62E.14, subdivisions 1, 6; 290.01, 
14 subdivisions 19, 31; 297F.05, subdivision 1; 297F.10, 
15 subdivision 1; 297I.15, subdivision 4; r.epea~ing Minnesota 
16 Statutes 2004, sections 62E.02, subdivision 23; 62E.11, 
17 subdivisions 5, 6, 13; 62E.13, subdivision 1. 

18. Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill 
19 be amended as follows: 

20 Page 4, line 26, delete "a working knowledge of" and insert 

21 "relevant experience and expertise in the health insurance 

22· industry" 

23 Page 4, line 27, delete "health insurance" 

24 Page 17, delete section 20 and insert: 

25 "Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 297I.15, is 

26 amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

27. Subd. 4a. [HEALTH PREMIUMS.] A health carrier, as defined 

28 in section 62A.Oll, is exempt from the taxes imposed under this 

29 chapter other than the tax imposed by section 297I.05, 

30 subdivision 5, on premiums paid to it for a health plan,.as 

31 defined in section 62A.Oll, subdivision 3, but including 

32 coverage described in clause (10) of that subdivision." 

33 Page 19, after line 10, ·insert: 

"Sec. 24. [EXPIRATION.] 

35 Sections 2 to 15 and 23 expire at such time as the · 

36 commissioner of finance certifies to the legislature that the 

37 revenue produced by the increase in the cigarette tax under 

38 section 18 is not sufficient to offset the deficit in the 

39 Minnesota Comprehensive Health Association program." 

40 Amend the title as follows: 

41 Page 1, line 15, delete "subdivision 4 11 and insert "by 

42 adding a subdivision" 

43 
44 

And when so amended 
the Committee on Taxes. 

the bill do pass and be re-ref erred to 
Amendmentt adopted. Report adopted. 

1 itt~e ~ :,· · 

March 3 o, 2 o o 5 ..•....•......•.... ~ · 
(Date of Committee recommendation) 


